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Notations

“Les mathématiques sont un jeu que l’on exerce selon des règles simples en manipulant des
symboles ou des concepts qui n’ont en soi, aucune importance particulière.”

David Hilbert

Tensors

Description Notation

Scalar (order 0) a

Vector (order 1) a

Second order A∼

Third order A∼

Fourth order A
≈

Transposed second order tensor A∼
T

Right transposed third order tensor (A∼
T )ijk = Aikj

Left transposed third order tensor ( TA∼ )ijk = Ajik

Inverse second order A∼
−1

Symmetric part A∼
sy = 1

2

(
A∼ +A∼

T
)

Skew symmetric part A∼
sk = 1

2

(
A∼ −A∼ T

)
Major symmetry for a fourth order
tensor

Aijkl = Aklij

Minor symmetries for a fourth order
tensor

Aijkl = Ajikl = Aijlk
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Compact notation Index notation (Euclidean tensors)

a = x · y a = xiyi

a = X∼ · y ai = Xijyj

A∼ = X∼ Y∼ Aij = XikYkj

a = X∼ : Y∼ a = XijYij

A∼ = X
≈

: Y∼ Aij = XijklYkl

A∼ = x � Y
≈

Aijk = xlYiljk

A∼ = x � Y
≈
· z Aij = xkYikjlzl

A∼ = X∼ : Y∼ Aij = XiklYklj

A
≈

= X
≈

: Y
≈

Aijkl = XijrsYrskl

Dyadic products
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≈
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Matrices
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{a} Column vector of ai’s

{a} Column vector of ai’s (a first order tensor){
A∼
}

Column vector of Aij ’s (11,22,33,12,23,31,21,32,13)

[A] Rectangular matrix of Aij ’s
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Chapter 1

Introduction

”Mets l’intention, et fais ce que tu peux.”
Mon père

Résumé : Les ingénieurs en aéronautique sont constamment mis au défi de réduire la con-
sommation de carburant dans le but de réduire l’impact environnemental et le coût des vols.
En parallèle, la conception aéronautique est soumise à de nombreuses réglementations ayant
pour but d’assurer l’intégrité des avions durant le décollage, le vol et l’atterrissage, et de ce
fait la sécurité des passagers et de l’équipage. Pour ce faire, les limites de la connaissance en
mécanique des matériaux et des structures sont continuellement repoussées donnant naissance
à de nouveaux outils mathématiques, de production et d’expérimentation.

Parmi les phénomènes mécaniques les plus extrêmes pour la tenue d’un composant mécanique,
nous trouvons l’émergence d’instabilités globales, comme le flambement d’un arbre mécanique,
ou locales, comme la localisation de la déformation plastique. Dans ces travaux nous souhaitons
participer au défi ci-avant en proposant des méthodes mathématiques et des outils numériques
pour la détection de ces phénomènes.

Plus précisément, nous proposons de revisiter le critère de perte d’unicité proposé dans [Hill,
1958] (instabilité globale) et le critère de perte d’ellipticité énoncé dans [Rice, 1976] (instabilité
locale). Cette étude nous mènera alors à illustrer et interpréter les résultats de ces critères, à
proposer de nouvelles méthodes numériques pour leur évaluation, ainsi qu’à proposer la formu-
lation d’un nouveau critère dit “critère affaibli de stabilité” permettant d’avoir une première
approche systématique de l’analyse de stabilité d’un composant dans un problème incluant une
surface de contact.
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1.6 Outline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
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Aeronautical engineers are constantly challenged to provide lighter structures in order to
reduce fuel consumption, and thus the environmental impact and flight costs. At the same time,
the design of aeronautical structures is subjected to strict regulation rules aiming to ensure
the integrity of the aircraft and the safety of the passengers. To address this challenge, the
limits of structural and material mechanics are consistently explored which in turn leads to the
development of new, mathematical, numerical, experimental and manufacturing tools.

1.1 Designing methods

“The application of methods such as Finite Element Method or engineering formulae to
complex structures in modern aircraft is considered reliable only when validated by full scale
tests (ground and/or flight tests). Experience relevant to the product in the utilisation of such
methods should be considered.” [European Aviation Safety Agency, 2018].

Established in 2002, the European Aviation Safety Agency regulates the aviation industry
in order to ensure the safe design of aircraft. For a structure to be certified, various strength
requirements must be fulfilled: they may concern the limit loads (maximum loads expected
during service) or the ultimate loads (limit loads multiplied by prescribed factors of safety)
[European Aviation Safety Agency, 2018]. These load specifications have been set by European
aeronautical experts on the basis of previous experience.

In order to comply with the requirements, engineers must use specified approaches depending
on the part and material of interest. For instance, in the design of landing systems, only
experimental certification is necessary for the wheels, while analytical justifications are also
necessary for the landing shafts. In the first case, engineers can use any tool they trust in
the design process, and only the final experimental certification tests confirm the reliability of
the part. In the second case, the engineers must refer to analytical approaches trusted by the
aeronautical community 1.

Typically, analytical justifications are based on mathematical results derived in a continuum
mechanics framework. For instance, in [Lee and Ades, 1957] the authors analyzed the ultimate
loads of metallic tubes loaded in torsion using small strain finite rotation shell theory. However,
due to the complexity of the mathematical framework, approximate (yet relatively accurate)
solutions were used in order to compute the plastic torsional buckling strength of cylinders.

Even though these results were obtained sixty years ago, they are still the references used in
the design of elastoplastic tubes loaded in torsion [Department of Defense, 1998, 2003]. Nonethe-
less, because of their complexity these analyses are usually restricted to basic geometries, rela-
tively simple materials and monotonic loadings. Of course, in optimized designs, simple geome-
tries are rare (see Figure 1.1). Therefore, the present work aims to bring this type of analysis a
step further by evaluating the ultimate behavior of arbitrary elastoplastic structures in a finite
deformation framework using the Finite Elements Method (FEM).

1 [European Aviation Safety Agency, 2018]: “ Structural analysis may be used only if the structure conforms
to that for which experience has shown this method to be reliable.”.
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Figure 1.1: Pictures of a A320 landing system design by Safran Group (Safran Landing Sys-
tems).

1.2 Failure of an elastoplastic structure

In a broad sense, the failure of a structure is characterized by the initiation and propagation
of cracks or by a sudden drop in its overall stiffness. The first case is not considered in the present
work. It is generally studied as a consequence of a stress concentration (fracture mechanics) or as
a material failure (coalescence of micro-voids and damage-like approaches2). For the second case
two phenomena are generally distinguished: strain localization3 and buckling. The distinction
between localization and buckling was also made by the authors in [Lee and Ades, 1957] (see
Figures 1.2 and 1.3).

2 In [Defaisse et al., 2018] no micro-voids were observed and an incremental damage like parameter was defined
in order to capture the initiation of material failure.

3 This includes diffused necking and shear band localization.
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Figure 1.2: Design curves for tubes loaded in torsion in [Lee and Ades, 1957]. Two phenomena
are distinguished: strain localization deduced from the ultimate engineering shear stress (in red),
and buckling based on an energy minimization criterion (in green).

Figure 1.3: Experiments on steel tubes loaded in torsion (source: ONERA): on the left,
emergence of a shear localization band in a thick tube: external diameter of 16mm and thickness
of 4mm; on the right, buckling of a thin tube: external diameter of 16mm and thickness of
1mm.

Localization refers to many phenomena. The most well-known example is probably the
emergence of necking in a bar loaded in tension (see Figure 1.4). This phenomenon has long
been interpreted as a consequence of material heterogeneity. For the first time, in 1885, it
was studied as a structural phenomenon by Considère: “Nous n’avons entendu assigner à ce
phénomène d’autre cause que le manque d’homogénéité des métaux qui, étant essentiellement
variable, ne saurait expliquer un fait constant. Nous croyons en conséquence qu’il faut chercher
ailleurs et que les faits se passent comme nous allons l’exposer.”4 [Considère, 1885]. The
author also states: “à un certain moment qui correspond au début de la striction, le barreau
est en équilibre instable.”5. In further explanations, the author discusses a kind of competition

4 “There have not been any other cause given to this phenomenon but the heterogeneity of metals which, being
essentially variable, can not explain a constant behavior. We therefore believe that the cause must be sought
elsewhere and that the facts happen as we will expose them.”

5 “at a certain point that corresponds to the emergence of necking, the bar is in an unstable equilibrium state.”.
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between the geometrical variations and the material properties.

Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the emergence of necking in a tensile experiment.

This notion of instability has been generalized and linked to the loss of uniqueness6 by [Hill,
1958] in the analysis of elastoplastic problems in a finite deformation framework. In [Mazière,
2007], a link has been established between the latter and Considère’s necking criterion.

Finally, in [Rice, 1976] another founding criterion, known as the loss of ellipticity criterion,
has been presented and linked to [Hill, 1958] in order to explain the emergence of arbitrarily thin
shear bands as a consequence of the possible existence of jumps in strain rate. This criterion has
been shown to be linked to the loss of uniqueness and regularity of the solution of the boundary
value problem.

These pioneering references have been the source of numerous studies that led to classify
elastoplastic instabilities into two major types:
• Global instabilities such as diffused necking and buckling, as in [Hill, 1958, Hutchin-

son, 1974, Petryk, 2000, Durand and Combescure, 1999, Nefussi and Combescure, 2002,
Ibrahimbegovic, 2009, Abed-Meraim, 2009, de Borst et al., 2012, Bigoni, 2012, Asmolovskiy
et al., 2015, Lestringant et al., 2017, Gardner, 2018];

• Material instabilities such as shear band localization, as in [Hill, 1952, Mandel, 1964, 1966,
Rudnicki and Rice, 1975, Stören and Rice, 1975, Hutchinson and Tvergaard, 1981, Ortiz,
1987, Rice, 1976, Bigoni and Hueckel, 1991, Petryk, 1992, Pijaudier-Cabot and Benallal,
1993, Benallal and Comi, 1996, Doghri and Billardon, 1995, Petryk, 1997, Benallal et al.,
2006, Lemaitre et al., 2009, Ryzhak, 1994, Thermann, 2000, d’Avila et al., 2016, Mota
et al., 2016, Akparna et al., 2017]

1.3 Finite deformation framework
Already in the work of the famous mathematician and physicist Euler [Euler, 1759], the

effects of geometrical changes were taken into account in the analysis of the buckling of a
6 Uniqueness of the solution to the rate boundary value problem.
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beam loaded in compression. In other words, he found it necessary to distinguish initial and
equilibrium configurations. Given that it was necessary for the study of the simplest instability
case, it is essential for the present work. Therefore, the finite deformation framework is used for
our analysis.

When working in such a framework, there are two main difficulties in addition to the complex-
ity of the mathematical derivations: the formulation of the constitutive law, and the character-
ization of the material properties. The first has led to numerous studies, each one introducing
its own notations, but none have managed to provide a unifying approach (see for instance
[Truesdell and Toupin, 1960, Mandel, 1971, Halphen, 1975, Bigoni and Zaccaria, 1993, Meyers
et al., 2000, Rubin and Nadler, 2016]). For the second, the challenge lies in the identification of
the post-necking behavior (see Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of the influence of the geometry on the post-necking
behavior, with: F the tensile force; ∆L the elongation; E the Young modulus; D0, S0 and L0
the initial geometrical parameters.

Even though the tensile force decreases when necking arises, the local material behavior
does not necessarily soften. In order to resolve this issue, some methods have been proposed for
estimating the material properties beyond the maximum tensile strength, as in [Bridgman, 1964].
More recently, significant improvements in the post-necking identification have been made by
coupling Direct Image Correlation technologies and FEM, as in [Kamaya and Kawakubo, 2011,
Gerbig et al., 2016, Defaisse et al., 2018, Li et al., 2018]. Such refined identifications will be
shown to be decisive in the analysis of instabilities.

1.4 Imperfections and boundary conditions
In reality, “perfect” geometries, “homogeneous” materials and “perfect” loading directions

do not exist. In linear mechanics, this problem is rarely studied since such imperfections are
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considered to be negligible. This assumption is based on the stability of the linear problems
in a mathematical sense: for a small smooth variation of the geometry, material properties, or
loading conditions, the effect on the results vary smoothly and tend to vanish.

Also commonly used in linear mechanics, Saint-Venant’s principle states that the way the
boundary conditions are prescribed has a negligible effect on the solution of the problem far
from the boundary in question. This means, for instance, that loading a tensile sample with
prescribed vertical displacements, or vertical traction forces does not have significant effects on
the strains and stresses in the gauge length.

While these two principles are valid for linear mechanics, they are less relevant when it
comes to the analysis of elastoplastic problems in a finite deformation framework. In fact,
sensitivity to imperfections is a well-known problem when analyzing the uniqueness and stability
of a structure’s response. While there are many studies which focus on the sensitivity to the
loading direction, geometrical and material imperfections, as in [Hill and Hutchinson, 1975, Lee
and Ades, 1957, Hutchinson and Tvergaard, 1981, Mear and Hutchinson, 1985, Remmers and
de Borst, 2001, Regulation, 2005, Kriegsmann et al., 2012, Asmolovskiy et al., 2015, Di Pasqua
et al., 2016, Dæhli et al., 2017, Wang et al., 2017, Walport et al., 2018], only a few focus on the
sensitivity to the way the load is prescribed: imposed displacement or traction forces, such as
in [Mandel, 1964, Ryzhak, 1994, Nguyen, 2000].

For simple elastoplastic structures, the analysis of small geometrical or loading imperfec-
tions can be done explicitly as in [Lee and Ades, 1957]. However, these analyses usually have
strong restrictions regarding the material’s constitutive law and are limited to simple geome-
tries. When numerical modeling is required for more complex structures, an exhaustive analysis
of the sensitivity to geometrical or loading imperfections may be impracticable due to the com-
putation costs and the diversity of possible imperfections. Some recent developments in High
Performance Computation (HPC) methods [Gosselet and Rey, 2006], and in Hybrid Reduced
Order Modeling (HROM) [Ryckelynck, 2005, Eftang and Patera, 2014] could possibly provide
the required tools for such analyses.

When designing complex structures, it is common to study sub-parts independently. A usual
assumption is to apply kinematic constraints that maintain the cut surface’s geometry7. In civil
engineering structures, standardization of the geometries and material has made it possible to
thoroughly study the effects of such modeling methods on the critical loads [Regulation, 2005,
Gardner, 2018]. Such standards do not exist in aeronautical structures.

1.5 Aim of this work
As presented above, the analysis of elastoplastic instabilities has motivated numerous studies

over the last sixty years. Global and local instabilities were often presented separately, and
generally only studied together for homogeneous problems. The principal aim of this work is to
combine both approaches in order to analyze and better understand the competition between
localization and buckling in elastoplastic structures within a FEM framework.

Moreover, the analysis of the effects of the way the loading is prescribed (displacements or
traction forces) on the stability and uniqueness of the solution has usually been neglected in favor
of the study of the consequences of the loading direction, geometry or material imperfections.
When it comes to the analysis of sub-parts, some over-constraining kinematic conditions are
commonly applied and may have a significant impact on the analysis of the stability of the
structure. Therefore, a method must be identified to address this problem.

Finally, contact interfaces are often considered when studying an assembly or experimental
7 The cut surface here relates to the surface obtained after splitting the sub-part from the larger structure. It

is the surface that would appear after “cutting the sub-part out”.
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setups. However, the evaluation of the stability of a problem involving contact cannot be stud-
ied using the classical global instability analysis. Therefore, a systematic method, still to be
improved, is presented in order to study the stability of a part in multi-bodies problems.

1.6 Outline

Since there exists no universal conventions, the finite deformation notations are introduced in
chapter 2. The constitutive law formulation adopted in the present work and the corresponding
FEM formulation are also detailed in order to facilitate further discussions.

Hill’s stability and uniqueness criteria are presented in chapter 3. The link between the
stability condition given in an infinite functional space in [Hill, 1958] and the singularity of the
global stiffness matrix in FEM (finite functional space) is thoroughly detailed. The latter has
been implemented in the C++ FEM-software Zset (http://www.zset-software.com/ [Besson and
Foerch, 1997]) and validated on the analysis of the necking of a bar loaded in tension. Three
structural problems are then presented in order to illustrate the capacity and limits of this
method: the simulation of a tensile sample to show the sensitivity to changes in the geometry;
the analysis of the buckling of a thin tube loaded in torsion; and the sensitivity of the instability
criterion to the boundary conditions is demonstrated with the analysis of a thin plate loaded in
tension.

In chapter 4, Rice’s localization criterion8 is thoroughly detailed. So as to link the local
and global instability criteria, the uniqueness of the van Hove rate boundary value problem9 is
discussed, and a minor extension is proposed. On the basis of this extension, the loss of stability
and loss of ellipticity of a homogeneous problem in a FEM framework are discussed. Then, a new
efficient and robust minimization algorithm for the evaluation of the Rice’s localization criterion
is detailed. The numerical method is validated with a simple shear problem and compared to
methods available in the literature. Then, discussion about loss of stability and loss of ellipticity
in a FEM framework will be illustrated in the analysis of a square loaded in shear under the
plane strain hypothesis. Finally, the analysis of loss of ellipticity and loss of stability of a non-
homogeneous problem will be discussed and illustrated in the analysis of a tube loaded in torsion.
The conclusions of the latter study will help us discuss and better understand the modeling of
the failure of an actual ML340 steel sample used in [Defaisse et al., 2018, Defaisse, 2018].

In order to analyze the stability of a structure for various boundary conditions, the “weakened
stability analysis” is proposed in chapter 5. To motivate this new approach, Euler’s famous
buckling analysis of a beam loaded in compression is re-derived starting from Hill’s loss of
stability criterion. Also, similar approaches already used in civil engineering will be briefly
presented. The weakened stability analysis is then rigorously derived and the implementation in
Zset is given. The numerical method is validated using Euler’s buckling problem. The utility of
this approach for the analysis of the stability of various problems is demonstrated in three cases:
the sensitivity of the buckling load of a tube loaded in torsion to various kinematic constraints
is studied and will show the significant consequences of various modeling assumptions; the
instability modes of a homogeneous square loaded in shear is thoroughly studied for various
boundary conditions, leading to a discussion about the interpretation of the loss of ellipticity
criterion regarding the emergence of localization bands in a structure by introducing the Ryzhak,
Mandel, and “Left Fixed” boundary value problems; the latter study will foster the discussion
about the emergence of localization bands and the loss of regularity of the FEM model of a thick
tube loaded in torsion.

All of these analyses are then combined and applied to various structural problems in the
8 Also called “loss of ellipticity criterion”.
9 First introduced in [van Hove, 1947], and briefly discussed in [Rice, 1976].
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chapter 6, all instability analyses are applied to various structural problems. The first example
is a thorough parametric study of the failure of ML340 tubes loaded in torsion compared with
the reference results obtained in [Lee and Ades, 1957]. In particular, the differences observed
concerning the localization loads is related to the use of a full finite deformation framework.
This parametric analysis is then performed for two fictitious materials that exhibit the same
maximum tensile strength, lower yield stresses but a much larger plastic deformation before
necking occurs. The aim of this study is to identify which parameters control the emergence
of localization or buckling modes. The comparison of the numerical results with the analysis
presented in [Department of Defense, 2003] shows that significantly different trends may be
observed. The third and final structural example focuses on the analysis of instabilities when
contact is involved. A method based on the weakened stability analysis is presented and applied
to the analysis of the failure of a lug loaded in tension.
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Chapter 2

Finite Deformation Framework

“Si je te vends le plus beau des châteaux à 1e, mais que tu n’as pas 1e, il est trop cher.”
Mon père

Résumé : Ce chapitre a pour but d’introduire les notations en grandes déformations utilisées,
ainsi que la formulation de la loi de comportement exploitée dans la suite des travaux. Une
attention particulière est apportée à l’expression des opérateurs tangents, ces derniers jouant un
role majeur dans les critères d’instabilité. Enfin, la formulation des éléments finis en grandes
déformations est détaillée pour faciliter la présentation des développements numériques dans les
autres chapitres.

2.1 General framework . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
2.2 Hypo-elastoplastic formulations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
2.3 FEM formulation of finite deformation problems . . . . . . . . . . . 41

By default most Finite Element Method (FEM) analyzes assume small deformations, that
is to say the change in geometry of the structure is small enough not to affect the load paths
and subsequently the final results. However in some cases, such as the buckling of beams and
shells [Lee and Ades, 1957] and the forming processes of thin metal sheets [Ben-Bettaieb and
Abed-Meraim, 2017], these assumptions are invalid. In these cases, which occur whenever there
is a need to distinguish initial and current configurations [Mora et al., 2013], the more general
finite deformation framework is required.

Due to the wide applicability of the finite deformation framework and the number of re-
searchers in the field, there exist a multiplicity of sets of notations. The present chapter mainly
aims to introduce the notations used in this manuscript. The hypo-elastoplastic formulations
used in this work are also thoroughly defined. Finally, the FEM formulation needed for the
later discussions will be described for both incremental and rate problems. Due to the possible
multiple implementations that can be found in FEM software, multiple formulations will be
derived so that the developments of this manuscript can be adapted to other codes.

29
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2.1 General framework
Since a thorough understanding of how the finite deformation framework is formulated is

required to fully grasp the work presented, the following section introduces the required concepts.
Let X be the position of a material point in the initial configuration Ω0. At any time t the
position of this point in the current configuration Ω is given by x (X , t) (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Finite deformation of a continuum media.

where the deformation gradient F∼ is given by:

F∼ (X , t) = ∂x

∂X
(2.1)

Fij = ∂xi
∂Xj

(2.2)

N denotes the unit normal to a surface element dS in the initial configuration, and n denotes
the unit normal to a surface element ds in the current configuration. They are linked by Nanson’s
formula:

n ds = JF∼
−TN dS (2.3)

where:

J = det(F∼ ) = dv

dV
(2.4)

with dV and dv the material volume element respectively in the initial and current configuration,
and J the Jacobian of the transformation (volume variation).

2.1.1 Equilibrium
In order to formulate the local equilibrium problem, one needs to introduce a stress measure.

First of all, let σ∼ denote the Cauchy stress tensor. It associates a given surface element in the
current configuration to the traction forces applied to that surface element:

σ∼ · n ds = t ds (2.5)

Combining equation (2.3) and (2.5), naturally leads to the expression of the Boussinesq stress
tensor S∼ (also called “Piola Kirchhoff 1” or “transposed nominal stress tensor” [Ogden, 2000]):

S∼ = Jσ∼F∼
−T (2.6)
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such that:

T = S∼ ·N = t
ds

dS
(2.7)

And finally we introduce the Kirchhoff stress tensor τ∼, which will be necessary later. It is
defined as:

τ∼ = Jσ∼ (2.8)

Static equilibrium is then equivalently formulated as:

div (σ∼) + f = 0 (2.9)
Div (S∼) + Jf = 0 (2.10)

where f are the volumic forces applied to a volume element in the current configuration “div ”
is the divergence operator in the current configuration (in a fixed Cartesian coordinate system):

[div (σ∼)]i = ∂σij
∂xj

(2.11)

and “Div ” is the divergence operator in the initial configuration:

[Div (S∼)]i = ∂Sij
∂Xj

(2.12)

Since the initial configuration is fixed, one can easily express the rate form of equation 2.10 and
gets:

Div (Ṡ∼) + d

dt
(Jf ) = 0 (2.13)

where ȧ = d a
dt denotes the time derivative of the quantity a.

2.1.2 Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions can be expressed on either the current and initial configuration. How-

ever, for some cases, one definition might be more natural than the other. For example:
• On the current configuration in the case of following forces such as fluid pressure;

• On the initial configuration in the case of global forces such as the tension force applied
to a sample for which the initial geometry is known.

In the case of traction forces applied to the current configuration, t a = σ∼ ·n , one can transport
them to the initial configuration such that T a = S∼ ·N . The relation between T a and t a is
given by:

T a = J
∥∥∥F∼−T ·N ∥∥∥ t a (2.14)

The traction (Neumann) boundary conditions can therefore always be expressed in the form:

S∼ ·N = T a ∀X ∈ ∂ΩT
0 (2.15)

and the displacement (Dirichlet) boundary conditions as:

u = u a ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu
0 (2.16)

where ∂Ωu
0 and ∂ΩT

0 are complementary parts of the boundary of the material domain denoted
∂Ω0. The Boundary Conditions (BCs) (2.15) and (2.16) can be expressed in their rate form:

Ṡ∼ ·N = Ṫ a ∀X ∈ ∂ΩT
0 (2.17)

u̇ = u̇ a ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu
0 (2.18)
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2.1.3 Rate problem and local tangent operator
In order to build the rate boundary value problem, necessary for the stability analyses

presented in the next chapters, the rate constitutive law must be specified. However, there
exists a multiplicity of constitutive law formulations in a finite deformation framework, see for
instance [Hill, 1958, Truesdell and Toupin, 1960, Mandel, 1971, Hutchinson and Miles, 1974,
Hutchinson, 1974, Petryk, 1992, Bigoni and Zaccaria, 1993, Besson et al., 2010, Nguyen, 2000,
Mora et al., 2013, Ben-Bettaieb and Abed-Meraim, 2017, d’Avila et al., 2016, Rubin and Nadler,
2016]. In the present work only the hypo-elastoplastic formulations, in particular the corotational
formulation, will be used (details in section 2.2). Still, other formulations can be found in section
8.1 and section 8.2 and could also be applied to the present work. In fact, these formulations
all have in common the fact that the Boussinesq stress rate (Ṡ∼) and the Lagrangian velocity
gradient can be related by:

Ṡ∼ = L
≈

: Ḟ∼ (2.19)

where L
≈

is a fourth order tensor, possibly multibranch, that depends only on current quan-
tities and a plastic loading/elastic unloading condition. In particular, it can depend on the
deformation gradient F∼ , the Cauchy stress σ∼ and the explicit material properties such as the
elastic moduli, the strain hardening and the plastic flow rule.

Let us summarize the rate boundary value problem (in the absence of body forces):

S∼ = Jσ∼F∼
−T Stress measure (2.20)

Ḟ∼ = ∂u̇

∂X
Lagrangian velocity gradient (2.21)

Ṡ∼ = L
≈

: Ḟ∼ Rate constitutive law (2.22)

Div (Ṡ∼) = 0 Local rate equilibrium (2.23)
Ṡ∼ ·N = Ṫ a ∀X ∈ ∂ΩT

0 Dead load rate (2.24)
u̇ = u̇ a ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu

0 Velocity BC (2.25)

Velocity potential and major symmetry

It is interesting to remark that L
≈

does not possess the minor symmetries, but it might possess
the major symmetry such that Lijkl = Lklij . In this case, there exists a velocity potential V
such that:

Ṡ∼ = ∂V
∂Ḟ∼

(2.26)

with: V(Ḟ∼ ) = 1
2 Ḟ∼ : L

≈
: Ḟ∼ (2.27)

The existence of such a potential has some implications regarding the uniqueness and stability
of the velocity problem, as discussed for instance in [Hill, 1958, Nguyen, 2000, Petryk, 1992,
1993].

2.2 Hypo-elastoplastic formulations
The formulation of hypo-elastoplastic laws leads to a set of equations that strongly resembles

the one obtained in a standard elastoplastic small deformation framework. This has the twin
benefits of using a framework well-known to mechanical engineers, as well as facilitating its
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implementation in a numerical framework. One way to define such laws is to chose a local
objective frame on which the elastoplastic law is formulated, another is to directly choose an
objective derivative for the stress evolution. In this section, the notion of local objective frame
is first introduced1. Then, a formulation is detailed for elastoplastic materials and specified for
some choices of local objective frame. Finally, the local tangent operator L

≈
is specified for such

formulations.

2.2.1 Objectivity
The notion of local objective frame is closely related to the notion of an observer. If one

chooses to respect the principle of material frame indifference, then the constitutive formulation
should also be insensitive to the choice of observer. One way to fulfill this principle is to formulate
the constitutive law with objective quantities. While this is intrinsic for Lagrangian formulations
(see section 8.1 and section 8.2 for more details), it is necessary to be aware of this principle
when working with Eulerian quantities.

Let us consider two points, M1 and M2, respectively occupying the positions x 1 and x 2 in
the referential E , and the positions x ′1 and x ′2 in the referential E ′. In the present work, the
difference between E and E ′ is a mere rigid body motion. Thus one has:

x ′i = Q
∼

(t) · x + a (t) (2.28)

where Q
∼

is an arbitrary time dependent orthogonal second order tensor (rotation)2, and a an
arbitrary first order tensor (translation).
Let us denote the difference of position between M1 and M2 by u = x 2 − x 1 in E and by
u ′ = x ′2 − x ′1 in E ′ such that:

u ′ = Q
∼

(t) · u (2.29)

A vector field that follows equation (2.29) when the referential changes fulfill equation (2.28) is
an objective vector field.

In a more general way [Besson et al., 2010], a nth order tensor field:

T(n) = u 1 ⊗ ...⊗ u n (2.30)

is an objective tensor field if:

T ′(n) = u ′1 ⊗ ...⊗ u ′n (2.31)

For instance, a second order tensor, T∼ = u ⊗ v , is objective if:

T∼
′ = u ′ ⊗ v ′ = Q

∼
· T∼ ·Q∼

T (2.32)

Based on this definition, it is simple to prove that σ∼ (as well as τ∼) is an objective tensor field if
one admits that forces are objective quantities:

σ∼
′ · n ′ = t ′ = Q

∼
· t

n ′ = Q
∼
· n

(2.33)

⇒ (Q
∼
T · σ∼ ′ ·Q∼ ) · n ) = t = σ∼ · n ∀n (2.34)

⇒ σ∼
′ = Q

∼
· σ∼ ·Q∼

T (2.35)
1 This section is mainly based on the chapter 6 in [Besson et al., 2010]
2 One has: Q

∼
·Q

∼
T = I∼⇒

˙︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Q

∼
·Q

∼

T ) = 0∼⇒ Q̇
∼
·Q

∼
T = −(Q̇

∼
·Q

∼
T )T
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On the other hand, the gradient of deformation F∼ is not objective:

dx′ = Q
∼
· dx = Q

∼
· F∼ · dX ⇒ F∼

′ = Q
∼
· F∼ (2.36)

And the Eulerian velocity gradient L∼ :

ḋx = Ḟ∼ · dX = Ḟ∼ · F∼−1 · dx = L∼ · dx (2.37)

is also not objective:

L∼
′ = Ḟ∼

′ · F∼ ′−1 (2.38)
= (Q

∼
· Ḟ∼ + Q̇

∼
· F∼ )(F∼

−1 ·Q
∼
T ) (2.39)

= Q
∼
·L∼ ·Q∼

T + Q̇
∼
·Q
∼
T (2.40)

⇒


(L∼
′)sym = 1

2(L∼
′ +L∼

′T ) = D∼
′ = Q

∼
·D∼ ·Q∼

T

(L∼
′)skew = 1

2(L∼
′ −L∼ ′T ) = Ω∼

′ = Q
∼
·Ω∼ ·Q∼

T + Q̇
∼
·Q
∼
T

(2.41)

where D∼ denotes the strain rate tensor, and Ω∼ the spin tensor. Equation (2.41) is obtained
using the fact that Q

∼
is orthogonal and shows that D∼ is an objective tensor but Ω∼ is not.

Objective derivatives

For a given objective quantity one has no reason to believe that its time derivative is also
objective. In fact, if we return to the example at the beginning of section 2.2.1, and consider
that u is constant in time, u̇ = 0 , then:

u̇ ′ = Q̇
∼
· u = Q̇

∼
·Q
∼
T · u ′ 6= 0 (2.42)

While this is not surprising for a velocity field, this might be a problem when the constitutive law
is formulated on stress and strain rates measures. Therefore, the notion of objective derivative
is introduced. Let D(·) denote the operator of such a derivative. It fulfills:

D(u ′) = Q
∼
D(u ) (2.43)

This notion can be expanded to nth order tensors as well:

D(Tn) = [D(u 1)⊗ ...⊗ u n] + [u 1 ⊗D(u 2)⊗ ...⊗ u n] ....+ [u 1 ⊗ ...⊗D(u n)] (2.44)

A well known objective derivative is the Jaumann derivative:

DJ(u ) = u̇ −Ω∼ · u (2.45)

Proof:

DJ(u ′) = u̇ ′ −Ω∼
′ · u ′ (2.46)

= Q̇
∼
· u +Q

∼
· u̇ − (Q

∼
·Ω∼ ·Q∼

T + Q̇
∼
·Q
∼
T ) · (Q

∼
· u ) (2.47)

= Q̇
∼
· u +Q

∼
· u̇ −Q

∼
·Ω∼ · u − Q̇∼ · u (2.48)

= Q
∼
· (u̇ −Ω∼ · u ) (2.49)

⇒ DJ(u ′) = Q
∼
·DJ(u ) (2.50)
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For a second order tensor one gets:

DJ(T∼ ) = Ṫ∼ + T∼ ·Ω∼ −Ω∼ · T∼ (2.51)

While this derivative is commonly found as such in the literature, it can be derived another way.
Let us consider a local referential for each material element in the structure. In fact, while the
notion of referential is tightly linked to the notion of observer, one can imagine that a different
observer is attached to each material point. For each material point, the change in referential
can be characterized by a tensor of space and time Q

∼
∗(x , t). In our case, such a local referential

field is an orthogonal second order tensor field that respects:

Q
∼
∗(x , t = 0) = I∼

det(Q
∼

(x), t)) = 1

Q
∼
∗T = Q

∼
∗−1

Q
∼
∗′ = Q

∼
′ ·Q
∼
∗ for any change of global referential by Q

∼
′.

(2.52)

One can then imagine the following procedure:
1. Transport any quantity to the local referential;

2. Take its time derivative;

3. Transport back the result to the global referential.
This procedure leads to the definition of the local objective derivative D∗(·) associated to the
local referential Q

∼
∗ of a second oder tensor T∼ as3:

D∗(T∼ ) = Q
∼
∗T · Ṫ∼

∗ ·Q
∼
∗ (2.53)

= Q
∼
∗T ·

˙︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Q
∼
∗ · T∼ ·Q∼

∗T ) ·Q
∼
∗ (2.54)

= Ṫ∼ +Q
∼
∗T · Q̇

∼

∗ · T∼ + T∼ · Q̇∼
∗T ·Q

∼
∗ (2.55)

One can then choose the local referential in which the spin tensor vanishes. This is the coro-
tational frame4, Q

∼
c, defined such that Ω∼

c = 0∼. Based on equation (2.41), such a referential
fulfills:

Ω∼
c = Q

∼
c ·Ω∼ ·Q∼

cT + Q̇
∼

c ·Q
∼
cT = 0∼ (2.56)

⇒ Ω∼ = −Q
∼
cT · Q̇

∼

c = Q̇
∼

cT ·Q
∼
c (2.57)

By injecting equation (2.57) into equation (2.55) one directly gets the Jaumann derivative defined
in equation (2.51):

Dc = DJ (2.58)

Also, another well known objective local frame is the polar frame defined such that:

Q
∼
R = R∼

T (2.59)

where R∼ comes from the polar decomposition: F∼ = R∼ ·U∼ . One then gets:

F∼
R = R∼

T ·R∼ ·U∼ = U∼ and DR(T∼ ) = Ṫ∼ +R∼ · Ṙ∼
T · T∼ + T∼ · Ṙ∼ ·R∼ T (2.60)

where U∼ in the (symmetric) right stretch tensor.
3 This of course can be generalized to nth order tensors.
4“Referential in which the observer instantaneously rotates with the material point”.
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2.2.2 Elastoplastic behaviour
Given the definition of objective derivatives, it is now possible to formulate a particular

category of elastoplastic laws in finite deformation: Hypo-elastoplastic formulations. The name
of these formulations, “hypo”, is due to the fact that the existence of an elastic potential is
not ensured5 in contrast to Hyperelasticity. These formulations should be avoided for cycling
problems or problems with high elastic strain. While aware of this issue, this formulation has
been used in the present work since mainly monotonic loading is performed and the materials
of interest have small elastic strains.

These formulations are considered Eulerian. Three strain measures are commonly used in
such formulations: σ∼ [Rice, 1976, Nguyen, 2000, Besson et al., 2010], τ∼ [Petryk, 1992, Hutchinson
and Miles, 1974], and τ̂∼ [Hill, 1958, Nguyen, 2000]. The latter is the Kirchhoff stress tensor in
an updated Lagrangian framework:

τ̂∼ = Ĵσ∼ (2.61)

where Ĵ = det(F̂∼ ):

Ĵ = 1 (2.62)
˙̂
J = Tr (D∼ ) = Tr (L∼) (2.63)

where Tr (A∼ ) = A∼ : I∼ = Aii is the trace operator. Depending on the choice made for the
stress measure, the tangent operator may, or may not, possess major symmetry. This is further
discussed in section 2.2.3. Nevertheless, it is often possible to neglect this difference when the
plastic flow is incompressible and elastic strains are small (Tr (L∼) vanishes). D∗(σ∼), D∗(τ∼), and
D∗(τ̂∼) can be related as follows:

D∗(τ∼) = J D∗(σ∼) + JTr (L∼)σ∼ (2.64)
D∗(τ̂∼) = D∗(σ∼) + Tr (L∼)σ∼ (2.65)

and ˙̂τ∼ = τ̇∼
J

(2.66)

In order to formulate an elastoplastic law in a local objective frame, one needs:

• A local objective frame: Q
∼
∗(t);

• An additive decomposition of the strain rate tensor: D∼
∗ = D∼

∗e +D∼
∗p;

• An Eulerian stress tensor: τ∼, σ∼ or τ̂∼. (The rest of the analysis will be done with τ∼ 6);

• A rate elasticity law in the local objective frame: τ̇∼
∗ = Λ

≈
∗ : D∼

∗e;

• A yield surface: f(τ∼∗,X∼
∗). (Structural FEM analyses here are done with a von Mises

criterion with an isotropic hardening R(p), f =
√

3
2τ∼

dev : τ∼dev −R(p));

• A plastic flow rule: D∼
p∗ = λ̇

∂g

∂τ∼
∗ = λ̇P∼

∗ ⇒D∼
p = λ̇Q

∼
∗T · ∂g

∂τ∼
∗ ·Q∼

∗ = λ̇P∼ ;

• A hardening law: α̇∼
∗ = −λ̇ ∂F

∂X∼
∗ = −λ̇M∼ ∗.

5 There might be residual stresses after an elastic cycle
6 This stress measure implies the existence of an elastoplastic potential (see section 2.1.3) [Nguyen, 2000,

Petryk, 2000].
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where α∼ ∗ denotes the tensor of internal variables defined in the local objective frame, and X∼
∗

the associated forces. Note that the elasticity law can easily be reformulated to link it to the
formulations based on objective derivatives:

˙︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Q
∼
∗τ∼Q∼

∗T ) = Λ
≈
∗ : (Q

∼
∗D∼

eQ
∼
∗T ) (2.67)

Q
∼
∗(τ̇∼ +Q

∼
∗T Q̇
∼

∗
τ∼ + τ∼Q̇∼

∗T
Q
∼
∗)Q
∼
∗T = Λ

≈
∗ : (Q

∼
∗D∼

eQ
∼
∗T ) (2.68)

(Q
∼
∗ �Q

∼
∗) : D∗(τ∼) = Λ

≈
∗ : (Q

∼
∗ �Q

∼
∗) : D∼

e (2.69)

D∗(τ∼) = (Q
∼
∗T �Q

∼
∗T ) : Λ

≈
∗ : (Q

∼
∗ �Q

∼
∗) : De

kl (2.70)

⇒ D∗(τ∼) = Λ
≈

: D∼
e (2.71)

where Λijkl = Λ∗pqrsQ∗piQ∗qjQ∗rkQ∗sl; for isotropic elasticity: Λ
≈
∗ = Λ

≈
.

2.2.3 Tangent operators and rate potential
The set of equations given in the previous paragraph does not define an explicit relationship

between the stress rates and the strain rates. It is shown in section 2.3 that this relation is
necessary for the FEM problem. In the following equations, the tangent operator L

≈
∗ defined in

equation (2.72) is derived for such formulations7.

D∗(τ∼) = L
≈
∗ : D∼ = L

≈
∗ : L∼ (2.72)

First, the consistency condition gives:

ḟ(τ∼
∗,X∼

∗) = 0 (2.73)

n∼
∗ : τ̇∼

∗ + ∂f

∂X∼
∗ : Ẋ∼

∗ = 0 where n∼
∗ = ∂f

∂τ∼
∗ (2.74)

n∼
∗ : τ̇∼

∗ + ∂f

∂X∼
∗ : ∂X∼

∗

∂α∼
∗ : α̇∼

∗ = 0 (2.75)

n∼
∗ : (Q

∼
∗D∗(τ∼)Q

∼
∗T )− hλ̇ = 0 where h = ∂f

∂X∼
∗ : ∂X∼

∗

∂α∼
∗ : ∂F

∂X∼
∗ (2.76)

⇒ hλ̇ = (Q
∼
∗Tn∼

∗Q
∼
∗) : D∗(τ∼) (2.77)

Injecting (2.71) in (2.77) and using the plastic flow rule, one gets the expression of the plastic
multiplier:

hλ̇ = n∼ : Λ
≈

: D∼
e (2.78)

hλ̇ = n∼ : Λ
≈

: (D∼ −D∼ p) (2.79)

hλ̇+ n∼ : Λ
≈

: D∼
p = n∼ : Λ

≈
: D∼ (2.80)

hλ̇+ λ̇n∼ : Λ
≈

: P∼ = n∼ : Λ
≈

: D∼ (2.81)

λ̇ =
n∼ : Λ

≈
: D∼

h+ n∼ : Λ
≈

: P∼
(2.82)

7 L
≈
∗ necessarily possesses minor symmetries since D∼ and D∗(τ∼) possess minor symmetry.
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From equation (2.71), one can then deduce:

D∗(τ∼) = Λ
≈

: (D∼ −D∼ p) (2.83)

D∗(τ∼) = Λ
≈

: D∼ − λ̇Λ
≈

: P∼ (2.84)

(2.82)⇒ D∗(τ∼) = Λ
≈

: D∼ − (
n∼ : Λ

≈
: D∼

h+ n∼ : Λ
≈

: P∼
)Λ
≈

: P∼ (2.85)

⇒ D∗(τ∼)ij = ΛijklDkl −
npqΛpqklDkl

h+ nabΛabcdPcd
ΛijtvPtv (2.86)

D∗(τ∼)ij =
[
Λijkl −

(ΛijtvPtv)(npqΛpqkl)
h+ nabΛabcdPcd

]
Dkl (2.87)

⇒ D∗(τ∼) =

Λ
≈
−

(
Λ
≈

: P∼
)
⊗
(
n∼ : Λ

≈

)
h+ n∼ : Λ

≈
: P∼

 : D∼ (2.88)

This leads to the definition of the elastoplastic tangent operator:

L
≈
∗ = Λ

≈
−


0 if n∼ : Λ

≈
: D∼ < 0 ;(

Λ
≈

:P∼
)
⊗
(
n∼ :Λ
≈

)
h+n∼ :Λ

≈
:P∼

if not.
(2.89)

Defined as such, L
≈
∗ does not necessarily possess major symmetry8. Yet, when the plastic flow

rule is associative (f = g), it fulfills the normality rule:

D∼
p = λ̇P∼ = λ̇n∼ (2.90)

The elastoplastic tangent operator then becomes:

L
≈
∗ = Λ

≈
−


0 if n∼ : Λ

≈
: D∼ < 0 ;(

Λ
≈

:n∼
)
⊗
(
n∼ :Λ
≈

)
h+n∼ :Λ

≈
:n∼

if not.
(2.91)

and possesses major symmetry.
A little more work is still required to formulate the expression of L

≈
defined in equation (2.22).

To simplify calculations, the work will be done with respect to updated Lagrangian quantities
( ˙̂
S∼ , L∼)9, and linked to the mixed Eulerian/Lagranian quantities (Ṡ∼ , Ḟ∼ ):

Ṡ∼ = L
≈

: Ḟ∼ ⇔
˙̂
S∼ = L̂

≈
: L∼ (2.92)

with ˙̂
S∼ = 1

J
(I∼ � F∼ ) : Ṡ∼ = ˙̂τ∼ − σ∼L∼ (2.93)

and L
≈

= J(I∼ � F∼
−1) : L̂

≈
: (I∼ � F∼

−T ) (2.94)

8 Minor symmetries are implicit since it works on D∼ , and outputs D∗τ∼ which are both symmetric second order
tensors.

9 Reminder: F̂∼ = I∼, ˙̂
F∼ = L∼, Ĵ = 1, and ˆ̇J = TrL∼.
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where � denotes the product:

(A∼ �B∼ )ijkl = AikBjl (2.95)

Starting from equation (2.93), and after substituting equations (2.66), (2.55) and (2.72), one
gets:

˙̂
S∼ = 1

J
τ̇∼ − σ∼L∼ (2.96)

J
˙̂
S∼ = D∗(τ∼)−Q

∼
∗T · Q̇

∼

∗ · T∼ − T∼ · Q̇∼
∗T ·Q

∼
∗ − τ∼L∼ (2.97)

J
˙̂
S∼ = L

≈
∗ : L∼ −Q∼

∗T · Q̇
∼

∗ · T∼ − T∼ · Q̇∼
∗T ·Q

∼
∗ − τ∼L∼ (2.98)

Then if it is possible to express Q̇
∼

∗T
Q
∼
∗ as:

Q̇
∼

∗T
Q
∼
∗ = A

≈
∗ : L∼ (2.99)

where A
≈
∗ does not explicitly depend on the rate of any quantity. Then:

J
˙̂
S∼ = L

≈
∗ : L∼ − (A

≈
∗ : L∼)Tτ∼ − τ∼(A

≈
∗ : L∼)− τ∼L∼T (2.100)

J
˙̂
S∼ = L

≈
∗ : L∼ − (I∼ � τ∼) : A

≈
∗ : L∼ − (τ∼ � I∼) : A

≈
∗ : L∼ − (τ∼ � I∼) : L∼

T (2.101)

˙̂
S∼ = 1

J

(
L
≈
∗ − (I∼ � τ∼) : A

≈
∗ − (τ∼ � I∼) : A

≈
∗ − (τ∼ � I∼)

)
: L∼ (2.102)

˙̂
S∼ = L̂

≈
: L∼ with L̂

≈
= 1
J

(
L
≈
∗ − (I∼ � τ∼) : A

≈
∗ − (τ∼ � I∼) : A

≈
∗ − (τ∼ � I∼)

)
(2.103)

which gives:

L
≈

= (I∼ � F∼
−1) :

(
L
≈
∗ − (I∼ � τ∼) : A

≈
∗ − (τ∼ � I∼) : A

≈
∗ − (τ∼ � I∼)

)
: (I∼ � F∼

−T ) (2.104)

Yet this will be possible only if A
≈
∗ exists. In the case of the corotational formulation:

Q̇
∼

cT
Q
∼
c = Ω∼ (2.105)

= 1
2(L∼ −L∼T ) (2.106)

= 1
2
[
(I∼ � I∼) : L∼ − (I∼ � I∼)L∼

]
(2.107)

= 1
2
(
I∼ � I∼ − I∼ � I∼

)
: L∼ = A

≈
c : L∼ (2.108)

Which gives:

L̂
≈

= 1
J

[
L
≈
∗ − (I∼ � τ∼) :

(1
2I∼ � I∼ −

1
2I∼ � I∼

)
− (τ∼ � I∼) :

(1
2I∼ � I∼ −

1
2I∼ � I∼

)
− (τ∼ � I∼)

]
(2.109)

= 1
J

[
L
≈
∗ − 1

2I∼ � τ∼ + 1
2I∼ � τ∼ −

1
2τ∼ � I∼ + 1

2τ∼ � I∼ − τ∼ � I∼

]
(2.110)

= 1
J

[
L
≈
∗ + 1

2I∼ � τ∼ −
1
2I∼ � τ∼ −

1
2τ∼ � I∼ −

1
2τ∼ � I∼

]
(2.111)
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Remark: L
≈
∗ is usually called “material stiffness”, and the added stress terms are often called

“geometrical stiffness”. Yet, this name can be confusing since they do not only depend on the
geometry and the current stresses, but also on the finite deformation formulation one uses. This
is further detailed in chapter 8 for other formulations. Yet this is already clear whether one
chooses to use τ∼, τ̂∼ or σ∼ as the stress measure. In particular, for the last option, a term of
the form: σ∼ ⊗ I∼, which does not possess major symmetry, would be added. In contrast, as can
be seen in equation (2.111), L̂

≈
possesses global symmetry when formulated with τ∼ or τ̂∼. This

property is lost when formulated with σ∼ [Hill, 1958, Pinsky et al., 1986, Ortiz, 1987, Bigoni and
Hueckel, 1991, Bigoni and Zaccaria, 1993]. Furthermore, this loss of symmetry generally leads
to a slow convergence of the Newton algorithm in the FEM problem. Therefore, in the present
work, τ∼ and τ̂∼ are generally used.

Sometimes, one cannot explicitly formulate a tensor A
≈
∗. For example, for the polar local

referential, the expression of A
≈
∗ that is commonly used is the same as the one derived for the

corotational formulation. However, Ω∼ 6= Ṙ∼R∼
T and one can express the difference as follows:

Ω∼ = 1
2(L∼ −L∼T ) (2.112)

= 1
2(Ṙ∼R∼

T +R∼ U̇∼U∼
−1R∼

T − (R∼ Ṙ∼
T +R∼U∼

−1U̇∼R∼
T )) (2.113)

= Ṙ∼R∼
T + 1

2R∼ (U̇∼U∼
−1 −U∼ −1U̇∼ )R∼

T (2.114)

Ω∼ − Ṙ∼R∼ T = 1
2R∼ (U̇∼U∼

−1 −U∼ −1U̇∼ )R∼
T (2.115)

In this case, the resulting error strongly depends on the norm of the skew part of U̇∼U∼
−1. For

instance, when U∼ is diagonal, then both polar and corotational formulations are equivalent.
More generally, when U̇∼ and U∼

−1 commute the difference vanishes.

2.2.4 Summary
For future reference the equations described above are summarized here:

• ∀X ∈ Ω0 :

F∼ = ∂x

∂X
Deformation gradient

L∼ = Ḟ∼F∼
−1 Eulerian velocity gradient

Ω∼ = 1
2(L∼ −L∼T ) Spin tensor

D∼ = 1
2(L∼ +L∼

T ) Strain rate tensor

D∼ = D∼
e +D∼

p Additive decomposition

A∼
∗ = Q

∼
∗A∼Q∼

T Rotation in a local objective frame

τ̇∼
∗ = Λ

≈
∗ : D∼

∗ or D∗(τ∼) = Λ
≈

: D∼
e Rate elasticity law

avec Λijkl = Λ∗pqrsQ∗piQ∗qjQ∗rkQ∗sl

D∗(τ∼) = τ̇∼ +Q
∼
∗T Q̇
∼

∗
τ∼ + τ∼Q̇∼

∗T
Q
∼
∗ Objective derivative of associated with

the local referential“*”
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• Plastic flow rule (n∼ : Λ
≈

: D∼ ≥ 0 and f(τ∼∗,X∼
∗) = 0):

n∼ = Q
∼
∗T · ∂f

∂τ∼
∗ ·Q∼

∗ Normal to yield surface

D∼
p = λ̇Q

∼
∗T · ∂g

∂τ∼
∗ ·Q∼

∗ = λ̇P∼ Plastic strain rate

α̇∼
∗ = −λ̇ ∂F

∂X∼
∗ = −λ̇M∼ Hardening

h = ∂f

∂X∼
∗ : ∂X∼

∗

∂α∼
∗ : ∂F

∂X∼
∗ Hardening modulus

λ̇ =
n∼
∗:Λ
≈
∗:D∼

∗

h+n∼
∗:Λ
≈
∗:P∼

∗ ≥ 0 Plastic multiplier

• Elastoplastic tangent operator in local objective frame:

D∗(τ∼) = L
≈
∗ : D∼

where L
≈
∗ = Λ

≈
−


0 If n∼ : Λ

≈
: D∼ < 0 ;(

Λ
≈

:P∼
)
⊗
(
n∼ :Λ
≈

)
h+n∼ :Λ

≈
:P∼

else.

P∼ = n∼ for associative flow rule.

• Elastoplastic tangent operator for corotational formulation on τ∼:
Ṡ∼ = L

≈
: Ḟ∼

where L
≈

= (I∼ � F∼
−1) :

[
L
≈
∗ + 1

2(I∼ � τ∼ − I∼ � τ∼ − τ∼ � I∼ − τ∼ � I∼)
]

: (I∼ � F∼
−T )

2.3 FEM formulation of finite deformation problems
In the following sections, the FEM is presented for a finite deformation framework. First the

weak formulations for the boundary and rate boundary value problem are presented, then the
construction of the tangent and global stiffness matrix are detailed. Finally, the application of
Dirichlet boundary conditions is briefly presented.

For the sake of brevity, let us introduce the Lagrangian quantities: the Piola Kirchhoff stress
tensor Π∼ , and the Green Lagrange strain tensors E∼ :

Π∼ = F∼
−1τ∼F∼

−T (2.116)

E∼ = 1
2(F∼

TF∼ − I∼) (2.117)

which are both Lagrangian tensors. The tangent operator L
≈

Π can also be formulated (under
the same restrictions as L

≈
) so that it fulfills:

Π̇∼ = L
≈

Π : Ė∼ (2.118)

Like L
≈

, L
≈

Π may contain some ”geometrical terms” depending on how the constitutive law is
formulated (see Appendix, section 8.1).
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2.3.1 Weak formulations

Equilibrium boundary value problem

Based on section 2.1.1 and section 2.1.2 the following equilibrium problem can be formulated
(in the absence of volume forces)10:

Div (S∼) = 0 ∀X ∈ Ω0 (2.119)
u = u a ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu

0 (2.120)
S∼ ·N = T a ∀X ∈ ∂ΩT

0 (2.121)

In equation (2.121) only dead loads are considered11.
Let δû be some arbitrary test field (regular and derivable). Projection of equation (2.119)

on δû and integration over the whole domain Ω0 gives:

0 =
∫

Ω0
div (S∼) · δû dV0 (2.122)∫

Ω0
S∼ :∇∼ (δû )dV0 =

∫
∂Ω0

(S∼ ·N ) · δû dS (2.123)∫
Ω0
S∼ : δF̂∼dV0 =

∫
∂ΩT0

(S∼ ·N )i(δû )i dS +
∫
∂Ωu0

(S∼ ·N )i(δû )i dS (2.124)∫
Ω0
S∼ : δF̂∼dV0 =

∫
∂ΩT0

T ai (δû )i dS +
∫
∂Ωu0

(S∼ ·N )i(δû )i dS (2.125)

where δF̂∼ =∇∼ (δû ). Since δû is arbitrary, one can choose δû kinematically admissible to 0:

(δû )i = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu
0 (2.126)

noted: δû ∈ CA0 (2.127)

Then one has: ∫
Ω0
S∼ : δF̂∼dV0 =

∫
∂ΩT0

T ai (δû )i dS ∀δû ∈ CA0 (2.128)

Without any restriction, this problem can equivalently be written as:∫
Ω0

Π∼ : δÊ∼ dV0 =
∫
∂ΩT0

T ai (δû )i dS ∀δû ∈ CA0 (2.129)∫
Ω
Ŝ∼ : L∼dV =

∫
∂ΩT0

T ai (δû )i dS ∀δû ∈ CA0 (2.130)

where δL̂∼ = δF̂∼F∼
−1, δD̂∼ = δL̂∼

sym and δÊ∼ = F∼
T δD̂∼ F∼ . The three formulations will be derived

in this section since all are used in FEM software for various purposes. While they all imply
solving the exact same problem, one should be aware of the difference when implementing a
material law.

10 These are not difficult to add, but are not of interest in the present work [Hill, 1958].
11 Considering following forces like pressure are possible, yet have no particular interest for the general FEM

formulation. Following forces would imply another term to add to the global stiffness matrix, and this is detailed
in [Nefussi and Combescure, 2002, Mazière, 2007, Mazière et al., 2009].
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Rate boundary value problem

Following the same procedure but starting with the set of equations given in 2.1.3 one has:∫
Ω0
Ṡ∼ : δF̂∼dV0 =

∫
∂ΩT0

Ṫ ai (δû )i dS∫
Ω0
Ḟ∼ : L

≈
: δF̂∼dV0 =

∫
∂ΩT0

Ṫ ai (δû )i dS ∀δû ∈ CA0 (2.131)

or equivalently:∫
Ω0

Π̇∼ : δÊ∼ + Π∼ : (Ḟ∼
T
δF̂∼ )dV0 =

∫
∂ΩT0

Ṫ ai (δû )i dS ∀δû ∈ CA0∫
Ω0
Ė∼ : L

≈
Π : δÊ∼ + Π∼ : (Ḟ∼

T
δF̂∼ )dV0 =

∫
∂ΩT0

Ṫ ai (δû )i dS ∀δû ∈ CA0 (2.132)

and: ∫
Ω

˙̂
S∼ : δL̂∼dV =

∫
∂ΩT0

Ṫ ai (δû )i dS ∀δû ∈ CA0

⇒
∫

Ω

˙̂
F∼ : L̂

≈
: δF̂∼dV =

∫
∂ΩT0

Ṫ ai (δû )i dS ∀δû ∈ CA0 (2.133)

2.3.2 Discretization
A FEM problem is based on the projection of the solution onto a finite number of shape

functions defined for each node. This leads to the definition of a discretized problem that,
when well-posed12, has a solution that approximates the exact solution. Let us denote by n the
number of nodes that define the mesh, uki the value of the ith component of the kth node, and
Nk(X ) the shape function associated to the kth node. From here, a displacement field in this
finite space can be decomposed as:

ui =
n∑
k=1

Nk(x )uki (2.134)

Equation (2.134) can be written with a matrix vector product by introducing [N(x )] , such
that:

u (x) = [N(x )] · {u} (2.135)

where {u} denotes the column matrix of the uki . The gradient can then be expressed as:

∂ui
∂xj

=
n∑
k=1

∂Nk(x )
∂xj

uki (2.136)

This leads to the definition of a derivation matrix
[
BḞ

]
, defined such that:{

∇∼ (u )
}

=
[
BḞ

] · {u} (2.137)

where
{
∇∼ (u )

}
the column matrix of the ∂ui

∂xj
. In a general way, we will denote

{
A∼
}

the
vector of the Aij components of a second order tensor A∼ . There are different ways to set
such a vector, yet, in the present work the order is consistent with the one in Zset code :
{A11, A22, A33, A12, A23, A31, A21, A32, A13}.

12 Which is actually the critical question for the present work.
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2.3.3 Numerical global problem

The variational problem defined in equation (2.128) (or equivalently for the problems defined
by equations (2.129) and (2.130)), becomes after discretization (∀δû ∈ CA0) :∫

Ω0

{
S∼
} T · [BḞ ] · {δû} dV0 =

∫
∂Ω0
{T a} T · [N ] · {δû} dS0+[∫

Ω0

{
S∼
} T · [BḞ ] dV0

]
· {δû} =

∫
∂Ω0
{T a} T · [N ] dS0 · {δû}

⇒ {Fi(u (t))} =
∫

Ω0

[
BḞ

] T · {S∼} dV0 =
∫
∂Ω0

[N ] T · {T a} dS0 = {Fe(t)} (2.138)

where {Fi(u (t))} and {Fe(t)} respectively denote the vectors of internal and external forces
13.

As elastoplastic problems are path dependent, it is necessary to compute equilibrium con-
figurations while gradually loading the structure. Therefore, a time discretization fine enough
to consider path dependency has to be defined to compute the final solution of the problem
incrementally. At each load step, the incremental problem to solve is given by:

{Fi(u (t+ ∆t))} = {Fe(t+ ∆t)} (2.139)

Global stiffness matrix

For each load increment from the instant t to the instant t+ ∆t, a displacement increment
∆u = u (t+∆t)−u (t) must be computed. In order to evaluate ∆u , a sequence ∆u k is defined
such that ∆u k+1 = ∆u k + δu k+1 converges toward ∆u . ∆u 0 is generally chosen to be zero
to initialize the sequence. However, it can be specified to other values in order to accelerate
convergence14. For each iteration, δu k+1 can be evaluated based on a first order expansion of
{Fi(u (t+ ∆t))} :{

Fi(u (t) + ∆u k + δu k+1)
}

= {Fe(t+ ∆t)} (2.140)

{
Fi(u (t) + ∆u k)

}
+
∂
{
Fi(u + ∆u k)

}
∂{u} ·

{
δu k+1

}
= {Fe(t+ ∆t)} (2.141)

∂
{
Fi(u + ∆u k)

}
∂{u}

·
{
δu k+1

}
= {Fe(t+ ∆t)} −

{
Fi(u (t) + ∆u k)

}
(2.142)[

Kk
]
·
{
δu k+1

}
=
{
Rk
}

(2.143)

where
[
Kk

]
=
∂
{
Fi(u + ∆u k)

}
∂{u} (2.144)

and
{
Rk
}

= {Fe(t+ ∆t)} −
{
Fi(u (t) + ∆u k)

}
(2.145)

This is the well-known Newton Raphson scheme to solve nonlinear problems. It has a quadratic
convergence if the problem is sufficiently smooth and the last estimate is sufficiently close to the
solution. To do so, one needs to evaluate the global stiffness matrix,

[
Kk

]
, which is obtained

13 Note that “internal” can be an ambiguous term in a finite deformation framework since it can also include
terms due to following forces

14 Typically, for a monotonic loading, using the displacement increment obtained for the previous time-step
can be a very good starting point.
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by assembling the element stiffness matrices
[
Kk

]
elem

:

[
Kk

]
elem

=
∂
∫

Ωe0

[
BḞ

] T · {S∼(u + ∆u k)
}
dV e

0

∂{u}

=
∫

Ωe0

[
BḞ

] T · ∂
{
S∼(u + ∆u k)

}
∂{u} dV e

0

=
∫

Ωe0

[
BḞ

] T · ∂
{
S∼(u + ∆u k)

}
∂
{
F∼
} · ∂

{
F∼
}

∂{u} dV
e

0

=
∫

Ωe0

[
BḞ

] T · [L
≈

(u + ∆u k)
]
· [BḞ ] dV e

0 (2.146)

where
[
L
≈

]
is the matrix defined such that:

{
Ṡ∼

}
=
{
L
≈

: Ḟ∼
}

=
[
L
≈

]
·
{
Ḟ∼

}
(2.147)

(2.148)

and Ωe
0 is the volume filled by the element in the reference configuration. Usually, in an incre-

mental framework,
[
L
≈

]
is replaced by

[
L
≈ c

]
where “c” stands for “consistent” tangent operator,

meaning consistent with the integration scheme.

Finite deformation formulation in Z-set [Besson and Foerch, 1997]

It has been shown that the weak formulation of the problem can be calculated in different
strictly equivalent ways (see equations (2.131), (2.132) and (2.133)). As detailed in section 8.1,
some laws are defined using Π∼ , therefore, it seems more convenient to use equation (2.132) to
formulate the problem. Then the element stiffness matrix should be defined [Besson et al., 2010]
as:[
Kk

]
elem

=
∫

Ωe0

[
BĖ

] T · [L
≈

Π(u + ∆u k)
]
· [BĖ] +

[
BḞ

] T [
ML(Π∼ (u + ∆u k))

]
· [BḞ ] dV e

0

(2.149)

where
[
BĖ

]
is defined such that:

{
Ė∼

}
=
[
BĖ

] · {u̇ } (2.150)

and
[
ML(A∼ )

]
is the matrix such that:

{
A∼B∼

}
=
[
ML(A∼ )

] · {B∼ } (2.151)

Remark 1: It turns out there is no particular advantage and it requires calculating and
assembling more terms. It also leads to more complex coding. Finally, the matrix

[
BĖ

]
does

not have a simple expression [Besson et al., 2010]. Therefore, it may be more convenient to do
the work on the tangent operator: express L

≈
based on L

≈
Π and Π∼ , as detailed in section 8.1.

Remark 2: Note that the stiffness matrix is updated for each iteration and depends on the
last evaluation for this process: stresses, displacements, internal variables, etc. This has two
consequences:

1. For elastoplastic problems, it is necessary to evaluate if the elastic unloading / plastic
unloading condition is fulfilled in order to calculate the local tangent operator. This con-
dition is usually estimated to be the same as the last load increment: Gauss points where
the plastic loading condition is fulfilled at the last load increment are assumed to stay in
plastic loading for the next load increment (same for elastic unloading);
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2. Re-evaluating [K] at each iteration can be very expensive. In fact, the most expensive
part is not the local evaluation of the elementary matrices, or the assembly (although, it is
expensive), but the Cholesky factorization of [K] into a [L] [U ] form. Still, it might be
necessary to re-evaluate it for highly non linear problems (like finite deformation elasto-
plastic problems).

Global tangent matrix

In section 2.3.3, the discretization of the incremental problem led to the definition of a global
stiffness matrix. In the following paragraph, the same procedure is applied to the rate problem
and will lead to the definition of a global tangent matrix.

Starting from equation (2.131) the discretized problem is given by:∫
Ω0
{δû} T · [BḞ ] T · [L≈ (u )

]
· [BḞ ] · {u̇ } dV0 =

∫
∂ΩT0

{
Ṫ a

} T
· [N ] · {δû} dS0

{δû} T ·
[∫

Ω0

[
BḞ

] T · [L
≈

(u )
]
· [BḞ ] dV0

]
· {u̇ } = {δû} T ·

[∫
∂ΩT0
·[N ] T ·

{
Ṫ a

}
dS0

]
⇒
{
Ḟi(u )

}
= [Ktan(u )] · {u̇ } =

{
Ḟe
}

where δû is an arbitrary test field (δû ∈ CA0), and [Ktan(u )] is global tangent matrix obtained
by assembling the elementary tangent matrices:

[Ktan(u )] elem =
∫

Ωe0

[
BḞ

] T · [L
≈

(u )
]
· [BḞ ] dV e

0 (2.152)

Assuming that the elastic unloading/plastic loading condition is known at every Gauss point,
one can build the global tangent matrix for any equilibrium configuration. Comparing with the
incremental problem, the global and tangent matrices are the same when the time-steps are
infinitesimal [Besson et al., 2001]. Therefore, for sufficiently small time-steps:

[Ktan(u (t+ ∆t))] = [K(u + ∆u∞)] (2.153)

where [K(u + ∆u∞)] is the global stiffness matrix evaluated after convergence of the last
increment.

Remark: In the rest of the work no major difference will be made between the global stiffness
matrix and the global tangent matrix. In all the numerical computations presented later, the
time-stepping is sufficiently small for both matrices to essentially coincide.

2.3.4 Application of Dirichlet boundary conditions
Up to now, nothing has been said about how Dirichlet Boundary Conditions (DBCs) are

taken into account. To build the global stiffness matrix, only the equilibrium equation was
necessary; and to build the external forces vector, only the Neumann Boundary Conditions
(NBCs) were used. In fact, the DBCs are implicitly hidden in the displacement vector {u} :

{u} T =
{
u1

1, u
1
2, ..., (ua)k1, (ua)k2, etc.

}
(2.154)

where (ua)ki are fixed displacements from the DBCs. Thus it is possible to define a vector
{DoF} (where DoF stands for “Degree of freedom”), such that no DBCs are stored in this
vector:

{DoF} T =
{
u1

1, u
1
2, ..., u

k+1
1 , uk+1

2 , etc.
}

(2.155)
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then one can modify [K] to build the associated matrix
[
KDBC

]
such that:

[
KDBC

]
· {DoF} = {R} (2.156)

Where {R} is the new residual consistent with the reduced problem. If there are n nodes, each
having dim number of degrees of freedom, and f number of degrees of freedom that are fixed,
then the real system to solve should be of size (n ∗ dim− f).

There are multiple ways to apply the DBCs. For instance, one can strictly reduce the size
of all vectors and matrices adding the adequate terms in

[
KDBC

]
and {R} . Also, one can

use a penalty method or even a Lagrange multiplier method. Yet, all these methods modify the
initial global stiffness matrix built by assembling the element stiffness matrices.

Remark: before applying any DBCs, the global stiffness matrix should have three or six,
respectively for 2D or 3D, vanishing eigenvalues corresponding to the rigid body motions.
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Chapter 3

Global instabilities

”Mon enfant, quand une plante pousse de travers, on lui met un bâton pour l’aider à pousser
droit ... Toi c’est pareil.”

Mon père

Résumé : Le flambement et la striction sont communément liés à l’émergence d’instabilités
globales. Lorsqu’ils apparaissent au cours d’un chargement, ils sont généralement synonymes
de ruine de la structure. D’un point de vue mathématique, ces phénomènes sont étroitement
liés à la perte d’unicité de la solution du problème en vitesse. De ce fait, dans la présente
étude nous proposons d’analyser l’émergence de ces comportement en s’appuyant sur le critère
de perte d’unicité en vitesse de Hill formulé dans [Hill, 1958]. Dans le présent chapitre, nous
réintroduisons ce critère avec les notations introduites précédemment et donnons sa formulation
dans le cadre des éléments finis. Pour finir, ce critère sera validé et illustré dans le cas de la
striction d’un barreau, du flambement d’un tube en torsion et la double striction d’une éprouvette
plate en traction.

3.1 Uniqueness and stability in elastoplastic problems: Hill 1958 . . . . 53
3.2 Structural applications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
3.3 Conclusions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73

Necking and buckling can both be seen as global instabilities. The emergence of such modes
usually leads to the failure of the structure. As shown in 1.1, they can often be linked to a
loss of uniqueness or stability of the solution. In order to detect such behaviors, Hill’s loss of
uniqueness criterion formulated in [Hill, 1958], was adopted in the present work. This criterion
gives a general framework for investigating the uniqueness of the solution of a rate boundary
value problem1. Also, the author proposed a stability criterion now refered to as “‘stability in
the Hill sense” [Bigoni, 2012].

In order to analyze complex structures, this criterion will be specified for a FEM framework.
For this purpose, a link between the criterion formulated in a continuum medium and its com-
monly used discrete formulation will be made. The numerical method to evaluate this discrete
criterion will be presented, implemented in Zset and validated on the case of necking in a bar
loaded in tension. Then, this analysis will be applied to three structural problems: necking of
a full tensile sample (“dog-bone” specimen) is first analyzed to illustrate the sensitivity of the
method to a variation in geometry; then buckling of a tube loaded in torsion is presented (a
more detailed discussion of this case is given in sections 6.1 and 6.2); and finally the sensitivity

1 A detailed analysis of [Hill, 1958] can be found in Appendix 8.3. A discussion of the notations and their
adaptation to this work can also be found there.
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of such a method to a variation in the boundary conditions is illustrated with the analysis of a
thin plate loaded in tension. Finally, these applications will lead to conclusions on the limits of
the method.
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3.1 Uniqueness and stability in elastoplastic problems: Hill 1958
The global loss of uniqueness criterion of the rate boundary value problem proposed by R.

Hill in [Hill, 1958] is presented in this section. The analytical developments of this criterion,
and a detailed discussion of the first part of the article are given in appendix 8.3. Based on this
fundamental criterion, a discretized form is derived for a FEM framework, and the link between
the discrete incremental problem and continuum rate boundary value problem is detailed. In
order to validate the method, necking in a simple bar is presented.

3.1.1 Uniqueness criterion for the rate boundary value problem
Let us consider a domain Ω0 in equilibrium at the current time τ , for which the actual state

is known (stresses, internal variables, etc.). In the absence of body forces or following forces the
rate boundary value problem is written as:

Div (Ṡ∼) = 0 ∀X ∈ Ω0 (3.1)
u̇ = u̇ d ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu

0 (3.2)
Ṡ∼ ·N = Ṫ d ∀X ∈ ∂ΩT

0 (3.3)
Ṡ∼ = L

≈
: Ḟ∼ (3.4)

where ∂Ωu
0 and ∂ΩT

0 are respectively the boundaries of Ω0 with prescribed velocities and dead
load rates, and L

≈
accounts for elastic unloading or plastic loading conditions.

If one assumes that two different solutions exist to the rate boundary value problem, then
their difference ∆u̇ = u̇ 2 − u̇ 1 fulfills the following rate boundary value problem:

Div (∆Ṡ∼) = 0 ∀X ∈ Ω0 (3.5)
∆u̇ = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu

0 (3.6)
(∆Ṡ∼) ·N = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂ΩT

0 (3.7)

Ṡ∼
i = L

≈
i : Ḟ∼

i
i = 1, 2 (3.8)

By simply contracting equation (3.5) with ∆u̇ , applying the fundamental divergence theorem
and using (3.6) and (3.7), one gets the following loss of uniqueness condition:∫

Ω0
∆Ṡ∼ : ∆Ḟ∼ dV0 = 0 (3.9)

also called loss of positive definiteness of the global second order work.
Assuming that both solutions fulfill the elastic unloading/plastic loading condition in the

same way at every point in the structure:

L
≈

1 = L
≈

2 = L
≈

(3.10)

equation (3.9) becomes: ∫
Ω0

∆Ḟ∼ : L
≈

: ∆Ḟ∼ dV0 = 0 (3.11)

Equivalently, since the term inside the integral is a quadratic form, equation (3.11) can be
rewritten: ∫

Ω0
∆Ḟ∼ : L

≈
sym : ∆Ḟ∼ dV0 = 0 (3.12)
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where Lsymijkl = 1
2(Lijkl +Lklij). It is quite convenient to note that, formulated as such, equation

(3.11) possesses the same structure as equation (2.131). In fact, these two equations are closely
related and lead to the analysis of the global stiffness matrix used for the incremental problem.

Finally, in [Hill, 1958], an “extremum” principle is derived and linked to the existence of
a velocity potential. In fact, when there exists such a velocity potential, for instance when L

≈

possesses major symmetry, both the loss of uniqueness criterion, and the existence of a minimum
for the global velocity potential are equivalent. These problems are discussed in [Petryk, 2000,
Thermann, 2000].

3.1.2 Global stability criterion
The stability of an equilibrium and the uniqueness of the solution are two merging concepts

for elastic solids. However, when it comes to elastoplastic problems, a difference needs to be made
due to the multi-branch definition of the tangent operator (plastic loading/elastic unloading
condition, see section 2.2.3). In order to understand this difference, Hill’s stability criterion is
derived in the present section.

Let us consider a domain Ω with applied displacements on ∂Ωu and dead loads applied
on ∂ΩT . Consider that the displacement conditions are temporarily fixed and that a small
disturbance is applied to the structure. The equilibrium is considered to be stable if the effects of
the disturbance remain sufficiently small during the entire motion subsequent to its application.

In the case of elastoplastic solids, the evolution of the internal variables makes a thorough
analysis of the evolution of these perturbations impossible [Bigoni, 2012]. However, for con-
stitutive law formulations that possess a rate potential (L

≈
possesses the major symmetry), a

“directional stability” was formulated in [Hill, 1958]. In this context, the word direction comes
with the meaning of “a direction in which the body can be disturbed”. This consists in con-
sidering that the perturbation is infinitesimal and that the internal variables are fixed. Then,
the work of deformation in Ω (W ) after a perturbation of displacement by a field ∆u (with
∆u = 0 on ∂Ωu) associated to a variation in Boussinesq stresses ∆S∼ can be expressed:

W =
∫

Ω
S∼ :∇∼ (∆u ) dV + 1

2

∫
Ω

∆S∼ :∇∼ (∆u ) dV (3.13)

In this case ∆ does not denote the difference between two solutions, but the difference between
the perturbed and unperturbed configurations. Since ∆u vanishes on ∂Ωu and by virtue of the
principle of virtual powers, the first term is identified to be the work done by the external dead
loads, W load, caused by the displacement ∆u . Then equation (3.13) can be rewritten:

W −W load = 1
2

∫
Ω

∆S∼ :∇∼ (∆u ) dV (3.14)

∆S∼ and ∆u are infinitesimal variations with reference to the actual equilibrium configuration
during an increment ∆t of the fictitious time. Assuming that the rates were constant during
this increment, one gets:

∆u = ∆tu̇ (3.15)
∆F∼ = ∆tḞ∼ (u̇ ) (3.16)
∆S∼ = ∆tṠ∼ = ∆tL

≈
: Ḟ∼ (3.17)

Finally, injecting equations (3.16) and (3.17) in equation (3.14) gives:

W −W load = (∆t)2

2

∫
Ω
Ḟ∼ (u̇ ) : L

≈
: Ḟ∼ (u̇ ) (3.18)
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Then stability of an equilibrium configuration is ensured if equation (3.19) is fulfilled for any
velocity field u̇ kinematically admissible to 0 (u̇ = 0 on ∂Ωu).∫

Ω
Ḟ∼ : L

≈
: Ḟ∼ dV > 0 (3.19)

In other words, stability is ensured as long as it is necessary to provide some additional energy
from an external source to maintain the perturbation ∆u .

It is important to remark that equation (3.19) and equation (3.12) differ by construction.
For elastoplastic solids, stability and uniqueness may coincide as long as no elastic unloading
occurs. Yet, loss of uniqueness in its most general form is given in equation (3.9) and admits that
the two solutions to the rate boundary value problem may differ in the fulfillment of the plastic
loading or elastic unloading conditions. Therefore, stability of the equilibrium configuration
does not necessarily imply uniqueness of the rate boundary value problem, but loss of stability
of the current equilibrium implies that uniqueness is lost for the rate boundary value problem.

In the present work, we assume that no elastic unloading takes place at the instant of bifur-
cation. This assumption is mainly due to our incapacity to compute all possible combinations
of elastic loading and plastic unloading, even in a FEM problem. Therefore stability in its
main form cannot be investigated, and only uniqueness of the equilibrium may be investigated
numerically.

3.1.3 Numerical method: Loss of stability in a FEM framework
Following the same procedure of discretization as the one performed in section 2.3, one can

rewrite equation (3.12) to get in a FEM framework:

{∆u̇ } T · [Ktan] sym · {∆u̇ } = {0} (3.20)

where [Ktan] sym = 1
2([Ktan] + [Ktan] T ). When using a small enough time-step, the global

tangent matrix [Ktan] and global stiffness matrix [K] almost coincide (see section 2.3.3).
Therefore in a numerical incremental process the problem to solve after convergence towards
equilibrium is:

{∆u̇ } T · [K] sym · {∆u̇ } = 0 (3.21)

Finally, since ∆u̇ is kinematically admissible to 0, the problem to solve is:

{DoF} T ·
[
KDBC

] sym
· {DoF} = 0 (3.22)

Where {DoF} is the vector of the non-zero components of {∆u̇ } .

3.1.4 Eigenvalue problem on the global tangent operator
In order to find a non-trivial solution to (3.22), the following eigenvalue problem is solved:[

KDBC
] sym

· {X} = λ{X} (3.23)

where {X} is the eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue λ. When a vanishing eigenvalue
exists, equation (3.22) is fulfilled. However, in a numerical process, one might not capture
the exact moment for which the eigenvalue vanishes, since only a finite number of equilibrium
configurations can be considered. However, the eigenvalues are initially all positive, so that when
an eigenvalue becomes negative, one knows that a loss of stability has been bypassed. Therefore,
the following procedure, also proposed in [Petryk, 2000, Durand and Combescure, 1999, Besson
et al., 2010, Nguyen, 2000, Nefussi and Combescure, 2002, Okazawa, 2010, de Borst et al., 2012,
Bigoni, 2012], is followed:
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1. Solve the incremental problem;

2. Evaluate, after convergence, the smallest eigenvalues of the global stiffness matrix;

3. Conclude about the uniqueness of the solution of the rate boundary value problem.

Linear buckling analysis:
Note that when the changes in geometry can be neglected, linearizing equation (2.149) to

small deformations would give:[
Kk

]
elem

=
∫

Ωe
[Bε̇] T ·

[
L
≈

]
· [Bε̇] +

[
BḞ

] T [
ML(σ∼)

] · [BḞ ] dV e (3.24)

with [Bε̇] defined such that: {
ε∼
}

= [Bε̇] {u} (3.25)

If the material is linear elastic, and if it is possible to define a scalar loading parameter λ, then:

L
≈

= Λ
≈

(3.26)

σ∼(λ) = λσ∼(1) (3.27)

with Λ
≈

the elasticity tensor, and σ∼(1) the stress field for a unitary load. Under these conditions,
the generalized eigenvalue problem defined in equation 3.28 can be solved to evaluated the
stability of the structure. This is the well-known “linear buckling analysis”.

([Kmat] − λ
[
Kgeo(σ∼(1))

]
){X} = {0} (3.28)

where [Kmat] and
[
Kgeo(σ∼(1))

]
take into account the DBCs, and are respectively obtained

by assembling the elementary matrices:

[Kmat] elem =
∫

Ωe
[Bε̇] T ·

[
Λ
≈

]
· [Bε̇] dV e (3.29)

[
Kgeo(σ∼(1))

]
elem

= −
∫

Ωe

[
BḞ

] T [
ML(σ∼(1))

] · [BḞ ] dV e (3.30)

In this analysis, the sign of λ is not important. A negative eigenvalue means that one would
have to load in the other direction to reach the instability2.

3.1.5 Implementation in Zset

The method described in section 3.1.4 has been implemented in Zset, a FEM software
developed in C++ by the school of Mines, Safran Tech and ONERA. In this software, static
problems can be solved with a Newton Raphson (NR) algorithm, as described in section 2.3.3.
The architecture is designed to allow the developers/users to implement plugins, called “Problem
Components”, that can insert numerical procedures at key moments of the computation. In
particular, the insertion can be done:

1. At the beginning of a new increment by implementing a “start increment()” method;

2. At the end of an increment by implementing a “end increment()” method.
2 As an example, if one wants to capture buckling of a beam in compression, but the unit load is defined as

a unit force tension on the beam, this analysis will lead to the opposite values of the well known Euler buckling
loads.
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It is shown in Figure 3.1 that the proposed global stability analysis is implemented to be eval-
uated at the end of an increment (after convergence of the NR loop). For this purpose, the
C++ library Spectra (https://spectralib.org/) has been interfaced with Zset. This library offers
multiple options to compute the eigenvalues of a large sparse matrix. In particular, a “selection
rule” can be set to select eigenvalues by smallest (or largest) magnitude/algebraic values.0. After
testing the various combinations, it was concluded that the most efficient way to evaluate the
smallest algebraic eigenvalues was to compute the eigenvalues with the largest magnitude of the
inverted matrix and take their inverse.

This choice is linked to the fact that Spectra is a non intrusive library. The user does
not need to store the sparse global matrix in a particular way, instead the library requests to
implement a method that evaluates matrix-vector products with any preferred method. In our
case, we are interested in the eigenvalues with the largest magnitude of [K] −1. Thus, Spectra
will require to solve:

[K] −1 · {xin} = {yout} (3.31)

where {xin} is the vector given by Spectra and {yout} is the vector to compute. Since
the global tangent matrix [K] was previously factorized to solve the incremental problem, it
is possible to efficiently evaluate the product given in equation (3.31) multiple times. The
eigenvalue extraction algorithm is then done by the Spectra library independently.

Figure 3.1: Evolution of the smallest eigenvalues during loading process.

In order to perform this analysis, it is sufficient to insert the following lines in the input file:

∗∗∗ g l o b a l b i f u r c a t i o n
[∗∗ s t o p i f u n s t a b l e ]
∗∗ standard <number o f e i gen values> <S i z e o f Krylov subspace>

To activate the output of the eigen modes and eigenvalues, one must also add the following
keywords (or the eigenvalues only are output in the “message” file):
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∗∗∗ output
∗∗ ext ra g l o b a l b i f u r c a t i o n % use g l o b a l b i f u r c a t i o n 2 D f o r 2D models

During the computation, the eigen vectors are output as nodal fields and a text file “XXX.eigen”
is created to store the eigenvalues.

3.1.6 Necking
Necking of a bar loaded in tension is analyzed in order to illustrate and validate this method.

This problem is introduced in section 1.2, and necking should occur when (3.32) is fulfilled
(tension direction is e 2 in this case).

Ṡ22 = 0 (3.32)

which corresponds to the maximum force condition [Considère, 1885].
The simulation is run on an axi-symmetric model of a perfect cylinder (mesh shown in figure

3.2). Boundary conditions are given by:

• uy = 0 for y = 0 (symmetry condition);

• ux = 0 for x = 0 (symmetry condition);

• uy = ud for y = L
2 ;

• σ∼n = 0 for x = D
2 .

The constitutive law is defined by (see section 2.2.2) [Defaisse et al., 2018]:

• Corotational : Jaumann derivative of the Kirchhoff stress tensor;

• Elasticity: E = 184 GPa and ν = 0.29 ;

• Criterion: von Mises;

• Isotropic non-linear hardening: R(p) = R0 +Q1(1− e−b1p) +Q2(1− e−b2p) +Ap.

– R0 = 1600 MPa;
– A = 236 MPa;
– Q1 = 510 MPa ; b1 = 773
– Q2 = 190 MPa ; b2 = 81

Figure 3.2: Mesh and boundary conditions of the axi-symmetric model of a simple bar loaded
in tension.
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During the simulation the solution of the incremental problem stays homogeneous in terms
of deformation (displacements are linear as shown in Figure 3.6). However, when Considère’s
criterion is fulfilled, the smallest eigenvalue vanishes (see Figure 3.4) and the associated mode,
shown in Figure 3.5, corresponds to a necking mode. This happens around p = 0.025 for this
material, as shown in Figure 3.3. Even though the uniquenesss of the solution of the rate
boundary value problem is lost, the bar stayed straight during the whole computation and
necking has been bypassed.

Figure 3.3: Evolution of the true stress and the hardening modulus H = ∂R

∂p
as a function of

the plastic strain. Necking should occur at p = 0.025.
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Figure 3.4: Evolution of the smallest eigenvalues during loading process for a bar loaded in
tension.

Figure 3.5: Eigenmode associated with the first vanishing eigenvalue for a bar loaded in tension.

Figure 3.6: Contour of field ux a the end of computation: necking has been bypassed and the
bar stayed homogeneous.
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In [Petryk, 2000, Durand and Combescure, 1999], similar results are observed. In [Thermann,
2000], the bifurcated branch is followed using a minimization approach of the velocity potential
that exists for material law for which L

≈
possesses major symmetry [Hill, 1958].

3.2 Structural applications
In this section relatively simple structural applications are presented. First, the necking

in a tensile sample is analyzed and shows some limits of this criterion with respect to a loss of
geometrical symmetry. Then comes the analysis of the buckling of a tube loaded in torsion. This
application illustrates the use of this criterion to detect the failure of a tube due to buckling, as
presented in section 1.2. Finally, the effects of DBCs on the instability analysis will be discussed
in the case of a thin plate loaded in tension.

3.2.1 Necking in a tensile sample
Necking is a well known and deeply studied phenomenon [Considère, 1885, Hutchinson and

Miles, 1974, Durand and Combescure, 1999, Mazière, 2007, Okazawa, 2010, Ben-Bettaieb and
Abed-Meraim, 2017]. It is common nowadays to simulate experimental samples to characterize
the post-necking constitutive law [Cooke and Kanvinde, 2015, Gerbig et al., 2016, Defaisse
et al., 2018]. For instance, in [Defaisse et al., 2018] the necking in a tensile specimen is analyzed
with direct image correlation in order to compare with the simulated sample and fit a post-
necking material behavior. Therefore, capturing necking in the simulation is critical for such
characterizations.

As shown in the previous section, necking can be missed when simulating only the gauge
part for the sample. In order to avoid this problem, the heads of the sample are commonly
introduced in the mesh as a remedy. To illustrate this problem a simulation is run on a axi-
symmetric tensile sample (L/D = 5, with L the gauge length and D the gauge diameter) with
the same material properties as for the previous example. Only half of a section of the sample
is simulated. Symmetry conditions are applied on the axi-symmetry axis and on the middle
section, and displacement BCs on the head (as shown in Figure 3.7):

• ux = 0 for x = 0 (symmetry condition);

• uy = 0 for y = 0 (symmetry condition);

• uy = ud for y = Ltot, where L is half the length of the total sample (heads included);

• Free traction forces on the rest of the boundary.

Figure 3.7: Mesh and boundary conditions of the tensile sample. In blue, the position of the
virtual extensometer.
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In fact, Figure 3.8 shows that such a change in the geometry, induces a non homogeneous
strain field that leads to necking in the middle section, as displayed in figure 3.11. Also, the
instability analysis on the global stiffness matrix shows that stability is never lost since all
eigenvalues remain positive (see Figure 3.9). In the gauge length, the eigenmode associated
with the smallest eigenvalue when necking occurs, see Figure 3.10 is similar to the eigenmode
observed in Figure 3.53. These similarities will be discussed in chapter 5.

Figure 3.8: Non homogeneous palstic strain field just before necking in the tensile sample (when
smallest eigenvalue reaches a minimum).

Figure 3.9: Eigenvalue analysis of the tensile sample.

3 Note that in Figure 3.10, before plotting, the mode is multiplied by factor −1. This has no consequence
since eigenmodes have no amplitude and can be normalized or multiplied by any non zero real number.
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Figure 3.10: Eigenmode associated to the smallest eigenvalue when maximum tensile force is
reached.

Figure 3.11: Plastic strain at the end of the computation for the tensile sample.

Yet, if the sample is “too long”, for instance L/D = 12, it is shown in figure 3.12 that
the highest plastic strain just before necking is reached is not in the middle section. As a
consequence, the neck develops away from the center leading to a double necking when the
symmetry is applied, as shown in Figure 3.13. If the full section had been considered, the
eigenvalue analysis would exhibit a negative eigenvalue. In fact, while the symmetry condition
leads to a symmetric solution to the problem, it also implies that the instability analysis only
admits symmetric modes. Therefore, one should be aware of the consequences on the instability
analysis when exploiting symmetries.
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Figure 3.12: Plastic strain field for a long tensile sample (L/D = 12).

Figure 3.13: Plastic strain at end of computation for a very long tensile sample (L/D = 32).
Two necks emerged during the computation.

It is shown in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16, the consequences on respectively the post-necking
behavior in terms of “Force/Elongation” curves and on the neck profile for an elongation of
0.04. The post necking behavior is of utmost important for [Defaisse et al., 2018] since it is
used to identify the material properties in the post-necking regime. These effects become more
pronounced for longer samples, as shown in Figure 3.14:

Figure 3.14: Double neck in half a sample for a very long tensile sample (L/D = 12).
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Figure 3.15: Tensile curves for tensile samples of various L/D ratios.

Figure 3.16: Neck profiles taken at ∆L
L = 0.04 in tensile sample of various L/D.
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Figure 3.17: Eigenvalue analysis of a very long tensile sample (L/D = 32).

This analysis shows that for slight change in the geometry the instability analysis might be
significantly modified. Also, the fact that stability is not lost in the some cases is linked to the
type of loading (displacement control). The sensitivity to the type of boundary conditions will
be discussed in chapter 5.

3.2.2 Buckling of a tube loaded in torsion

Torsional buckling is a geometrical instability, yet it cannot be captured with a simple linear
buckling analysis (introduced in section 3.1.4) due to geometrical considerations [Lee and Ades,
1957]. In this paragraph, an elastoplastic tube of external diameter D, length L and thickness t
(presented in Figure 3.18) is fixed on the bottom section (S0) and a rotation is imposed to the
top section SL. Displacement boundary conditions are expressed as:

• u = 0 on S0;

• u = (R∼ (θ)− I∼)X on SL.

where R∼ (θ) is the rotation matrix of an angle θ around the (O, e y) axis.
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Figure 3.18: Mesh and boundary conditions of the torsion test.

Figure 3.19: Tube at the end of the computation. Strain fields homogeneous in the length, no
buckling was captured.
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Figure 3.20: Evolution of equivalent shear stress.

As shown in Figure 3.19, no buckling was captured during the simulation. However, the
eigenvalue analysis shown in Figure 3.21 exhibits two vanishing eigenvalues. The eigenmodes
associated to these vanishing eigenvalues are displayed in Figure 3.22. They correspond to the
buckling mode observed experimentally (see section 1.2).

Figure 3.21: Evolution of the eigenvalues during the loading. Two eigenvalues vanish for a
rotation angle θ = 28◦.
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Figure 3.22: Eigenmodes associated to the two vanishing eigenvalues. They only differ by a
rotation.

3.2.3 Thin plate loaded in tension: sensitivity to DBCs

The stability analysis of a thin plate loaded in tension is presented in this section. Strain
localization4 is often studied to analyze metal sheet forming [Hill, 1952, Hill and Hutchinson,
1975, Stören and Rice, 1975, Benallal and Comi, 1996, Abed-Meraim, 2009, Ben-Bettaieb and
Abed-Meraim, 2017, Akparna et al., 2017]. These analyzes are generally 2D (plane stress)
and based on the loss of ellipticity criterion (discussed in chapter 4). In this example strain
localization is interpreted as localized necking in a 3D model, as for instance discussed in [Besson
et al., 2010], shown in Figure 3.23.

4 Here strain localization comes in a general sense: as soon as the strain gradient in the structure is increases
suddenly in a limited narrow area. In chapter 4, localization will be related to the emergence of a strain rate
discontinuity.
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Figure 3.23: Isometric and front view of the thin tensile sample. The mesh of the gauge zone
is composed of 10560 quadratic hexahedral elements: 8 through the thickness (1 mm), 44 along
the length (22 mm), and 30 in the width (15 mm).

where L = 22 mm is the gauge length, w = 15 mm the gauge width, and t = 1 mm the
thickness. Constitutive law formulation is given by [Defaisse et al., 2018] (see section 2.2.2):

• Corotational: Jaumann derivative of the Kirchhoff stress tensor;

• Elasticity: E = 184 GPa and ν = 0.29 ;

• Criterion: von Mises;

• Isotropic non-linear hardening: R(p) = R0 +Q1(1− e−b1p) +Q2(1− e−b2p) +Ap.

– R0 = 1600 MPa;
– A = 236 MPa;
– Q1 = 510 MPa ; b1 = 773
– Q2 = 190 MPa ; b2 = 81

Tensile curves: Two type of BCs are consider: first the “Free case” (or “free to slide”) defined
in equation (3.33), that corresponds to a very loose loading; second is the “Fixed case” defined
in (3.34), corresponds to a perfectly rigid loading.

Free case:


u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

u2 = ud ∀X ∈ SL
(3.33)

Fixed case:


u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

u = ude 2 ∀X ∈ SL
(3.34)

While these two sets of boundary conditions might seem similar for this geometry, they differ
regarding the loss of stability of the solution5. Figure 3.24 shows that both tensile curves are

5According to Saint Venant’s principle: the two set of BCs considered here should lead to very similar stress
and strain fields in the gauge length, at least before loss of uniqueness.
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similar until late in the loading process, while the smallest eigenvalue of each case has a radically
different behavior.
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Figure 3.24: Tensile curves for the Free case in green, and in black for the Fixed case. Black
stars indicate the maximum load, circles the smallest eigenvalue of the global stiffness matrix.

In the Free case, the eigenvalue analysis of the global stiffness matrix indicates that stability
is lost when ∆L

L = 0.034; whereas in the Fixed case, stability is never lost. The accumulated
plastic strain contour (when stability is lost) and the eigenmodes associated to the vanishing
eigenvalue in the Free case are shown in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: On the left, the eigenmode associated to the smallest eigenvalue; on the right,
accumulated plastic strain field when stability is lost for the Free case.

This eigenmode, say v , either “activates” one band or the other when taking +v or −v , as
a bifurcation mode. Also, this mode is captured before the localization properly occurs. Even
though uniqueness was lost, this simulation did not bifurcate, and the smallest eigenvalue stays
negative for the rest of the computation. Still, as it is shown in Figure 3.26, the plastic strain is
highly concentrated in both bands. These bands initially make an angle of 54◦ with respect the
tensile axis when strain localization starts, which is consistent with experimental observations.

Figure 3.26: Accumulated plastic strain at the end of the computation.

In the Fixed case, though stability is never lost, one of the bands shows higher plastic strain
than the other. In fact, numerical error increases in the plastic zone favoring strain localization in
one of the bands more than in the other. This was confirmed by running the simulation multiple
times on various processors and observing that either band activates randomly. Nevertheless,
this still happens long after Free case has lost uniqueness. It is shown in Figure 3.27 that the
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eigenmode associated to the smallest eigenvalue (even though it does not vanish) is similar to
the one observed in Free case.

Figure 3.27: Evolution of the localization bands in the Fixed case. Even though the eigenvalues
never vanish, the eigenmode shown on the right is the one associated with the smallest eigenvalue
around time 0.9 s, which is similar to the vanishing eigenmode of Free case.

It is known that the length of the necking zone is of the same order of magnitude as the
diameter of the sample for a tensile bar. In this case, first necking occurs at the maximum
tensile load, and its size is of the order of magnitude of the width of the sample6. A little
later, a necking region of the same order of magnitude in size as the thickness develops in two
symmetric bands forming an “X”. At some point (when stability is lost), it is possible to break
this symmetry by favoring one band over the other.

Comparison with experiments confirms that the Free case is the most realistic one. These
localization bands are observed quickly after the maximum tensile load is reached and only
one keeps deforming. This is mainly due to the machine not being infinitely stiff or to the
misalignment of the sample with the tensile axis, so one band that is better aligned with the
tensile axis and is favored.

3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, Hill’s loss of stability criterion has be re-derived in order to put notations in

consistency with the present work. The formulation of the discrete loss of uniqueness criterion
for the rate boundary value problem has been recalled. A link between the common eigenvalue

6 Still, stability is not lost since the heads of the sample force the problem to naturally converge on this
solution.
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analysis of the global stiffness matrix and the eigenvalue analysis of the global tangent matrix
has been given, when time-stepping is sufficiently small. This justified the implementation of a
numerical method in the FEM software Zset and the tool has been validated on the necking of
a simple bar.

This tool has then been applied to more “complex” problems and led to the illustration of
some the following limitations of this method:
• Post buckling behavior: This analysis is not yet sufficient to draw conclusions on the

post buckling behavior. A method is proposed in [de Borst et al., 2012] in order to influence the
incremental problem to converge on the bifurcated branch. The author proposes to initiate the
Newton-Raphson Algorithm with the vanishing eigen mode in order to favor convergence on the
bifurcated solution.
• Bifurcation due to numerical errors: Bifurcated paths can be chosen by the incre-

mental problem without any imperfections introduced in the modeling of the problem. Necking
in a simple bar can also occur due to the accumulated errors at each Gauss point (mainly due
to rounding). This numerical error leads to a heterogeneous solution that naturally converges
on the bifurcated path (in this case, necking of a homogeneous bar). This can be favored by a
fine time-stepping, by fine or random meshes, and multithreading.
• Existence of a tangent operator: It was assumed that the elastoplastic formulation

chosen had a tangent operator that only depends on the current state. This, for instance, is not
the case for viscous materials. Moreover, some elastoplastic (non viscous) formulations do not
have such an operator [Rubin and Nadler, 2016]. These formulations are out of the scope of the
present work.
• Contact conditions: This analysis is by essence formulated for a single body loaded

through prescribed displacements and forces. Yet, some boundary conditions are more subtle.
In the industry, it is common to study an assembly of mechanical parts. Therefore, a first
approach to analyze such problems is proposed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

Material Instabilities

“Celui qui t’aime, et n’aime pas ton frère ne t’aime pas.”
Mon père

4.1 Elastoplastic localization bands: Rice 1976 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
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Résumé : La localisation de la déformation plastique dans une étroite bande de cisaillement
est probablement le comportement le plus critique pour une structure. L’apparition de telles
bandes est couramment étudiée pour le formage de taule par l’analyse de perte d’ellipticité
introduite par Rice dans [Rice, 1976]. Toutefois, ce critère est rarement utilisé dans les massifs
autrement que pour expliquer l’initiation de la rupture quand il est vérifié en un unique point.
Cependant, l’émergence de bandes de localisation est aussi une possibilité dans les structures
massives sous certaines conditions, comme l’apparition d’une bande de localisation dans un tube
en torsion dans [Defaisse, 2018].

Dans le présent chapitre, nous rappelons l’analyse de Rice en utilisant les notations intro-
duites au début du manuscrit, tout en attachant une attention particulière aux hypothèses et
à la signification du critère. Ensuite, nous proposons un nouvel algorithme pour l’évaluation
du critère dans un problème éléments finis, et nous montrons qu’il apporte un gain en coût de
calcul et en robustesse pour l’obtention du minimum global qui est associé à la première perte
d’ellipticité. Pour mieux comprendre le lien entre perte d’ellipticité locale et perte d’unicité
globale, le problème de van Hove est aussi analysé et une extension à son théorème d’unicité
est proposée. Enfin, nous présentons les résultats numériques illustrant les conclusions sur le
problème de van Hove, ainsi que l’émergence d’une bande de localisation dans un tube en torsion.
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Strain localization is one of the most critical phenomena leading to the failure of elastoplastic
structures, but its emergence is still not yet fully understood. Indeed, the term “localization”
itself is interpreted differently depending on the context. When localization bands emerge in a
complex structure and under what conditions they lead to catastrophic failure for the structure
are still questions that need to be addressed in many contexts, especially when it comes to
certifying industrial pieces. The case of tubes loaded in torsion [Defaisse et al., 2018], shows
that even an apparently simple structure can lead to difficulties in defining localization.

When dealing with localization, a first distinction needs to be made between the loss of
ellipticity and the loss of strong ellipticity criteria. The loss of ellipticity criterion has commonly
been adopted as a strain localization criterion. It has been introduced, for instance, in the
analysis of the propagation of acceleration waves in [Hill, 1962], as a stability criterion in small
deformation in [Mandel, 1966], the latter being generalized to finite deformation in [Rice, 1976].
Some analyses show that in a homogeneously strained domain, this approach leads to emergence
of strain localization bands when two parallel surfaces fulfill the loss of ellipticity criterion
[de Borst et al., 2001]. While this is a very restrictive criterion, it is commonly used for the
analysis of thin metal sheets forming limits [Ben-Bettaieb and Abed-Meraim, 2017] in a plane
stress framework.

The analysis of loss of ellipticity is a local analysis. It was first formulated for an infinite
homogeneously strained domain. Nevertheless, the author proposes in [Rice, 1976] to consider
this criterion as a good indicator even for a “smoothly varying deformation”. However nothing is
said about the structural aspect of this criterion. As discussed in [Abed-Meraim, 2009] around
the analysis of localization in poly-crystals, loss of ellipticity in a single material element is not
enough for the structure itself to fail. In section 4.2.1, the proof of the uniqueness when the
problem is elliptic for the “van Hove rate boundary value problem” is recalled based on [Bigoni,
2012]. Then, a minor extension to [van Hove, 1947] is given in section 4.2.2. This extension will
then lead to a discussion about the stability of the discretized problem when ellipticity is lost
in part of the structure in section 4.4.1.

Both loss of ellipticity and loss of strong ellipticity can be shown to be equivalent when
the tangent operator possesses major symmetry and it is often considered that both conditions
are met as soon as the material has an associative flow rule [Rice, 1976]. However, this is not
precisely the case. In some particular cases strong ellipticity and ellipticity might differ in a
given finite deformation framework even though the material possesses an associative flow rule.
In the present chapter the term “localization” is characterized by the possible emergence of a
jump in strain rates, as presented in [Rice, 1976].

Regarding numerical methods, section 4.3 shows that the evaluation of the loss of ellipticity
criterion leads to a minimization problem on one half of the unit sphere. Different numerical
strategies are available in the literature to solve this minimization problem: some evaluate the
minimum by iteratively discretizing the half unit sphere [Gruben et al., 2017], some by using a
simplex method [Besson et al., 2001], others by defining an eigenvalue problem [Sanborn and
Prévost, 2011, Oliver et al., 2010, Ortiz, 1987], and eventually some strategies couple a Newton-
Raphson scheme and a line-search method [Mosler, 2005]. It is well known that the iterative
discretization of the half unit sphere is time consuming and does not ensure the detection of
the global minimum unless one uses a very fine discretization. Hence, when considering a
large structural problem, this strategy would require a large amount of computational power
on top of being unreliable. The second and third options that are the simplex method and the
eigenvalue problem, basically consist of optimization methods. Given that the global minimum
is required and that the minimized surface is a sixth order polynomial, it is necessary to take
multiple starting points to ensure that the method does not converge on a local minimum. This
requires defining a regular discretization of the half unit sphere, which is not obtained using
a regular discretization of the angles in a spherical coordinates system [Néda et al., 1999]. As
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a consequence, the strategy coupling Newton-Raphson and line-search methods [Mosler, 2005]
appears to be the most promising numerical method. Moreover, note that most methods found
in the literature are presented in a small deformation framework [Ortiz, 1987, Sanborn and
Prévost, 2011], and some only for materials possessing an associative flow rule [Ortiz, 1987].
Their generalization to a finite deformation framework must then be done carefully depending
on the finite deformation conventions used.

Finally, it is commonly believed that the loss of ellipticity criterion is limited to perfect
plasticity or softening for associative materials. In fact, it can be shown that a non-softening
material with an associated flow rule can never lead to localization in the sense of Rice while in
a small deformation framework [Bigoni and Hueckel, 1991]. This is however not necessarily the
case in a finite deformation framework due to the “geometrical stress” terms. It will be shown
in section 4.4, that a material exhibiting non-softening behavior can still exhibit localization
bands.

Tangent operators, along with loss of ellipticity and loss of strong ellipticity criteria are
derived in a closed form. Then, in section 4.3.3, a new general, efficient, and robust method
is presented for an efficient evaluation of the loss of ellipticity criterion based on a Newton-
Raphson (NR) scheme. While a similar algorithm was introduced in detail in [Mosler, 2005], a
new initialization method is proposed to improve robustness while being computationally more
efficient. This method is derived in the most general case as it does not depend explicitly on
the formulation of the associativity of the plastic flow, and works for both small and finite
deformation frameworks. A comparison with the algorithm given in [Mosler, 2005] in terms of
computation cost is performed on the basic example of a unit cube under simple shear loading
at the end of this section. A more complex loading on a unit cube underlines that the use
of multiple starting points improves the robustness of the method and the interpretation of
the results while avoiding artificial effects due to the use of one single starting point. Finally,
this new method was implemented and validated in a FEM program (Zset: http://www.zset-
software.com/) and applied in section 4.4 to some structural problems. First, the “van Hove rate
boundary value problem” will be illustrated and will lead to a discussion on loss of ellipticity
and loss of stability in a FEM framework. Then, this discussion will be illustrated in the case
of a simple tube loaded in torsion and a full torsion sample (full geometry) in section 4.4.3 to
illustrate the applicability of the method in engineering structural computations.

4.1 Elastoplastic localization bands: Rice 1976

The loss of ellipticity criterion was introduced in [Rice, 1976] in its most general form. It is
proposed to rederive some important expressions of this article with in the notations of present
work. Note that these results are derived in many articles as [Mandel, 1964, 1966, Ortiz, 1987,
Bigoni and Hueckel, 1991, Bigoni and Zaccaria, 1992, 1993, Benallal and Comi, 1996, Neilsen
and Schreyer, 1993, Jirásek, 2007, Ben-Bettaieb and Abed-Meraim, 2017, Gourgiotis and Bigoni,
2016, A.R. Aguiar and Prado, 2017].

4.1.1 Loss of ellipticity in a finite deformation framework

For this purpose, let Ω0 be the reference configuration and Ω the actual (equilibrium) con-
figuration. We will denote N a unit normal in the reference configuration, which becomes
n = JF∼

−TN in the actual configuration.
For the loss of ellipticity analysis, let us also consider a possible strain rate discontinuity

surface Sd of normal N in Ω0:
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of a jump in strain rates.

Hadamard’s compatibility condition for strain and stress rates in the presence of a disconti-
nuity surface is given in finite deformations framework by:

r
Ḟ∼

z
= g ⊗N (4.1)

Stress rates equilibrium compatibility across the surface gives:
r
Ṡ∼

z
·N = 0 (4.2)

where S∼ = Jσ∼F∼
−T is the Boussinesq stress tensor and J = det(F∼ ) the Jacobian of the trans-

formation.
Finally, the present analysis is limited to finite deformation formulations for which the consti-
tutive law in terms of rates can always be expressed in the form:

Ṡ∼ = L
≈

: Ḟ∼ (4.3)

In the most general case, the plastic loading condition is not necessarily identical on both sides
of Sd. Therefore combining the previous equations, one gets:

(Ṡ∼
+ − Ṡ∼

−) ·N = 0 (4.4)

(4.3)⇒ (L
≈

+ : Ḟ∼
+ −L

≈
− : Ḟ∼

−) ·N = 0 (4.5)

(L
≈

+ :
r
Ḟ∼

z
) ·N = −(

r
L
≈

z
: Ḟ∼
−) ·N (4.6)

(4.1)⇒ (L
≈

+ : (g ⊗N )) ·N = −(
r
L
≈

z
: Ḟ∼
−) ·N (4.7)

(N �L
≈

+ ·N ) · g = −(
r
L
≈

z
: Ḟ∼
−) ·N (4.8)

as expressed in [Rice, 1976], and reproduced in Figure 4.21:

Figure 4.2: Equation (5) in [Rice, 1976].

1 One should be aware that these notations are different from Rice’s. His ”nominal stress tensor” s∼ is the
transposed of the Boussinesq stress tensor : sji = Sij and Ljikl = Lijkl.
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Also, if one assumes that the fulfillment of the plastic loading condition is the same on both
side of Sd,

r
L
≈

z
= 0
≈

, equation (4.8) becomes:

∃g | (N �L
≈
·N ) · g = 0 ⇒ det(N �L

≈
·N ) = 0 (4.9)

This fundamental equation, as recognized in [Rice, 1976] (reproduced in Figure 4.3), is also well
known as the loss of ellipticity criterion:

Figure 4.3: Equation (6) and (7) in [Rice, 1976].

Loss of uniqueness and loss of ellipticity

Finally, in [Rice, 1976] the author makes a link with [Hill, 1958]. Remembering Hill’s unique-
ness criterion : the solution of a rate boundary value problem is unique as long as:∫

Ω0
(Ṡ∼(v 2)− Ṡ∼(v 1)) : (Ḟ∼ (v 2)− Ḟ∼ (v 1)) dV > 0 ∀v 1, v 2 kinematically admissible (4.10)

Kinematically admissible: All velocity fields that respect velocity boundary conditions.
Let us now consider that the volume is constrained on all ∂Ω by displacements such that

u̇ = Ḟ∼
0
X , where Ḟ∼

0 is the same everywhere. A fundamental solution of such a problem is
v 0 = Ḟ∼

0
X everywhere. If we assume again that both velocity fields (v 1 and v 2) lead to the

same loading state everywhere, equation (4.10) leads to a loss of uniqueness when:∫
Ω0
Ḟ∼ (∆v ) : L

≈
: Ḟ∼ (∆v ) dV = 0 for at least one ∆v kinematically admissible to 0

(4.11)

Kinematically admissible to 0: all velocity fields that vanish on the velocity boundary ∂Ωu.
Since the problem is still uniform, one could consider this equation locally and check when

Ḟ∼ (∆v ) = g ⊗N fulfills equation (4.11) . This analysis leads to:

(g ⊗N ) : L
≈

: (g ⊗N ) = 0 (4.12)

g · (N �L
≈
·N ) · g = 0 (4.13)

⇒ det((N �L
≈
·N )sym) = 0 (4.14)
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This can be read in [Rice, 1976] as:

Figure 4.4: Equation (13) in [Rice, 1976]

Which is also well-known as the loss of strong ellipticity criterion [Marsden and Hughes,
1983]2. Yet, this solution is not necessarily admissible since it does not vanish on ∂Ωu, as shown
in section 4.2.2.

Loss of strong ellipticity criterion

Obviously, when L
≈

does possess major symmetry, equations (4.9) and (4.14) are equivalent
since the acoustic tensor is symmetric. It is generally not the case when the constitutive law is
based on a non-associated flow rule, nor when the material law is formulated with the Jaumann
derivative of the Cauchy stress tensor. In other words, the associativity of the plastic flow rule
is not a sufficient condition for both criteria to be equivalent: ”elasto-plastic materials with
normality” [Rice, 1976] is sufficient only in a small deformation framework.

Also, as the problem is formulated above, Ḟ∼ (∆v ) = g ⊗N cannot be a solution everywhere
since the velocity field ∆v is not kinematically admissible to 0 (proof given in section 4.2.2).
Therefore, such a velocity field could not be a solution of equation (4.11).

For non-associated materials, the loss of strong ellipticity criterion is not equivalent to the
loss of ellipticity criterion. As long as the latter is not fulfilled, jumps in strain rates are not
admissible. Therefore, the loss of strong ellipticity criterion can only be seen as the loss of
positiveness of the second order work for a velocity gradient of the form g ⊗N 3. Therefore,
it does not satisfy the conditions for the emergence of localization bands in the sense of Rice,
since jumps in strain rates are still forbidden.

2 Contrary to what is said in [Liu, 2015], the singularity of the acoustic tensor (det(N � L
≈
·N ) = 0) is not

equivalent to the loss of strong ellipticity. The reference he cites is [Marsden and Hughes, 1983] in which the
authors talk about elastic materials. These materials’ tangent operators necessarily have major symmetry, hence
the equivalence between the two criteria.

3 Fulfilling the loss of strong ellipticity criterion (det((N � L
≈
·N )sym) = 0) would just mean that the work

to deform a volume element with a Ḟ∼ (∆v ) = g ⊗N velocity gradient instantaneously vanishes.
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Finally, even if the loss of ellipticity criterion is fulfilled in a volume element in a structure, it
does not necessarily mean that localization in the sense of Rice occurs. As discussed in [Mandel,
1966] this criterion corresponds to a volume element with prescribed traction on its boundary,
not displacements. In a structure a volume element is obviously not free to deform without
considering its neighbors. In fact, as it will be illustrated in section 4.4.2, a tube in simple
torsion might exhibit a loss of ellipticity in a part of the structure before localization in the
sense of Rice actually occurs in a FEM framework.

Also, as it was expressed in [Rice, 1976], the updated Lagrangian framework4 gives:

0 =
r ˙̂
S∼

z
· n (4.15)

0 =
q
σ̇∼ + Tr (L∼)σ∼ − σ∼L∼T

y
n (4.16)

0 =
q
σ̇∼

y
· n + (g · n )σ∼ · n − (σ∼(n ⊗ g )) · n (4.17)

0 =
q
σ̇∼

y
· n + (g · n )(σ∼ · n )− (σ∼ · n )(g · n ) (4.18)

0 =
q
σ̇∼

y
· n (4.19)

Passing from equation (4.17) to equation (4.18) is due to the symmetry of σ∼ . As done in equation
(2) by [Rice, 1976] (see Figure 4.5)).

Figure 4.5: Equation (2) in [Rice, 1976]

This is consistent with the analysis of the propagation of discontinuity waves, given in ap-
pendix 8.4, for a vanishing velocity of the discontinuity surface.

Discussion on the symmetries of the acoustic tensor for hypoelastoplastic for-
mulations:

In [Rice, 1976], the author uses a hypoelastoplastic constitutive formulation on the Jaumann
derivative of the Cauchy stress tensor : σ∼J = L

≈
J : L∼ . In an updated Lagrangian framework,

the acoustic tensor can be expressed as [Besson et al., 2001, Rudnicki and Rice, 1975, Mear and
Hutchinson, 1985]:

n � L̂
≈
· n = n �L

≈
σ · n (4.20)

= n �L
≈
J · n +A∼ (n ) (4.21)

with : A∼ (n ) = 1
2
(
(n · σ∼ · n )I∼ + (σ∼ · n )⊗ n − n ⊗ (σ∼ · n )− σ∼

)
(4.22)

In this case A∼ is not symmetric due to the term (σ∼ ·n )⊗n −n ⊗ (σ∼ ·n ). In fact, even though
L
≈

does not possess minor symmetries, it may possess major symmetry if the constitutive law
is hyper-elastoplastic or hypo-elastoplastic formulated on an objective derivative with Kirchhoff

4 F̂∼ = I∼, L∼ = ˙̂
F∼ F̂∼

−1 = ˙̂
F∼ 6= 0∼, Ĵ = 1 et ˙̂

J = Tr (L∼)
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stress tensor with an associated flow rule [Petryk, 2000]. In fact, if the law is formulated using
the Jaumann derivative of the Cauchy stress tensor (corotational frame) or with a non-associated
flow rule (soils for example) L

≈
has no symmetry at all [Hill, 1958, Szabó, 2000, Sanborn and

Prévost, 2011]. A∼ is sometimes presented to be a ”general finite strain correction”. This can be
a bit simplistic when one considers the multiplicity of finite strain formulations. For instance, if
the constitutive law is formulated using the updated Kirchhoff stress tensor (τ̂∼ = Ĵσ∼)5 instead
of the Cauchy stress tensor (σ∼), as proposed in [Bigoni and Zaccaria, 1993, Szabó, 2000, Hill,
1958] and many others, then A∼ is symmetric :

A∼ (n ) = 1
2
(
(n · σ∼ · n )I∼ − (σ∼ · n )⊗ n − n ⊗ (σ∼ · n )− σ∼

)
(4.23)

4.1.2 Loss of ellipticity and loss of strong ellipticity in an infinite homoge-
neous domain

Let us consider a homogeneous volume homogeneously deformed. In this analysis, one will
consider that no “geometrical instabilities” can take place, such as buckling or necking. Also,
we consider the domain to be infinite to avoid boundary issues. Let us now assume that the
structure is homogeneously loaded in terms of stresses (rigid body motion will be excluded
from the analysis)6. The fundamental homogeneous solution’s quantities are denoted by the
superscript “(.)0”. Hill’s loss of uniqueness criterion then gives (assuming no elastic unloading):∫

Ω0
∆Ḟ∼ : L

≈
: ∆Ḟ∼ dV = 0 (4.24)

where ∆Ḟ∼ = Ḟ∼ − Ḟ∼
0.

If the loss of strong ellipticity is fulfilled for a given g se ⊗N se:

(g se ⊗N se) : L
≈

: (g se ⊗N se) = 0 (4.25)

(where the superscript “se” is for “strong ellipticity”), then Ḟ∼ = F∼
0 + g se ⊗N se in all Ω0 is a

solution to equation (4.24). Unless the tangent operator L
≈

possesses major symmetry, the loss
of ellipticity criterion allowing a jump in strain rates is still not necessarily fulfilled. Therefore,
Ḟ∼ = Ḟ∼

0 + g se ⊗N se everywhere7.
Now let us assume that the loss of ellipticity criterion is reached for a given N e:

det(N e �L
≈
·N e) = 0 (4.26)

Then necessarily there exists a vector g e (with g e · g e = 1) such that:

(N e �L
≈
·N e) · g e = 0 (4.27)

Therefore, a strain rate jump through a surface with a normal N e is allowed such that:
r
Ḟ∼

z
= αg e ⊗N e (4.28)

with α an arbitrary real value.
Let us now consider the possibility of the existence of an infinite band delimited by two plane

5 (τ̂∼ = Ĵσ∼) but ˙̂τ∼ = Tr (D∼ )σ∼ + σ̇∼
6Such an analysis will be illustrated in section 5.3.2.
7 Ḟ∼ = α(X ·N se)g se ⊗N se, with α a continuous real valued function, would also be a solution, see section

4.2.2.
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surfaces S−d and S+
d that define three domains (see Figure 4.6): V + and V − where Ḟ∼ = Ḟ∼

0 and
V band where Ḟ∼ = Ḟ∼

0 + αg e ⊗N e. This leads to:

∆Ḟ∼ =


αg e ⊗N e in the band;

0∼ outside the band.
(4.29)

Figure 4.6: Localization band in an infinite homogeneous media.

Since the loss of ellipticity criterion is fulfilled, such a solution is allowed, and trivially fulfills
Hill’s uniqueness criterion:∫

Ω0
∆Ḟ∼ : L

≈
: ∆Ḟ∼ dV =

∫
V band

∆Ḟ∼ : L
≈

: ∆Ḟ∼ dV (4.30)

=
∫
V band

(αg e ⊗N e) : L
≈

: (αg e ⊗N e) dV (4.31)

= 0 (4.32)
(4.33)

We just illustrated that when loss of ellipticity is fulfilled in an infinite homogeneous domain,
any band of arbitrary width8, w, and direction N e can emerge and it can exhibit jumps in strain
rate on its boundaries S−d and S+

d . Nevertheless, this is only true for the onset of localization.
Just after this condition in fulfilled, a new kind of bifurcations becomes possible: localization
with plastic loading on one side of Sd and elastic unloading on the other side (see appendix
8.5.2.

4.2 Localization in structures
The work presented above is limited to the analysis of a single material element. Nevertheless,

these criteria can virtually be applied to an infinite homogeneous domain. Such a framework
is analyzed in section 4.1.2 to compare the loss of ellipticity and the loss of strong ellipticity
criterion. However, for our purposes, this analysis is to be used in arbitrary structures. As

8 Since it was not specified at any time in the derivations.
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pointed out in [Nguyen, 2000, Mandel, 1964, Petryk, 2000], this analysis does not yet include
Dirichlet boundary conditions. A proof that det(N �L

≈
·N ) > 0 implies local uniqueness is for

instance given in [Bigoni, 2012]. This analysis relies on van Hove’s theorem formulated in [van
Hove, 1947] and is re-derived in section 4.2.1. Then, a minor extension is proposed in section
4.2.2. Finally, on the basis of this extension, a discussion about the uniqueness of the discretized
rate boundary value problem is proposed in section 4.4.1.

4.2.1 Ellipticity and local uniqueness: van Hove’s rate boundary value prob-
lem

In the present section, the uniqueness of the so-called “van Hove rate boundary value prob-
lem” is re-derived based on the proof given in [Bigoni, 2012]. To do so, let us consider a ho-
mogeneous finite domain B homogeneously strained with Dirichlet boundary conditions applied
on all ∂B. Then to ensure the uniqueness of the rate boundary value problem, the following
condition should be fulfilled:∫

B
Ḟ∼ (u̇ ) : L

≈
sym : Ḟ∼ (u̇ ) dV > 0 ∀u̇ = 0 on ∂B (4.34)

In order to perform a Fourier transform of u̇ and Ḟ∼ , the definition of the velocity field is
extended to Rn (n = 2, 3) with u̇ = 0 ∀X 6∈ B. Then the n dimensional Fourier tranform of
u̇ and Ḟ∼ (u̇ ) can be expressed as:

u̇ ∗(w 0) =
( 1

2π

)n
2
∫
Rn
e(−iw 0·X )u̇ (X )dV (4.35)

Ḟ∼
∗(w 0) =

( 1
2π

)n
2
∫
Rn
e(−iw 0·X )Ḟ∼ (X )dV (4.36)

where dV is the volume element in the real space, and w 0 is the inverse wave vector in the
Fourier space. Using the divergence theorem and that u̇ is kinematically admissible to 0 in
equation (4.35), one identifies:

Ḟ∼
∗ = iu̇ ∗ ⊗w 0 = −u̇ ∗I ⊗w 0 + iu̇ ∗R ⊗w 0 (4.37)

where i =
√
−1, u̇ ∗R and u̇ ∗I respectively the real and imaginary parts of u̇ ∗.

Since B is homogeneous and homogeneously strained (L
≈

is constant in space), using Parseval’s
theorem, equation 4.34 gives:∫

B
Ḟ∼ : L

≈
sym : Ḟ∼ dV = L

≈
sym ::

∫
B
Ḟ∼ ⊗ Ḟ∼ dV (4.38)

= L
≈
sym ::

∫
Rn
Ḟ∼
∗ ⊗ ¯̇F∼

∗
dw (4.39)

=
∫
Rn
Ḟ∼
∗ : L

≈
sym : ¯̇F∼

∗
dw (4.40)

where (̄·) is the complex conjugate of the quantity (·).
Using equation (4.37) in equation (4.40) leads to:∫
B
Ḟ∼ : L

≈
sym : Ḟ∼ dV =

∫
Rn

(u̇ ∗R ⊗w 0) : L
≈
sym : (u̇ ∗R ⊗w 0)dw +

∫
Rn

(u̇ ∗I ⊗w 0) : L
≈
sym : (u̇ ∗I ⊗w 0)dw

(4.41)

=
∫
Rn
u̇ ∗R · (w 0 �L≈

sym ·w 0) · u̇ ∗Rdw +
∫
Rn
u̇ ∗I · (w 0 �L≈

sym ·w 0) · u̇ ∗Idw
(4.42)
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If det(N �L
≈
·N ) > 0 for any unit vectorN , then the equations (4.43) and (4.44) are necessarily

fulfilled9:

u̇ ∗R · (w 0 �L≈
sym ·w 0) · u̇ ∗R > 0 ∀w 0 6= 0 and ∀u̇ ∗R 6= 0 (4.43)

u̇ ∗I · (w 0 �L≈
sym ·w 0) · u̇ ∗I > 0 ∀w 0 6= 0 and ∀u̇ ∗I 6= 0 (4.44)

Since w 0 = 0 corresponds to a pure translation, it is excluded from this analysis, uniqueness is
proven for the stated rate boundary value problem as long as ellipticity is fulfilled.

4.2.2 A minor extension to van Hove’s theorem and loss of uniqueness

Now, it is proposed to take this proof a small step further and prove that the van Hove rate
boundary value problem still has a unique solution as long as:

det(N �L
≈
·N ) ≥ 0 (4.45)

Let N 0 and g 0 be the only pair of unit vectors10 that fulfills equation (4.46).

(N 0 �L≈ ·N 0)g 0 = 0 (4.46)

Let us give a reductio ad absurdum to prove that van Hove’s rate boundary value problem still
possesses a unique velocity solution in such a case. The terms in the integrals in equation (4.42)
are strictly positive when w 0 is not co-linear with N 0 or when u ∗R or u ∗I are not co-linear with
g 0. Then, for the integral in equation (4.34) to vanish (loss of uniqueness), it is necessary for
w 0 to be co-linear with N 0 and for u ∗R and u ∗I to be co-linear with g 0. Then:

u̇ ∗R =


β(w 0)g 0 ifw 0 = αN 0

0 ifnot
(4.47)

u̇ ∗I =


γ(w 0)g 0 ifw 0 = αN 0

0 ifnot
(4.48)

where α ∈ R, and β and γ denote real valued functions.
Then, u̇ ∗ is necessarily given by:

u̇ ∗ = (β(w 0) + iγ(w 0))g 0δN 0
(w 0) (4.49)

where δN 0
(w 0) is a Dirac function of a line in Rn defined such that:

∫
Rn
f(w 0)δN 0

(w 0) dVw0 =
∫
R
f(αN 0)dα (4.50)

9 Scaling N with a positive real number covers all w 0 6= 0 , and does not change the equation: det(w 0 �L≈ ·
w 0) > 0

10 The proof would be the same if there are multiple pairs, but a finite number, and would require to use a
summation symbole. For simplicity, the proof is derived only with one pair.
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Finally, computing the inverse Fourier transform of u̇ ∗ gives:

u̇ (X ) =
( 1

2π

)n
2
∫
Rn
eiw 0·X u̇ ∗(w 0)dVw0 (4.51)

=
( 1

2π

)n
2
∫
Rn
eiw 0·X (β + iγ)g 0δN 0

(w 0)dVw0 (4.52)

u̇ (X ) =
( 1

2π

)n
2
∫
R
eiαN 0·X (β(α) + iγ(α))g 0dα (4.53)

where (4.53) is obtained by injecting (4.50) in (4.52). Since N 0 and g 0 are given constant
vectors (see definition), the result of the whole integral can only be a function of N 0 ·X :

u̇ (X ) = u̇ (N 0 ·X ) (4.54)

If u̇ has to vanish on all ∂Bu0 = ∂B0, then u̇ has to be identically vanishing everywhere. Thus, u̇
is not satisfying as a bifurcation field. Therefore, the van Hove rate boundary problem is always
stable as long as the acoustic tensos N �L

≈
·N is semi-positive definite for any orientation N .

4.2.3 Discussion
In a structural problem, when det(N � L

≈
· N ) = 0 in a single material element that is

surrounded by an elliptic domain, a discussion is necessary. The problem to consider is neither
the one constrained in displacements on all the boundary of this material element (also known as
“van Hove rate boundary value problem”) [van Hove, 1947] since it is surrounded by something
“softer” than strict displacement conditions, nor the one given in section 4.1.2 which is loaded
in pure traction conditions11 [Mandel, 1964]. In fact the real structural problem lies in between
these two models. Therefore, when det(N �L

≈
·N ) = 0 only in a finite domain inside the bulk

of a structure which did not lose ellipticity everywhere, uniqueness is not necessarily lost.
Going a step further would consist of considering the case for which det(N �L

≈
·N ) < 0 for

at least a few N . In Fourier’s space this would mean that the terms in the integral will vanish
not only on a line: There will be a whole cone-like shape in which it is negative, outside which
it is positive, and on the surface of which it vanishes. In this case, one may probably be able to
build a bifurcated solution for the van Hove rate boundary value problem. In fact, the proof for
det(N �L

≈
·N ) = 0 implied that u̇ ∗ has to be defined at least for all directions w 0/

√
w 0 ·w 0

in order to fulfill the Dirichlet boundary conditions12. Nevertheless, for some materials (like
the steel that is considered in the present work) when min(det(N � L

≈
·N )) < 0, there are

some orders of magnitude between the maximum of det(N � L
≈
·N ) (highly positive) and its

minimum (slightly negative).
In order to illustrate this problem, let us consider a 2D square domain Ω. u̇ must be defined

only inside this domain, then the solution has to fulfill:

u̇ = ΠΩ(X)u̇ where: ΠΩ =


1 if X ∈ Ω

0 if not
(4.55)

The Fourier transform of ΠΩ is similar to a sincard function. Then by the properties of the
Fourier transform of a product gives:

u̇ ∗ = sincard(X) ∗ u̇ ∗ (4.56)
11 Called in the present work “Mandel rate boundary value problem”.
12 If not, the fields cannot vanish everywhere of ∂Ω.
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where ∗ denote the convolution product. This adds a restriction to the possible bifurcation
fields. These statements are illustrated in section 4.4.1.

4.3 Numerical methods for detection of loss of ellipticty

In this section, a new method to systematically evaluate the loss of ellipticity criterion is
detailed. This method is expressed in the general case of finite deformations. It will be validated
by comparison with an analytical case (see section 8.6 for more examples): pure shear, tension
in plane strain and simple tension.

4.3.1 Literature review

As discussed, for localization to be possible, one needs to fulfill the loss of ellipticity criterion.
Solving det(N � L

≈
· N ) < 0 would be computationally too expensive. However, since the

acoustic tensor is initially positive definite, one possible method is to evaluate loss of ellipticity
by computing the minimum of C(N ) = det(N �L

≈
·N ) at each Gauss Point (GP) of a finite

element mesh, at each time step, and check the sign of this minimum. As long as the minimum
is positive, C(N ) must be positive for all N . However, when min(det(N �L

≈
·N )) is negative,

there is at least one N for which ellipticity is lost.
Remark: as C(N ) is a smooth function of N , once ellipticity is lost for one N such that

the determinant is negative, there must be a whole cone of normal N for which ellipticity is
lost as well. However, it may be the normal that is observed when localization occurs, as shown
in the numerical section (8.6.5).

The following two articles propose globaly the same method for small strain framework13, the
only difference being that it is expressed for associative flow rules (symmetric tangent operator)
in [Ortiz, 1987], and expressed for non-associative flow rules (non-symmetric tangent operator)
in [Sanborn and Prévost, 2011]. For both papers, the method is based on the minimization
problem of C(n ) under the equality condition n · n − 1 = 0, given in equation (4.57).

arg min
n , λ

(M(n , λ)) with: M(n , λ) = C(n )− λ(n · n − 1) (4.57)

where λ denotes the Lagrange multiplier.
Associated and non-associated flow rules only affects the gradient of C(n ). Therefore, [Ortiz,
1987] and [Sanborn and Prévost, 2011] slighltly different expression for the gradient. They
respectively use:

(
∂C

∂ni

)
= det(Q

∼
)Q−1

kj Lijklnl for associated flow rules (4.58)(
∂C

∂ni

)
= det(Q

∼
)Q−1

kj (Lijkl + Lljki)nl for non-associated flow rules (4.59)

where L
≈

denotes the elastoplastic tangent operator in small strain, and Q
∼

= n � L
≈
· n the

acoustic tensor. These results are derived thanks to the following identity:

d(det(A∼ )) = det(A∼ )A∼
−T : dA∼ (4.60)

13 L
≈

possesses minor symmetries, n = N
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which is defined only if det(A∼ ) 6= 0.
For the rest of the presentation both gradients will be denoted by:

∂C

∂n
= J∼(n ) · n (4.61)

with: Jil(n ) =


det(Q

∼
)Q−1

kj Lijkl for associated flow rules

det(Q
∼

)Q−1
kj (Lijkl + Lljki) for non-associated flow rules

(4.62)

Using this notation, the minimization problem gives:
∂M

∂n
= J∼ · n − 2λn = 0

∂M

∂λ
= n · n − 1 = 0

(4.63)

To solve this problem the authors propose to rewrite the first equation as a non-linear eigenvalue
problem, where the Lagrange multiplier is an eigenvalue of 1

2J∼(n ):

1
2J∼(n ) · n = λn (4.64)

Finally, the authors use a “fixed point” algorithm [Besson et al., 2010]. Given a n k, each
iteration consists in solving following eigenvalue problem:

1
2J∼(n k) · n k+1 = λk+1n k+1 (4.65)

At each iteration the eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue is chosen for the next
iteration in [Ortiz, 1987], and chosen to be the “closest” to the previous guess in [Sanborn and
Prévost, 2011].

In order to choose a “good” starting point, the unit sphere is discretized every 5◦, and the
point with the smallest det(n � L̂

≈
· n ) is taken to start the analysis.

These methods have four flaws :

1. There is no reason to believe that C(n ) has a single minimum on the unit sphere. In
fact, (n � L̂

≈
· n ) components are second order polynomials in terms of n ’s components.

Therefore, C(n ) is a three dimensional polynomial function of order six. Even if the
domain of interest is not entirely R3, there might be multiple local minima on the unit
sphere. We are only interested in the smallest one.

2. The discretization to evaluate a starting point is not efficient. First of all, the analysis
could be performed on only half of the unit sphere: C(n ) is a pair function of n . Also,
“discretizing every 5◦” implies that the spherical angles are taken from 0◦ to 360◦ (or 180◦)
every 5◦. This is not an isotropic selection: more points are to be selected on the poles of
the unit sphere: either the discretization is too rough on the equator, or too dense at the
poles.

3. Finally, as expressed above, these methods are expressed in a small deformation framework.

To avoid these flaws, a new method, that is generalized to the finite deformation framework, is
proposed in section 4.3.
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4.3.2 Minimization problem
In a finite deformation framework, the loss of ellipticity criterion is fulfilled when:

min(det(N �L
≈
·N )) becomes negative. (4.66)

where L
≈

is the fourth order tensor defined such that:

Ṡ∼ = L
≈

: Ḟ∼ (4.67)

As the acoustic tensor Q
∼

= N �L
≈
·N is initially positive definite, the loss of ellipticity will

be tracked by using a minimization method on det(N �L
≈
·N ), and then by checking the sign

of the minimum. Since N must be a unit vector, it will be expressed in spherical coordinates
as:

Figure 4.7: Spherical coordinates.

N ({θ} ) =


cos(θ1) sin(θ2)

sin(θ1) sin(θ2)

cos(θ2)

 (4.68)

where {θ} = (θ1, θ2) ∈ R2.
In fact, expressed this way, the minimization domain seems to be not bounded. While this is
true for the minimization domain, the starting points will only be taken for a given discretization
on the half unit sphere such that Ny ≥ 0.

The minimization problem reduces to:
∂(det(N �L

≈
·N ))

∂{θ} = {0} (4.69)∂(det(N � L
≈
·N ))

∂N

 · [ ∂N
∂{θ}

]
= {0} (4.70)

(4.71)
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where:

[
∂N

∂{θ}

]
=


− sin(θ1) sin(θ2) cos(θ1) cos(θ2)

cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ1) cos(θ2)

0 − sin(θ2)

 (4.72)

and:
∂(det(N �L

≈
·N ))

∂N
= det(N �L

≈
·N )(N �L

≈
·N )−T :

∂(N �L
≈
·N )

∂N
(4.73)

∂(det(N �L
≈
·N ))

∂Np
= det(N �L

≈
·N )(N �L

≈
·N )−1

ji

∂(NkLikjlNl)
∂Np

(4.74)

= det(N �L
≈
·N )(N �L

≈
·N )−1

ji (NkLikjlδpl + δpkLikjlNl) (4.75)

= det(N �L
≈
·N )(N �L

≈
·N )−1

ji (Lipjl + Liljp)Nl (4.76)

where δ is the Kronecker symbol.
Equations (4.62) and (4.76) are in fact equivalent when the tangent operator possesses minor
symmetries.

To simplify the coming computations, we will write :

(C∼ )pl = (N �L
≈
·N )−1

ji (Lipjl + Liljp) (4.77)

D =
∂(det(N �L

≈
·N ))

∂N
= det(N �L

≈
·N )C∼ ·N (4.78)

{d} = {D } T
[
∂N

∂{θ}

]
=


∂(det(N � L

≈
·N ))

∂{θ}

 (4.79)

4.3.3 Algorithm
The minimization algorithm is divided in two steps:

1. Discretization of the half unit sphere to set the starting points;

2. Run a Newton-Raphson algorithm to solve {d} = {0} for each starting point.

Sphere discretization for starting points

Setting multiple starting points means discretizing the half unit sphere. In order to have a
regular discretization, and to avoid the clustering at the poles [Néda et al., 1999] which occurs
with angular discretization as in [Ortiz, 1987, Néda et al., 1999, Sanborn and Prévost, 2011,
Mosler, 2005], only θ2 is regularly discretized. For a given discretization parameter nθ2 ∈ N, nθ2

regularly spaced points are taken in ]0, π[. Then, in order to discretize θ1, for a given θ2 (that
defines a circle on the unit sphere, see Figure 4.7) nθ1 is computed in order to keep a constant
surface element:

δθ1(θ2) = δθ2
| sin(θ2)| = π

nθ2 | sin(θ2)| (4.80)

Finally, to avoid singularities when θ2 = 0[π], a single point at the pole (θ2 = 0) is added
separately to the discretization.
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Implementation remark: we take nθ1 =< π
δθ1

> (where “< · >” denotes the integer part),
then δθ1 is recomputed as π

nθ1
.

As shown in Figure 4.8, this method has the twin benefits of providing an isotropic distri-
bution as well as reducing the number of discretization points14:

Figure 4.8: In red dots, discretization obtained for constant surface element discretization;
in blue dots, discretization obtained for regular angular discretization. Top figures, nθ2 = 5;
bottom figures, nθ2 = 36.

Newton-Raphson method

In order to solve our minimization problem, one has to find a solution to:

{d({θ} )} = {0} (4.81)

Given a starting point {θ} k, the idea is to compute
{
∆θk+1

}
such that:

{
d({θ} k + {∆θ} k+1)

}
= {0} (4.82)

Using a Newton Raphson method, we take:

{∆θ} k+1 = −
[
h({θ} k)−1

]
·
{
d({θ} k)

}
(4.83)

14 In fact the number of points tends to 2
π
n2
θ2 .
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where
[
h({θ} k

]
=
∂
{
d({θ} k)

}
∂{θ} is the Hessian matrix of det(N �L

≈
·N ).

Iterating this procedure until
{
d({θ} )k

} T
·
{
d({θ} )k

}
< ε2 gives a second order convergence

procedure.
Usually this method is avoided in minimization methodology, because it has two possible

major flaws:

1. One cannot ensure that the solution will in fact be a minimum or a maximum; which, in
our case, is a major flaw;

2. The second derivative (Hessian matrix) can be very expensive to compute and invert.

While the first flaw cannot be avoided, but by taking multiple starting points, the second one is
not a problem in our case. For one thing, we have a two dimensional problem, in other words,
the Hessian matrix is a 2 × 2 matrix, which is almost free to invert. For another, most of the
terms of the Hessian matrix are already computed by evaluating the gradient. In fact, the second
derivative ([h] ) is given by:

[h] =
[
∂N

∂{θ}

] T∂2(det(N � L
≈
·N ))

∂N 2

 [ ∂N
∂{θ}

]
+ [η] (4.84)

where [η] is given by:

ηαβ = Di
∂2Ni

∂θα∂θβ
(4.85)

[
∂

∂θ1

(
∂Ni

∂θα

)]
=


− cos(θ1) sin(θ2) − sin(θ1) cos(θ2)

− sin(θ1) sin(θ2) cos(θ1) cos(θ2)

0 0

 (4.86)

and
[
∂

∂θ2

(
∂Ni

∂θα

)]
=


− sin(θ1) cos(θ2) − cos(θ1) sin(θ2)

cos(θ1) cos(θ2) − sin(θ1) sin(θ2)

0 − cos(θ2)

 (4.87)

Finally,
∂2(det(N �L

≈
·N ))

∂Np∂Nq
is given by:

(CplNl)
∂(det(N �L

≈
·N ))

∂Nq
+ det(N �L

≈
·N )Cpq

+ det(N �L
≈
·N )(Lipjl + Liljp)Nl

∂(N �L
≈
·N )−1

ji

∂Nq
(4.88)
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Even though these three expressions seem to be complicated, a few manipulations can help. The
first term can be identified as:

(CplNl)
∂(det(N �L

≈
·N ))

∂Nq
= (CplNl)(det(N �L

≈
·N )(N �L

≈
·N )−1(Liljp + Lipjl)Nl)

(4.89)

= DpDq

det(N �L
≈
·N ) (4.90)

where all the terms are already known. The second expression is already explicitly known.
Finally, the third expression requires a little more derivation. In order to take the derivative of
the inverse of a tensor, it is possible to use the following identity:

d(A∼
−1) = −(A∼

−1 �A∼
−T ) : dA∼ (4.91)

∂((N �L
≈
·N )−1)ji

∂(N �L
≈
·N )rs

= (N �L
≈
·N )−1

jr (N �L
≈
·N )−1

si (4.92)

thus the third term becomes:

det(N �L
≈
·N )(Lipjl + Liljp)Nl

∂(N �L
≈
·N )−1

ji

∂Nq
(4.93)

= det(N �L
≈
·N )(Lipjl + Liljp)Nl

∂(N �L
≈
·N )−1

ji

∂(N �L
≈
·N )rs

∂(N �L
≈
·N )rs

∂Nq
(4.94)

=− det(N �L
≈
·N )(Lipjl + Liljp)Nl(N �L

≈
·N )−1

jr (N �L
≈
·N )−1

si (Lrqsh + Lrlsq)Nh

(4.95)

=− det(N �L
≈
·N )

[
(N �L

≈
·N )−1

si (Lipjl + Liljp)Nl

] [
(N �L

≈
·N )−1

jr (Lrqsh + Lrlsq)Nh

]
(4.96)

=− det(N �L
≈
·N )BspjBjqs = −det(N �L

≈
·N )

(
TB∼ : B∼

T
)
pq

(4.97)

where Bjps = Bspj = (N �L
≈
·N )−1

si (Lipjl + Liljp)Nl .
Finally, the whole Hessian matrix ([h] ) can be expressed as follow:

[h] =
[
∂N

∂{θ}

] T[
D ⊗D

det(N �L
≈
·N ) + det(N � L

≈
·N )C∼ − det(N � L

≈
·N ) (TB∼ : B∼

T )
] [

∂N

∂{θ}

]
+ [η]

(4.98)

[h] = {d} · {d} T
det(N �L

≈
·N ) + det(N �L

≈
·N )

[
∂N

∂{θ}

] T [
C∼ − (TB∼ : B∼

T )
] [ ∂N
∂{θ}

]
+ [η]

(4.99)

In equation (4.99), B∼ is the only tensor that has not already been computed when the gradient
was evaluated. Therefore computing the Hessian matrix does not require many new calculations
and is thus cheaper to evaluate than solving the full eigenvalue problem (as it is done in [Ortiz,
1987] and [Sanborn and Prévost, 2011]); especially since it is a 2× 2 matrix and thus trivial to
invert.
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TTENSOR class

In a FEM software, it is common to use the Voigt notation to manipulate tensors. This
approach may be adapted for some mechanical problems, it is not necessarily efficient for large
tensor calculations. It goes without saying that there already exist a TENSOR class in Zset
made to handle the tensor-like objects. For our purposes, a specific C++ class, TTENSOR, has
been developed to meet the computational efficiency needed for the algorithm to be used in
large structural problems. The main improvements were obtained using three basic coding
considerations:

• Compiler optimization: when writing short and simple methods in C++ it is important
to consider compiler optimization routines, when possible. For instance, when there are
simple “for-loops”15 the compiler might pre-process the code in order to optimize the
number of times the memory is accessed and written. This is only possible when the
compiler can recognize such loops. For instance, when the size is fixed this process is
easier for the compiler. Therefore, it was chosen to fix the size of the matrices to the
3D case (the largest case) so the size is explicitly given to the compiler: 3, 9, 27, and 81
floating numbers for respectively first, second, third, and fourth order tensors.

• inline: when a function is “inlined” the compiler directly replaces the call for the method
by the expression of the method itself. This reduces the number of method calls, memory
copies and temporary objects.

• Contiguous fixed size memory access: like humans, computers are much faster at reading
and calculating simple operations than storing information (writing memory). Moreover,
the reading is obviously more efficient when the words are well ordered. Therefore, the
storage and the methods were designed to optimize memory access.

4.3.4 Initialization and general scheme
A multi-point initialization scheme is necessary to ensure the evaluation of the global min-

imum. Fortunately, the sixth order polynomial surfaces are very smooth, see Figure 4.10, so
for any “good starting point” a basic NR scheme converges in very few iterations (4 to 5 for a
tolerance of 10−8 on the gradient’s norm). Therefore the following scheme is defined (see Figure
4.9) where multiple starting points are chosen, while the number of iterations remains small:

Figure 4.9: Minimization algorithm based on a multi-initialization method and a Newton Raph-
son algorithm.

Yet, it is important to note that this algorithm captures both minima and maxima. In fact,
the determinant of the Hessian matrix is not computed16. However, by taking enough starting
points, the smallest solution found should capture the global minimum. Setting a discretization

15 Like tensor products.
16 A positive determinant would confirm that the solution is a local minimum.
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parameter nθ2 to 5 (cf. section 4.3.3) for isotropic materials, and up to 6 or 7 for anisotropic
materials is expected to be enough.

The algorithm is validated with a simple shear loading test using a finite deformation frame-
work. Performance and robustness are shown and compared to the method proposed in [Mosler,
2005] on a more complex loading. The material laws, especially the values of isotropic hardening
parameters, are unrealistic but used to test the robustness of the algorithm.

4.3.5 Validation

For this simulation, a material respecting a von Mises criterion in the corotationnal frame-
work, formulated on the Kirchhoff stress tensor, with non-linear isotropic hardening is adopted.
Its yield surface takes the following form:

f(τ∼, R) =
√

3
2τ∼

dev : τ∼dev −R(p) (4.100)

where p denotes the cumulative plastic strain, and R(p) the yield stress.
Finally, the Young modulus, the Poisson ratio and the isotropic hardening for these simulations
are respectively given by:

E = 200 GPa; ν = 0.33 (4.101)
R(p) = 1000 + 100(1− e−300p)− 700p (4.102)

where p is the accumulated plastic strain and τ∼dev = τ∼ −
Tr (τ∼)

3 I∼ denotes the deviatoric part of
the Kirchhoff stress tensor. Within a small deformation framework, it is known that for such a
loading and material, the loss of ellipticity criterion is first fulfilled when:

H = dR

dp
= 0; n = e x or e y (4.103)

where H is the hardening modulus [Besson et al., 2010]. In this case it occurs for p =
log(300

7 )/300. ' 0.0125 (see Figure 4.11). This result will therefore still be valid for our simula-
tion since deformations are small.
The simulation is run on a Gauss point. Loading is prescribed through the deformation gradient:

F∼ = 0.2t(e x ⊗ e y + e y ⊗ e x) + I∼ (4.104)

where t ∈ [0, 1] is the fictitious time (loading parameter). The parameter nθ2 is fixed to 6.
Numerical results are shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.12. Three solutions are equivalently
obtained: ±e x and e y. For each timestep, only one solution is saved at each Gauss point. It
would be possible to store all extrema, but that would be too expansive in terms of memory.
However, in a FEM problem, the multiplicity of time steps and the large number of Gauss points
should be sufficient to ensure that all solutions are observed.
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Figure 4.10: Surface det(N �L
≈
·N ) plotted after stereographic projection in the (0, e z, e x)

plane for visualization purposes. The red dots indicate the solutions of the minimization problem
at various load increments. Three equivalent solutions are captured.

Figure 4.11: Simple shear: localization band with normals e x and e y
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Figure 4.12: Top, the evolution of the yield stress R, the hardening modulus H = dR
dp , and the

minimum of det(N �L
≈
·N ); both vanish for p = 0.0125. Bottom, the component of the normal

minimizing det(N �L
≈
·N ); two solutions are found: ±e x and e y (e x and −e x are considered

to be the same solution). One can remark that both solutions are equivalently obtained while
min(det(N �L

≈
·N )) evolves smoothly.

4.3.6 Performance and robustness

In the previous section, robustness of the proposed algorithm was demonstrated. In fact,
the three equivalent minima have all been captured (see Figure 4.10). In the following example,
a comparison between the robustness and computational cost of this method with methods
available in the literature is drawn.

As discussed in detail in [Mota et al., 2016], the methods available in the literature propose
a two step process: first, a sampling over the unit sphere (unit cube for the method proposed in
[Mota et al., 2016]) is performed and the determinant of the accoustic tensor is evaluated for each
normal; the normal associated to the smallest determinant is then used to initiate a minimization
algorithm. For the sampling, many authors propose to use a spherical discretization and perform
a regular discretization of the spherical angles [Sanborn and Prévost, 2011, Oliver et al., 2010,
Ortiz, 1987].

In this section, it is shown that this method is not robust enough to always capture the
global minimum. The comparison is made with: nθ2 = 6 (cf. section 4.3.3) as the discretization
parameter of the proposed method; and for the angular discretization of the spherical angles
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n = 36 to be consistent with the methods proposed in the literature (every 5◦)17. Using these
parameters leads to almost equal computation time for both algorithms (the proposed method
being slightly faster by 10% for nθ2 = 6 and 40% for nθ2 = 5).

In the following example the material properties (see section 2.2.2) are given by:

E = 20 GPa; ν = 0.33 (4.105)

f(τ∼, R) =
√

3
2τ∼

dev : τ∼dev −R(p) (4.106)

R(p) = 1000 + 100(1− e−25p)− 300p (4.107)

The simulation is run on a unit cube element with 8 nodes with 8 integration points. Dirichlet
boundary conditions are prescibed on all degrees of freedom such that:

ux = 0.075yt; uy = 0.225xt; uz = 0 (4.108)

where t ∈ [0, 1] denote the time-like loading parameter.

Numerical results are shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.13. The solution obtained by the
minimization algorithms is the same for both methods when the minimum is unique. However,
the results differ when two minima, close to one another, exist (see Figure 4.14). Not only do
they lead to different instants for loss of ellipticity, but also to very different normal vectors.
The new method is found to be more robust than the methods available in the literature for
capturing the global minimum.

17 Only half of the unit sphere is discretized due to symmetry. This discretization parameter is consistent with
what is usually proposed, see [Mosler, 2005, Sanborn and Prévost, 2011, Ortiz, 1987].
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Figure 4.13: On the left, the surface det(N �L
≈
·N ) plotted after stereographic projection in

the (0, e z, e x) plane in the elastic regime; on the right, the surface det(N � L
≈
·N ) plotted

after stereographic projection in the (0, e z, e x) plane in the plastic regime. Red dots indicate
the solutions obtained with the proposed algorithm; white triangle give the solutions obtained
using the sampling method.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the proposed method based on multiple initialisation (multi
start) and the method available in the literature based on sampling (sampling): a) Evolution of
min(det(N �L

≈
·N )) for the different algorithms; b) Zoom of a) around the loss of ellipticity

instant; c), d) and e) Components of arg min(det(N � L
≈
·N )) for the different algorithms.

Results differ in the plastic regime when two close minima exist.

4.4 Structural applications

In this section, three structural examples are studied in order to illustrate the use of such
a criterion in structures. First a square homogeneously strained in simple shear is analyzed to
illustrate the van Hove rate boundary value problem in the case of simple shear. This analysis will
lead to a discussion on the uniqueness of discretized problems and the loss of ellipticity criterion.
Then, a simple tube loaded in torsion is presented. In this example the latter discussion will
be illustrated for a non-homogeneous problem and the robustness of the proposed minimization
algorithm will be highlighted. Finally, a full torsion sample, used in [Defaisse et al., 2018], will
be analyzed in section 4.4.3.

4.4.1 Loss of uniqueness and loss of ellipticity in a FEM framework: homo-
geneous shear in a square

It was shown in section 4.2.1 that when the smallest eigenvalue of the acoustic tensor vanishes
there is a straight line in the Fourier space on which the second order work vanishes. While
this seems to fulfill Hill’s loss of uniqueness criterion, the solution is shown not to be compatible
with the DBCs. The next step is to consider the case for which det(N �L

≈
·N ) < 0 for at least
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a few N . In Fourier’s space, this would mean that there is not just a line when det(N �L
≈
·N )

vanishes, but a whole cone-like shape inside of which it is negative, outside of which it is positive,
and on which it vanishes (see Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15: On the left, representation of the second order work in the Fourier space when
det(N 0L≈N 0) = 0; on the right, representation of the cone of negative second order work in the
Fourier space when det(N 0L≈N 0) < 0.

The proof of the uniqueness of the van Hove rate boundary value problem for det(N �L
≈
·

N ) = 0, in section 4.2.1 showed that u̇ ∗(w 0) has to be non-vanishing for at least all directions
w 0/
√
w 0 ·w 0 in order to fulfill the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Therefore, since the second

order work only vanishes on a line in Fourier’s space, this condition can not be fulfilled without
the global second order work becoming positive. When the smallest eigenvalue of the acoustic
tensor becomes negative, it is not necessary for the Fourier transform of the velocity field to be
restricted to a line in the Fourier space. Indeed, the global second order work can vanish due
to a negative contribution (inside the cone) that compensates the positive contribution (outside
the cone).

Other qualitative remarks can be proposed for this problem:

1. Even though there is a negative and a positive part, the positive part may be several orders
of magnitude larger than the absolute value of the negative part. Therefore, to compensate
a term outside the cone, a large part of the negative cone must be used. The negative
part is the interior of the cone, and since the cone is very thin when det(N �L

≈
·N ) < 0

for the first time, some higher spatial frequencies will be needed18 in order to exploit the
largest part of the negative part.

2. The van Hove rate boundary value problem is defined in a bounded domain. The Fourier
transform of any velocity field can be computed if one expands this it is defined on Rn. In
section 4.2.1, this was done by extending the velocity field with 0 outside of the domain
B. As explained in section 4.2.3, this implies that one more condition must be fulfilled by
u̇ ∗: it must stay unchanged when convoluted with the Fourier transform of a rectangular
function. Thus u̇ ∗ is most-likely non vanishing on all Rn.

18 In the Fourier space, the wavelength is inversely proportional to the distance for the origin.
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3. In a FEM framework not all of the Fourier space can be represented. In fact, the finer
the mesh, the better Fourier space is described. As it was proposed in the previous item,
when det(N � L

≈
·N ) < 0 for some N in van Hove’s boundary value problem, u ∗ is

not a trivial function, and higher spatial frequencies are necessary to fulfill Hill’s loss of
uniqueness criterion. Therefore, it is commonly said that when ellipticity is lost in a finite
element framework, uniqueness of the rate boundary value problem is lost too if the mesh
is fine enough.

In this section, it is proposed to illustrate these considerations in a FEM framework on a unit
square loaded in simple shear. In order to better understand and illustrate the considerations
made above, different mesh sizes are considered. The mesh consists of linear fully integrated
square elements (4 nodes, 4 Gauss points per element). The number of regular cuts N on one
side of the square varies from 3 to 729 (9 to 5e5 elements, or 32 to 106 degrees of freedom). The
meshes for N = 4, 19, 93, and 729 are shown in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: From 1) to 4), square meshes for N = 4, N = 19, N = 93, and 729 cuts. Coloring
from blue to red is associated to the node number.

Dirichlet boundary conditions of the following form are prescribed at the boundary of the
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square under plain strain conditions:

x = F∼ ·X ∀X ∈ ∂Ω (4.109)

where: F∼ =


1 0.02t 0

0.02t 1 0

0 0 1

 t ∈ [0, 1] (4.110)

The material is formulated using the Kirchhoff stress tensor in the corotational frame (see section
2.2.2). It follows a von Mises criterion with an isotropic hardening R given by:

f(τ∼, R) =
√

3
2τ∼

dev : τ∼dev −R(p) (4.111)

R(p) = 1000− 1000p+ 100(1− exp(−300p)); (4.112)

where p is the cumulative plastic strain.
For all meshes, a regular time step of 0.01s (100 increments) was applied. The solution is

homogeneous during the whole computation for all mesh refinements. The results in terms of
stresses and det(N � L

≈
·N ) are shown in Figure 4.17. First loss of ellipticity is captured at

p = 0.01135.
For each model, the smallest eigenvalue of the global stiffness matrix has been extracted

(shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20) in order to evaluate the loss of uniqueness of the descretized
rate boundary value problem. On the one hand, it can be seen that for the given loading some
models never lose uniqueness (N < 36). On the other hand, when uniqueness is lost (smallest
eigenvalue became negative), the critical load gets closer to the loading associated with the
first loss of ellipticity when the mesh is finer, see Figure 4.21. This actually illustrates the
consideration 3) stated in the paragraph above.

Actually considerations 1) and 3) are illustrated in Figures 5.18 and 4.22. It can be observed
that for finer meshes the eigenmodes associated to the vanishing eigenvalues tend to have higher
spatial frequencies.
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·N ) as functions of plastic strain
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Figure 4.22: First two eigenmodes associated to the first loss of uniqueness of the FEM problem.
From 1) to 3): (N = 110, p = 0.018175), (N = 331, p = 0.011355), (N = 729,t p = 0.01355).
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Figure 4.23: Eigenmodes associated to the two smallest eigenvalues at first loss of ellipticity
while no loss of uniqueness of the FEM model. From 1) to 4) respectively N = 4, N = 110,
N = 331 and N = 729.

4.4.2 Application to a simple tube loaded in torsion

In order to demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of the algorithm presented in section
4.3.3, a structural example is given in this section. Some fundamental results given in [Petryk,
1997] about the uniqueness of the FEM problem are illustrated. The implementation of the
proposed algorithm and the simulations are performed in the Zset software environment [Besson
and Foerch, 1997] (http://www.zset-software.com/).

Boundary value problem and material properties

A tube of external diameter D = 1mm, thickness t = 0.1mm and length L = 0.5mm is
loaded in torsion. The tube is oriented along the (O, e y) axis and its lower and upper surfaces
are respectively denoted S0 and SL, as shown in Figure 4.24. The mesh is made of regular
hexahedral elements with 20 nodes, 27 integration points.

Figure 4.24: Geometry and boundary conditions. S0 is fixed in all directions, a rotation around
(O, e y) is imposed to the nodes on SL.
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On the bottom surface, S0, all displacements are fixed; on the top surface, SL, displacements
are imposed to describe a rotation of angle θ as follows:

u (y = 0) = 0 ∀X ∈ S0 (4.113)
u (y = 0) = (R∼ (θ)− I∼)X ∀X ∈ SL (4.114)

Finally, material properties are decribed by a corotationnal formulation on the Kirchhoff stress
tensor respecting a von Mises criterion such that:

E = 200.GPa; ν = 0.33 (4.115)

f(τ∼, R) =
√

3
2τ∼

dev : τ∼dev − (1000 + 300.(1− e−50p)) (4.116)

Evolution of loss of ellipticity:

In the following results, no imperfection is introduced in the mesh, however, since all dis-
placements are prescribed on S0 and SL the solution will naturally show some gradient along the
longitudinal direction (see Figure 4.25). In fact, this is well known as the “Swift effect” when
simulating a simple torsion test of a tube at finite deformation. Therefore, localization occurs
in the middle section of the tube as a consequence of this non-homogeneous field.

Figure 4.25: Map of the longitudinal stress σyy (MPa) in the tube.

The evolution of the loss of ellipticity in the thickness of the tube is discussed in this sec-
tion. Numerical results are given in Figures 4.26 to 4.28 for the second coarsest mesh19, made
of quadratic hexahedral elements with full integration (27 integration points per element): 2
through the thickness, 10 along the length and 50 around the circumference (27000 Gauss
points). The proposed minimization algorithm costs 119µs per Gauss point per increment and
per increment ( 324 s for 100 load increments) with nθ2 = 5, while the sampling method took
190µs per Gauss point per increment.

19 It is shown further that such a mesh is sufficiently refined for the convergence before localization. Moreover,
this has no consequence on the discussion given in this section.
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Figure 4.26: Top to bottom: evolution of accumulated plastic strain and min(det(N �L
≈
·N ))

in the lower half of the tube for θ = {0.12◦, 0.45◦, 0.81◦}. The solution of the minimization
problem is plotted with rods aligned with n and colored by the amplitude of the minimum
obtained in each Gauss point; red indicates loss of ellipticity. For visualization purposes, not all
Gauss points are represented on these plots.
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Figure 4.27: Top to bottom: evolution of accumulated plastic strain and min(det(N �L
≈
·N ))

in the lower half of the tube for θ = {0.89◦, 0.8935◦, 0.8975◦}. The solution of the minimization
problem is plotted with rods aligned with n and colored by the amplitude of the minimum
obtained in each Gauss point; red indicates loss of ellipticity. For visualization purposes, not all
Gauss points are represented on these plots.
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Figure 4.28: Top to bottom: evolution of accumulated plastic strain and min(det(N �L
≈
·N ))

in the lower half of the tube for θ = {0.94875◦, 1.0◦}. The solution of the minimization problem
is plotted with rods aligned with n and colored by the amplitude of the minimum obtained
in each Gauss point; red indicates loss of ellipticity. For visualization purposes, not all Gauss
points are represented on these plots.

For visualization purposes, only the lower half of the tube is shown in Figures 4.26 to 4.28.
The tube is initially elastic and the solution of the minimization problem is constant and positive
with n = ±(

√
2/2eθ −

√
2/2e z). Once plasticity starts on the outer skin of the tube, ±e θ and

±e z become equivalent minimizers of det(N �L
≈
·N ) for θ = 0.45◦. Ellipticity is first lost on

the outer-skin for θ = 0.81◦. Then, plastic strain quickly increases in the middle section once
the loss of ellipticity reaches the inner-skin (θ > 0.8975◦). This occurs in the middle section of
the tube due to the longitudinal compression and tension stresses (cf. Figure 4.25). In fact, the
strain concentration in the middle section can be observed in some experimental setups [Scales
et al., 2016, Defaisse et al., 2018]. Finally, once localization starts in the middle section of the
tube, the rest of the structure elastically unloads.

Mesh and time-stepping sensitivity:

In this section one of the main characteristics of loss of ellipticity are investigated: sensitivity
of the results with respect to the mesh and time steps sizes. For this purpose, four meshes are
modeled (shown in Figure 4.29). From coarsest to finest, models are numbered from 0 to 3.
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Figure 4.29: Meshes used for the meshes sensitivity analysis. From left to right: 125, 1000,
8080, 64320 elements.
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Figure 4.31: From left to right and top to bottom: evolution of accumulated plastic strain
and min(det(N �L

≈
·N )) in the lower half of the tube for models 0 to 3. The solution of the

minimization problem is plotted with rods colored by the amplitude of the minimum obtained
in each Gauss point; red indicates loss of ellipticity. For visualization purposes not all Gauss
points are represented on these plots.
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This example highlights the utmost importance of the algorithm being robust with respect
to the existence of multiple equivalent minima. In fact, a single starting point algorithm might
have converged to only one solution (sensitivity to the initial discretization of the sphere). If
only the solution e θ was found, it would not be possible to put in parallel the loss of ellipticity
criterion with the emergence of a localization band in the structure and understand the loss of
regularity of the FEM solution.
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Figure 4.32: Torsion test: On the left, torques obtained for constant and refined time-steps; on
the right, zoom at maximum torque (θ ∈ [0.8, 1.0])
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Figure 4.33: Results in terms of accumulated plastic strain and loss of ellipticity for θ = 1◦,
using mesh of model 1. Top, constant time-steps (0.01◦); bottom, refined time-stepping.

The part of the structure in which ellipticity is lost before localization occurs has a finite
thickness regardless of the mesh size. This leads to the existence of multiple localization bands
of various thickness: infinitely many in a infinite functional space; but as many as there are
layers of elements in a FEM model (see section 5.3.2). It is important to note that for a infinite
functional space the solution loses uniqueness as soon as ellipticity is lost in an arbitrarily small
area [Petryk, 1993]. These localization bands are filtered by the shape functions of the FEM
model and only deformations that can be projected on the FEM shape functions can be captured.
However, such instabilities are maybe not necessarily critical in order to analyze the structure’s
integrity since they are confined to an arbitrarily small area [Petryk, 1992].

As proposed in [Petryk, 1997], once a “disk-like” zone in which ellipticity is lost has fully
emerged, localization in the sense of Rice occurs20. In fact, loss of ellipticity in a single Gauss
point is not enough for the FEM model to fail [Petryk, 1997], but it is an indicator of a weak,
most likely critical, zone in the structure [Doghri and Billardon, 1995] for softening materials.
Another fundamental result is observed: once localization in the sense of Rice occurs (existence
of a band with jumps in strain rates), the rest of the structure elastically unloads [Bigoni and

20 In [Petryk, 1997], the author also discusses some geometrical compatibility with the boundary conditions,
which is met in this case: the rotation of the upper surface is consistent with the shear band in the middle section.
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Zaccaria, 1993, Jirásek, 2007, Besson et al., 2010]. This usually leads to a sudden drop in
the structure’s stiffness, but shear has almost zero geometric consequences in terms of effective
section. Therefore, it does not lead to a sudden drop in the stiffness of the structure but only
to a slightly decreasing torque [Jirásek, 2007], as shown in Figure 4.30.

4.4.3 Application to a full torsion sample

In this section the analysis of loss of ellipticity is applied to a real torsion sample, in order
to detect a shear localization band. The geometry and mesh are shown in Figure 4.34. This a
real sample, tested and modelled in [Defaisse et al., 2018, Defaisse, 2018].

Figure 4.34: Geometry of the torsion sample. A regular mesh (quadratic interpolation) is used
in the effective length. Flat surfaces are cut on the sample’s heads in order to be able to load it
in torsion.

This sample has been loaded in torsion, and exhibits, for the material properties given in
[Defaisse et al., 2018] without the linear hardening term, a localization band in the effective
length due to loss of ellipticity. These results are shown in Figure 4.35.
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Figure 4.35: From top to bottom: evolution of loss of ellipticity and cumulative plastic strain
in the gauge length of the sample. The solution of the minimization problem at each Gauss
point is plotted in rods; red rods for loss of ellipticity.
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Figure 4.36: From top to bottom, left to right: evolution of loss of ellipticity and cumulative
plastic strain in the effective length of the sample. The solution of the minimization problem at
each Gauss point is plotted in rods; red rods for loss of ellipticity.
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Figure 4.37: Comparison FEM/experiment. Evolution of torques as a function of the loading
angle for the whole loading process. In squares, the instants shown in Figures 4.35 and 4.36;
the red triangle shows the maximum torque.
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Figure 4.38: Comparison FEM/experiment. Evolution of torques as a function of the loading
angle zoom around the localization point. In squares, the instants shown in Figures 4.35 and
4.36; the red triangle shows the maximum torque.

It is shown that the sample has the same kind of behavior for the evolution of loss of ellipticity
as for the simple tube presented in section 4.4.2. Yet, a small difference can be observed due
to the sample’s geometry: the flat surfaces added to the heads for testing purposes induce a
non-axisymmetric solution. This leads to the existence of two zones where elastic unloading
occurs later. In fine, the plastic strain localized in a narrow band (thickness of half an element).
As it can is shown in Figures 4.37 and 4.38, the applied torque continues to increase after the
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first loss of ellipticity. Once ellipticity is lost through the thickness of the middle section and
once there is elastic unloading in the rest of the effective length that the maximum torque is
reached. Then, even though the material is non-softening, the applied torque decreases.

Finally, these results seem to be quantitatively consistent with the experimental measures.
However, linear hardening had to be neglected in order to have a saturating material. If not,
localization would not activate since the hardening modulus would be too large. This is shown
in section 6.1, and a more detailed discussion is given about this assumption. Nevertheless, in
the identification process of the material law given in [Defaisse et al., 2018], it would have been
possible to replace the linear hardening term with a third exponential hardening term. However,
this would require some more investigation that has not been done in the present work.

4.5 Conclusions
The loss of ellipticity criterion has been re-derived in order to fit the present work’s notations.

This criterion has been presented as an indicator for the existence of possible jumps in strain
rates21. Then, the uniqueness analysis of the van Hove rate boundary value problem has been
presented and a minor extension has been given. This led to a discussion on loss of ellipticity
and loss of uniqueness of a discretized problem, which has later been illustrated with the case
of a square loaded in shear.

A new general and efficient algorithm based on a Newton-Raphson scheme is proposed for
evaluating the loss of ellipticity criterion. It is derived in the most general case and does not
depend explicitly on the formulation or on the associativity of the flow. This algorithm has
been shown to be more robust than what is found in the literature, and more efficient. In
order to reach maximal efficiency, a method to discretize the unit sphere has been proposed.
This method has the twin benefits of providing an isotropic distribution as well as reducing the
number of discretization points. This proposed multi-start method has been compared to the
classical sampling method found in the literature [Mosler, 2005]. It is shown to be more robust
in terms of finding the global minimum and it has a shorter computation time.

The new method was applied in a structural FEM problem to evaluate the failure of a tube
loaded in torsion. It has been shown that, even though the material of the tube is non-softening
and possesses an associative flow, the loss of ellipticity criterion is met and localization emerges
in the simulation. Also, the use of the multi initialization algorithm proposed in this paper,
being robust when there are multiple equivalent global minima, allowed us to properly interpret
the results in section 4.4.2.

Finally, it has been observed in a structural problem that loss of ellipticity in a part of the
structure in a FEM problem is not enough for the discretized problem itself to lose uniqueness.
In fact, it has been shown that localized shear bands appear in the tube only once ellipticity has
been lost through the whole thickness of the tube. The section in which loss of ellipticity occurs
is parallel to the boundary conditions and the normals minimizing det(N � L

≈
·N ) are also

normal to this section. These conditions are discussed in section 5.3.2, where the importance of
the compatibility with boundary conditions is illustrated for the localization problem.

21 It has been interpreted as such in the rest of the chapter
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Chapter 5

Weakened stability analysis

“Sur l’autoroute, à gauche il y a le terre-plein central, c’est le bord dur, il t’évite le
carambolage par la force ; et à droite il y a le bord mou pour les petites déviations. Ta mère

c’est le bord mou ... File droit. ”
Mon père

“La partie garde toujours en elle quelque chose de la nature du tout.”
Léonard De Vinci

Résumé : La sensibilité du critère de Hill aux conditions aux limites imposées est un problème
bien connu. Généralement, cette dépendance est étudiée en termes de directions de chargement,
“quelle serait la conséquence de l’ajout d’un moment de flexion sur le flambement d’un tube en
torsion ?”, mais rarement en termes de types de conditions aux limites, comme “la structure
est-elle soumise à une force, un déplacement, la raideur d’une autre structure ?”. Cette dernière
question est notamment considérée et quantifiée en génie civil. Cependant, pour les structures
aéronautiques ce genre d’analyses se révèle être complexe de par la variabilité des matériaux et
géométries.

Dans le présent chapitre, nous proposons d’affaiblir le critère d’unicité de Hill en considérant
plusieurs ensembles de conditions aux limites. L’introduction de ce “critère affaibli de stabilité”
sera d’abord alimenté par l’étude du flambement d’une poutre élastique en compression et par
les approches utilisées en génie civil. Par la suite, ce critère sera mis en œuvre pour étudier
la relation entre perte d’ellipticité et perte d’unicité du problème de van Hove et retrouver les
analyses de Ryzhak et la proposition de Mandel. Aussi, l’analyse de la sensibilité des charges de
flambement à différentes conditions aux limites pour un tube en torsion seront présentées.

5.1 Infuence of the type of boundary conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129
5.2 Weakened stability analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133
5.3 Applications of the weakened stability criterion . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
5.4 Conclusions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163
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Sensitivity to imperfections is a well-known problem when it comes to the analysis of the
uniqueness and stability of a structure’s response. While there are many studies which focus on
the sensitivity to loading direction, geometrical and material imperfections [Hill and Hutchinson,
1975, Regulation, 2005, Lee and Ades, 1957, Di Pasqua et al., 2016, Remmers and de Borst,
2001, Hutchinson and Tvergaard, 1981, Mear and Hutchinson, 1985, Dæhli et al., 2017, Wang
et al., 2017, Asmolovskiy et al., 2015, Kriegsmann et al., 2012, Walport et al., 2018], only a
few focus on the sensitivity to the modeling assumptions in the Boundary Conditions (BCs)
[Mandel, 1964, Ryzhak, 1994, Nguyen, 2000]. In the present chapter, we propose to investigate
on the sensitivity of the critical loads to various assumptions the way loading is prescribed:
displacement or dead loads.

In fact, two types of BC imperfections need to be distinguished. The first type focuses
on how perfect the loading direction is: for example if the actual tensile axis is not aligned
with the sample’s axis, or if the tube meant to be loaded in pure torsion is also subject to some
bending moment. The second type of BC imperfection analysis questions the nature of boundary
conditions to apply in the mathematical or numerical model: “is the tensile machine perfectly
stiff so that we can block transverse displacements?”, or “is the structure actually loaded in
terms of forces or in terms of displacements?” (for example when the load is prescribed through
contact).

There are many studies on the effects of imperfections for elastic structures. They are
generally based on the existence of a potential energy. Some of them analyze the structure’s
response to imperfections in either the geometry or loading (partly presented and discussed in
chapter 10 in [Nguyen, 2000]). Finally, regarding the analysis of BC imperfections, these studies
usually focus on the first type: loading direction. However, a potential energy does not exist
for dissipative systems. Thus, the analysis of elastoplastic structures requires the description of
every possible evolution of the irreversible quantities, such as plastic strain, and the consequent
stress redistribution.

For simple elastoplastic structures, the analysis of small geometrical or loading imperfections
might be done analytically as in [Lee and Ades, 1957]. However, they are usually restrictive re-
garding the material’s constitutive law and are limited to simple geometries. When numerical
modeling is required for more complex structures, an exhaustive analysis of the sensitivity to
geometrical or loading imperfections may be impracticable due to the computation costs and
the diversity of possible imperfections. Some recent developments in High Performance Com-
putation (HPC) methods [Gosselet and Rey, 2006], and in Hybrid Reduced Order Modeling
(HROM) [Ryckelynck, 2005, Perez et al., 2014, Eftang and Patera, 2014] could possibly provide
the required tools for such analyses. However, such modeling is out of the scope of this work.

In a way, imperfections in the geometry or in the loading direction can be seen as a type of lost
information. This information could be lost by using the nominal geometry or by idealizing the
environment. However, if further details are known, it is possible to add them into the model
and evaluate their influence on the critical load. For example, the actual geometry could be
measured with scanning tools, as in [Harrison et al., 2016]; for the loading, one could consider a
given number of loading imperfections and compute the resulting structural responses. Usually,
breaking the symmetry in the loading or in the geometry will lead to a unique solution to the
rate problem, see section 3.2.1. In this case, the best evaluation of the structure’s critical load
is usually obtained by simply computing the incremental responses.

For the second type of BC imperfections, it can be seen as a “modeling imperfection”;
information that is not at all taken into account in the modeling. Usually, a structure is loaded
through forces or displacements prescribed on the boundaries. Saint Venant’s principle states
that the behavior of a point far from the boundary where the loading is applied is insensitive to
the way it is applied. This is true when the solution is unique. However, it is important to keep
in mind that the analysis of the uniqueness of a structure’s response with the tools presented in
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section 3.1 is by construction highly sensitive to the way the loading is prescribed. In fact, it
has been shown in section 3.2.3 that such considerations could have significant consequences on
the analysis of the structure’s stability.

In the present chapter, a method for evaluating the sensitivity of the critical load to the
second type of BC imperfections is proposed. For this purpose, it is assumed that the loading
direction and geometry are properly identified, and only the sensitivity to the type of BCs
(displacements of traction forces) that are prescribed in the model is discussed. For illustration,
the well known analysis of a buckling beam is detailed for various boundary conditions in section
5.1.1. In section 5.1.2, a quick presentation of some approaches used in civil engineering to
evaluate critical loads considering various BCs is given. These methods are used to bound
the buckling load of some civil engineering steel structures [Regulation, 2005, Gardner, 2018].
Based on these examples, a general numerical method to analyze the sensitivity of the uniqueness
analysis of the rate boundary value problem to different BCs is proposed in section 5.2. This
method is validated in section 5.2.4 on the reference Euler buckling. Then, the method is
illustrated with more complex cases such as the evaluation of the buckling load of a short tube
loaded in torsion in section 5.3.1, and the analysis of localization in a square loaded in shear in
section 5.3.2. Finally, the latter will lead to the analysis of the emergence of localization bands
in the sense of Rice in a thick tube loaded in torsion in section 5.3.3.

5.1 Infuence of the type of boundary conditions

The present section aims to illustrate and motivate the “weakened stability” analysis pre-
sented in section 5.2. First the analysis of the Euler buckling is presented by linearizing Hill’s
loss of uniqueness criterion in order to compare the buckling loads obtained with boundary
conditions. Then, a short discussion about approaches used in civil engineering is given.

5.1.1 Euler buckling: Sensitivity to BCs

Even though the results of the buckling of a beam loaded in compression are very well-
known in elasticity, the aim here is to derive these results starting from Hill’s loss of uniqueness
criterion: starting from a full finite deformation framework, the analysis will be linearized to
small strains but with large displacements. The problem is first analyzed independent of the
type of BCs (fixed, simply supported, or free). Then, in order to study the sensitivity to various
BCs the critical load is specified for a few specific BCs.

A beam of length L, section S, and Young’s modulus E loaded in compression with a
force F is analyzed. Before buckling arises, displacements are small enough to consider the
initial configuration to be the actual configuration. A point M of the beam is located by the
curvilinear coordinate s, as shown in Figure 5.1. The rotation of the section around the (M, e z)
axis is given by the angle θ.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of a beam loaded in compression.

Such a coordinate system gives the following set of equations to describe the kinematics:

AM = x(s)e x + y(s)e y (5.1)

x(s) =
∫ s

0
cos(θ(s′))ds′ (5.2)

y(s) =
∫ s

0
sin(θ(s′))ds′ (5.3)

t = cos(θ)e x + sin(θ)e y (5.4)

It is assumed that the forces on a section of the beam can be reduced to a normal traction N
and a torque around the (O, e z) axis Mz, such that the constitutive law can be given by:

N = ES
∂ux
∂s

(5.5)

Mz = EI
∂θ

∂s
(5.6)

where I denotes the second moment of area of the section. Before buckling occurs, the funda-
mental solution is trivially given by: 

Mz = 0

N = −F

u = −F
ES

x
Le x

θ = 0

σxx = −F
S

(5.7)

Linearizing Hill’s loss of uniqueness criterion to small strains but finite displacements, the buck-
ling analysis gives (see section 3):∫

Ω
ε̇∼(∆u̇ ) : E

≈
: ε̇∼(δu̇ ) + σ∼ : (Ḟ∼ (∆u̇ )T Ḟ∼ (δu̇ )) dV = 0 (5.8)
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where E
≈

is the elasticity fourth order tensor, δu̇ a test field, and ∆u̇ the bifurcation field.
Translating this equation into the curvilinear framework of the beam gives:∫ L

0
EI

∂∆θ̇
∂s

∂δθ̇

∂s
ds+

∫ L

0
N∆θ̇δθ̇ds = 0 (5.9)

Applying the divergence theorem leads to:∫ L

0
EI

∂2∆θ̇
∂s2 δθ̇ + F∆θ̇δθ̇ds = 0 (5.10)∫ L

0

(
∂2∆θ̇
∂s2 + F

EI
∆θ̇
)
δθ̇ds = 0 (5.11)

For equation (5.11) to be fulfilled for any test field δθ̇, the term in brackets must vanish every-
where:

∂2∆θ̇
∂s2 + F

EI
∆θ̇ = 0 ∀s ∈ [0, L] (5.12)

The solutions of this differential equation are given by:
∆θ̇ = A cos(λs) +B sin(λs)

λ2 = F
EI

(5.13)

∆θ̇ is the difference between two solutions, and one of them is the fundamental straight solution
given in the set of equations (5.7). The other solution is then given by:

∂uy
∂x

= θ = a cos(λs) + b sin(λs) + γ (5.14)

uy = α cos(λs) + β sin(λs) + γs+ δ (5.15)

This solution is not to be taken as a post bifurcation solution, just as the direction for buckling.
Now various boundary conditions can be considered:

• Fixed: uy = 0, ∂uy
∂x

= 0

• Pinned: uy = 0, ∂2uy
∂x2 = 0

• Free: ∂2uy
∂x2 = 0

Using some combinations of these conditions in A and B, one gets drastically different buckling
loads:

BCs fixed/free pinned/pinned pinned/fixed fixed/fixed

Scheme

Buckling Force Fc = π2EI
4L2 Fc = π2EI

L2 Fc = η2EI
L2 Fc = 4π2EI

L2

λ π
2L

π
L

η
L

2π
L

Shape (a ∈ R) a(cos(λs)− 1) a(sin(λs)) a(sin(λs)− λs) a(cos(λs)− 1)

Table 5.1: Summary of the buckling loads for various combinations of BCs of a beam loaded in
compression (η is the first positive root of the equation tan(η) = η), η ' 4.493).
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It is then clear that a proper identification of the boundary conditions is necessary when
designing a structure that includes beams loaded in compression. In fact, the critical buckling
load can vary by a factor of 16. For a given cross section, this could be compensated by doubling
its size1, in other words, quadrupling the mass of the structure. However, not every structural
configuration admits such simple boundary conditions. For instance, the assembly of various
components may have some play, or the structure can be a substructure of a more complex
design.

To illustrate this problem let us consider a simple a hanger holding a coat (see Figure 5.2).
Even though this example is not of much interest for aeronautical structures, it will help to
illustrate our problem.

Figure 5.2: Drawing of a hanger. The weak part in a compression state is in the red circle.

It is obvious in this case that the critical part of the hanger is the beam in the red circle.
Due to the stiffness of the rest of the structure, this part can neither be considered to be
pinned/pinned, nor fixed/fixed, but something in between. Therefore, a design considering a
pinned/pinned structure would underestimate the stiffness of the structure and a fixed/fixed
structure would overestimate it. For such a problem the engineer might take a conservative
approach which leads to a thicker beam. However, in the aeronautical industry, minimizing the
mass while optimizing the structure’s stiffness is critical.

5.1.2 External stiffness
The safety of civil structures is naturally of utmost importance. Nevertheless, “over-conservative”

methods are not always adapted for civil designs: the weight of the structure itself can become
a problem in large buildings or bridges, and the mass may undesirably affect the thermal char-
acteristics. To address this problem, the “Eurocodes” program started in the 1980s in Europe
to produce European standards for designing methods. The objective is a set of harmonized
technical rules for the design of construction works in order to eliminate technical obstacles to
trade [Regulation, 2005].

Some of these methods help evaluate the sensitivity to geometrical imperfections, others are
linked to the stability analysis of structures. For the latter, standard geometries are analyzed
and “reduction factors” are estimated. For instance, they can depend on the geometrical ratio
between the web and the flanges for a “I-beam” as in [Gardner, 2018]. Both kinds of imperfections
can be taken into account, and various cases are thoroughly distinguished. In fact, a distinction
is made for standard cross sections, slenderness, plasticity and other geometrical or material
parameters. For a given set of parameters one can then define an “effective length” that is then
applied in the analytical results.

For large structures, two kinds of stability analyses are distinguished: “global stability” and
“member stability” in [Regulation, 2005]. In particular, for the analysis of member stability, the

1 Since I is homogeneous to m4.
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surrounding environment must be evaluated to assess the buckling load for various boundary
conditions. Such a categorization can be made in civil engineering due to the standardization
of geometries, materials and assembly methods. In fact, given simple geometries or well-studied
joints, it is possible to derive semi-analytical models corrected with experimental results.

5.2 Weakened stability analysis
It has previously been shown that the stability analysis of a structure is sensitive to how

the loading is applied. Sometimes, kinematic constraints are applied to structures for modeling
purposes; for instance, in order to apply a global quantity (torque, force, torque/force ratio,
etc.). These kinematic conditions usually require imposing displacements that are convenient
for applying the load, but not relevant for the stability analysis. This also occurs with some
kinematic constraints: in order to apply a rotation to a section in finite deformation framework,
both radial and ortho-radial displacements have to be specified. As a final consideration, before
any loss of stability, applying displacements or the equivalent nodal forces should give the same
results especially when the boundary is far from the gauge part. Therefore, when the force
tends to saturate (especially for elastoplastic materials like the one we consider in this work that
possess a saturating hardening), adequate load-stepping requires an a priori knowledge of the
solution: if the load steps are not small enough, the displacement increments corresponding to
a small force increment will be too large; otherwise convergence will be difficult. The numerical
cost is thus another reason to apply kinematic constraints instead of forces.

It is easy to show that the more kinematic constraints that are applied to the structure, the
more stable the structure. This is known in the analysis of vibrations of a body: the more a body
is kinematically constrained, the higher its fundamental frequency, when rigid body motions are
blocked due to some kinematic conditions. As this frequency is directly related to the smallest
eigenvalue, it applies to our problem2. Therefore, as more unnecessary displacement boundary
conditions are applied, the instability analysis becomes less conservative.

Finally, when analyzing a complex structure it is common to analyze sub-parts indepen-
dently. As discussed in section 5.1.2, the stiffness of the surrounding structure can have a severe
consequences on the structure’s stability. This “surrounding stiffness” might be possible to eval-
uate for standard or simple geometries, however for more complex structures this is usually too
expensive to evaluate. Still, the usual assumption is to apply kinematic constrains that main-
tain the cut surface’s geometry3. In this case, only an upper bound of the critical load can be
evaluated due to the added kinematic conditions.

Therefore, a method is proposed here to evaluate a lower bound of the critical load, by
replacing kinematic constraints by forces (assuming that the loading direction and geometry
are well identified). This method’s main purpose is to apply the best boundary conditions for
static calculations, while still allowing the evaluation of the uniqueness criterion with the most
appropriate BCs. It aims to be the first step toward the evaluation of the uniqueness of the
solution of the rate boundary value problem in a complex environment, similar to the civil
engineering methods. In this section, the “weakened stability criterion” will first be formulated;
then, this criterion will be positioned with respect to the general Hill uniqueness criterion and a
physical meaning will be proposed. Finally the numerical method will be detailed and validated
on Euler’s buckling analysis of a beam.

2 This can be justified by considering that the space in which eigen modes are searched when DBCs are applied
is a subspace of the one where fewer DBCs are applied. If an eigen mode of the constrained problem corresponds
to a vanishing eigenvalue, then it is necessary that this eigen mode is also associated to a vanishing eigenvalue for
the unconstrained problem.

3 The cut surface here relates to the surface obtained after splitting the sub-part from the larger structure. It
is the surface that would appear after “cutting the sub-part out”.
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5.2.1 Weakened stability criterion
Hill’s loss of unuiqueness criterion is formulated on the rate boundary value problem. It

assumes that the structure is in equilibrium and that the internal variables are known. Then
the known solution u 0 fulfills the following set of equations:

Div (S∼(u 0)) = 0 ∀X ∈ Ω

S∼(u 0)N = T d ∀X ∈ ∂ΩT

u 0 = u d ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu

(5.16)

Hill’s uniqueness criterion for this problem would give:∫
Ω0
Ḟ∼ (∆u̇ ) : L

≈
: Ḟ∼ (∆u̇ ) dV > 0 ∀∆u̇ , ∆u̇ = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu (5.17)

As shown in section 3, this gives in a FEM framework (for an equilibrium configuration):

eigen
([
KDBCs

] )
> 0 (5.18)

where
[
KDBCs

]
is the global stiffness matrix constrained with the DBCs of the incremental

problem.
In order to define a weakened problem, let ∂Ωu

fix and ∂Ωu
free be complementary parts of

∂Ωu.

∂Ωu
fixed ∪ ∂Ωu

free = ∂Ωu (5.19)
∂Ωu

fixed ∩ ∂Ωu
free = ∅ (5.20)

If the time is fictitiously stopped and the displacement BCs ∂Ωu
free are replaced by the corre-

sponding forces, the weakened problem becomes:

Div (S∼(u 1)) = 0 ∀X ∈ Ω

S∼(u 1)N = T d ∀X ∈ ∂ΩT

S∼(u 1)N = S∼(u 0)N ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu
free

u 1 = u d ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu
fixed

(5.21)

It is clear that u 1 = u 0 is a solution of the weakened equilibrium problem defined in equation
(5.21). Hill’s uniqueness criterion for this case gives:∫

Ω0
Ḟ∼ (∆u̇ ) : L

≈
: Ḟ∼ (∆u̇ ) dV > 0 ∀∆u̇ , ∆u̇ = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂Ωu

fixed (5.22)

in a FEM framework:

eigen(
[
Kweakened

]
) > 0 (5.23)

where
[
Kweakened

]
is the global stiffness matrix constrained with the DBCs of the weakened

problem.
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With such an approach, it is possible to define a functional F that depends on the current
stress σ∼ , the local tangent operator L

≈
, the deformation gradient F∼ and the given set of DBCs

{DBC} such that:

F (σ∼ ,L≈ ,F∼ ,{DBC} ) > 0⇒ The weakened problem is unique for {DBC} (5.24)

F (σ∼ ,L≈ ,F∼ ,{DBC} ) ≤ 0⇒ The weakened problem lost uniqueness for{DBC} (5.25)

In a FEM framework, this functional can be identified to be the minimum of the Rayleigh
quotient under the equality constrains associated to the DBCs defined in {DBC} :

F (σ∼ ,L≈ ,F∼ ,{DBC} ) = min(R([K] ,{X} )) = {X}
T · [K] · {X}
{X} T · {X}

(5.26)

{X} ∈ CA0
{DBC} (5.27)

where CA0
{DBC} is the set of velocity fields that vanish on ∂Ωu

fixed for the weakened problem.

5.2.2 Hierarchy and interpretation of instabilities
It is possible to show that the weakened problem is at most as stable as the incremental

problem when rigid body motions are excluded. In fact, in the FEM problem, each kinematic
constraint is associated with a vanishing equality condition on {X} . It is known that the
minimum of a function under equality or inequality constraints is always larger or equal to
the minimum of the unconstrained problem. Therefore, the smallest eigenvalue of the stiffness
matrix for the weakened problem is always at most as large as the smallest eigenvalue of the
incremental problem.

Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the stability of a sub-structure as a function of the
number of kinematic constrains used for modeling.

This result is consistent with the calculation for the buckling of a beam loaded in compression
(see Table 5.1.1). A schematic representation is given in Figure 5.4. Only the pinned/pinned
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problem and the fixed/free problem cannot be compared a priori. In fact, the stability and
uniqueness for two BCs sets, say {BC1} and {BC2} , can be compared a priori if and only if

{BC1} ⊂ {BC2} or {BC1} ⊃ {BC2} (5.28)

So, in the present case:

{BC(Fixed/Free)} =
{
uy(0) = 0, ∂uy

∂x
(0) = 0

}
(5.29)

{BC(Pinned/Pinned)} = {uy(0) = 0, uy(L) = 0} (5.30)

In red, the boundary conditions that the two sets do not have in common. Therefore, they can
not be compared a priori.

Figure 5.4: Euler buckling: critical load increases with the number of kinematic constrains (from
left to right, see Table 5.1.1).

5.2.3 Numerical method

Thanks to the structure of the Zset code, it was possible to implement this method with
the same approach as the one presented in section 3.1.5. As shown in Figure 3.1, this method
is implemented as a end increment() procedure. The only difference lies in the BCs that
are applied to the global stiffness matrix. As shown in Figure 5.5, the analysis consists of
reassembling the global tangent matrix [K] and applying the weakened BCs one needs to
consider. For each {DBC} applied, an eigenvalue problem is solved and the eigenvalues and
their associated eigenmodes are stored.
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Figure 5.5: Consequences of the modeling assumption on the critical load.

In order to perform this analysis, it is sufficient to insert the following lines in the input file:

∗∗∗ g l o b a l b i f u r c a t i o n
[∗∗ s t o p i f u n s t a b l e ]
∗∗ change bcs
∗ case <number o f e i gen values> <S i z e o f Krylov subspace>
<Nset> <DOF>
<Nset> <DOF>

. . .

∗ case <number o f e i gen values> <S i z e o f Krylov subspace>
<Nset> <DOF>
<Nset> <DOF>

. . .

where for each *case a weakened problem can be specified. Finally, to activate the output of
the eigen modes and eigenvalues, one must also add the following key words (or the eigenvalues
are only output in the “message” file):

∗∗∗ output
∗∗ ext ra g l o b a l b i f u r c a t i o n % use g l o b a l b i f u r c a t i o n 2 D f o r 2D models
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During the computation, the eigen vectors are output as nodal fields and a file “XXX.eigen” is
created to store the eigenvalues.

5.2.4 Validation with Euler buckling
In the following section, the numerical method described in section 5.2.3 is validated by

comparison with the analytical results of the Euler buckling derived in section 5.1.1. To do so, a
beam shown in Figure 5.6 of length L = 100mm with a square cross section of width w = 1mm
is studied. Material properties are given by:

• Young’s modulus: E = 60GPa

• Poisson ratio: ν = 0

• Second moment of area: I = w4

12 = 1
12

• Constitutive law formulation: corotational (see section 2.2.2).

In order to test the method the beam is loaded with displacements imposed on its end sections
S0 (x = 0) and SL (x = L):

u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0 (5.31)
u = −uae x ∀X ∈ SL (5.32)

with ua = 0.04mm.

Figure 5.6: Geometry of the square section beam. The mesh is composed of 400 hexahedral
quadratic elements: 100 along the length and 2 through each of the thickness and height.

The central nodes of the end sections correspond to the points A and B in section 5.1.1.
Only one incremental problem is solved and the four weakened stability problems are solved
with the following BCs:

1. Fixed/Free: ∆u = 0 for x = 0;

2. Pinned/Pinned: ∆u = 0 in A and B;

3. Pinned/Fixed: ∆u = 0 in A; ∆u = 0 x = L;

4. Fixed/Fixed: ∆u = 0 for x = 0, L;
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The smallest eigenvalues for each set of boundary conditions are plotted in Figure 5.8. It is shown
that for each rate boundary value problem the smallest eigenvalue vanishes for the critical loads
derived in table 5.1.1. Moreover, the numerical eigenmodes are displayed in Figure 5.7 and
perfectly coincide with the buckling modes obtained analytically.

Figure 5.7: Numerical eigenmodes associated to the vanishing eigen values for the weakened
problems: 1) Fixed/Free; 2) Pinned/Pinned; 3) Pinned/Fixed; 4) Fixed/Fixed. Analytical
solutions are superimposed in red dashed lines.
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Figure 5.8: Evolution of the smallest eigenvalue for the various weakened boundary conditions.
Eigenvalues normalized by the value at first increment.

5.3 Applications of the weakened stability criterion
While the results might seem trivial for the buckling analysis of a beam in compression,

this method will allow us to analyze more complex problems in the present section. First a
tube loaded in torsion is studied. A discussion of the uniqueness results for various weakened
problems are presented and discussed. Then, the analysis of localization in a homogeneously
sheared homogeneous square is presented. The application of four BCs sets are discussed: van
Hove [van Hove, 1947], Mandel [Mandel, 1964], Ryzhak [Ryzhak, 1994], “Left Fixed” side. The
variation of eigen modes obtained for the stated BCs are discussed, as well as the instant of loss
of uniqueness of the FEM models. Finally, the case of localization in the tube loaded in torsion
presented in section 4.4.2 is compared with the “Left Fixed” case.

5.3.1 Application to a tube loaded in torsion

The analysis of the buckling of tubes under various loadings is very important for the design
of aeronautical structures like landing gears and engine shafts4. It is common when designing
a complex structure to analyze some sub-parts independently. Such analyses are usually done
in the first step of a design process and help the designer to have a first evaluation of the
structure’s dimensions. A common assumption when modeling subparts is to conserve the
interface’s geometry. For instance, in the commonly used reference [Lee and Ades, 1957] the
deflection shape totally vanishes on the tube’s ends5.

In the present section the analysis of the buckling load for various weakened problems is
presented for a single tube loaded in torsion with diameter D = 70mm, length L = 35mm, and
thickness t = 1mm is studied (see Figure 5.9). The material properties are the ones identified

4 A thorough study of the buckling and shear band localization in tubes loaded in torsion is given in chapter 6:
in section 6.1, the analysis of the competition between buckling and localization is presented for tubes loaded in
torsion and made of the material identified in a finite deformation framework in [Defaisse et al., 2018]; in section
6.2, the analysis of two other arbitrary materials are detailed in order to study the consequences of the finite
deformation framework on the critical, as well as the comparison for various weakened boundary value problems.

5 In [Lee and Ades, 1957], the authors state: “No attempt has been made to obtain the effects of end restraint
by an exact solution because of the immense amount of work involved.”
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in [Defaisse et al., 2018] and given bellow. This analysis aims to better understand the influence
of the assumed boundary conditions on the buckling loads.

• Elasticity: E = 189GPa and ν = 0.29 ;

• von Mises criterion in a corotational framework;

• Isotropic hardening: R(p) = 1600 + 189(1− e−81p) + 509(1− e−773p) + 236p

Figure 5.9: Tube with diameter D = 70mm, length L = 35mm, and thickness t = 1mm loaded
in torsion .

The boundary conditions for the incremental problem are given by:

u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0 (5.33)
u =

(
R∼ (θ)− I∼

) ·X ∀X ∈ SL (5.34)

where R is the orthogonal matrix that describes a rotation around en (O, e y) axis.
Finally three different sets of BCs are studied for the uniquness analysis:

Fixed/Fixed:


∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ SL
(5.35)

Circular/Fixed:


∆u · e r = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ SL
(5.36)

Flat/Fixed:


∆u · e y = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ SL
(5.37)

The results of the incremental problem and the analysis in terms of torque and the evolution of
the smallest eigenvalue for various weakened problems are presented in Figure 5.11. The eigen
modes associated to the vanishing eigenvalues are shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Eigen modes associated to the vanishing eigenvalues for the tube loaded in torsion.
From left to right (bottom/top): Fixed/Fixed, Circular/Fixed, Flat/Fixed. For visualization
purposes, the deformed bottom surface S0 is outlined in red.
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Figure 5.11: Evolution of the torque and the smallest eigen values for each weakened problem
for the short thin tube loaded in torsion.

The results in terms of buckling torque and buckling angle are summarized in Table 5.2.

BCs Flat/Fixed Circular/Fixed Fixed/Fixed

Buckling torque Tc = 8000N.mm Tc = 8995N.mm Tc = 9216N.mm

Buckling angle θc = 0.97◦ θc = 1.26◦ θc = 1.4◦

Table 5.2: Summary of the buckling torques and buckling angles for various weakened boundary
value problems for the tube loaded in torsion (L = 35mm, D = 70mm, t = 1mm).

First, let us compare the three instability modes, buckling torques and buckling angles:

• Instability modes: the instability modes associated to the Fixed/Fixed and to the Circu-
lar/Fixed weakened problem do not vary substantially. On the other hand, the instability
mode for the Flat/Fixed case differs significantly from the first two cases;

• Buckling torque: the critical load is slightly different (only 2.5%) between the Fixed/Fixed
and the Circular/Fixed cases. However, for the Flat/Fixed case the instability mode and
the critical load differ significantly from the other two cases: The buckling torque is reduced
by 15% when compared to the Fixed/Fixed case.

• Buckling angle: the three modeled problems significantly differ in terms of buckling angle:
up to a difference of 40% between the Flat/Fixed and the Fixed/Fixed case.

In section 3.1.4, the buckling analysis was presented as a competition between a “geometrical”
term and a “material” term. Here, the geometrical term is a function of the shear stress and
the material part depends on the hardening modulus. In the present case, the tube is made of
a high strength steel (ML340) for which the “true” stress/strain curve is shown in Figure 3.3.
For this quickly saturating material, a slight increase in shear stress is associated to a large
drop for the hardening modulus. Therefore, the difference in buckling torques is not very large
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for the Circular/Fixed and the Fixed/Fixed cases. However, it is shown in section 6.2 that the
difference may be much larger for material with slower saturation.

The introduction of section 5.2 stated that the geometry of the cut-surface is usually main-
tained by kinematic constraints when modeling a sub-part. In the present case, this could
correspond to the Fixed/Fixed case 6, which is not the earliest unstable case. Therefore, this
modeling assumption would lead to an overestimation of the buckling load. Still, the Flat/-
Fixed case might lead to a large underestimation of the buckling load since the cut surface is
assumed to be totally free to deform. This is most likely the less realistic modeling assumption
of the three investigated weakened boundary value problems since it considers an infinitely soft
environment.

5.3.2 Loss of ellipticity and loss of uniqueness in a homogeneous media in
FEM

The loss of ellipticity criterion was introduced for the analysis of the propagation of accel-
eration waves in [Hill, 1962] and as a stability criterion in a small deformation framework in
[Mandel, 1966]. The loss of ellipticity criterion in its most general form is introduced in [Rice,
1976] to discuss strain localization in shear bands for a homogeneous domain homogeneously
strained. The loss of uniqueness and loss of ellipticity criteria in a finite domain are also dis-
cussed by the author in the case of a homogeneous body with displacement imposed on the whole
boundary (see section 4.1.2). Using van Hove’s theorem [van Hove, 1947], it is shown that the
solution in velocity to such a problem (called “van Hove boundary value problem”) is necessarily
unique when the acoustic tensor is positive definite. In [Ryzhak, 1994], an extension is given
to [van Hove, 1947] and [Rice, 1976]: positive definiteness of the acoustic tensor is sufficient to
ensure the uniqueness of the rate problem for a homogeneous domain with weaker boundary
conditions than van Hove’s.

It was proposed in [Mandel, 1966] that such a criterion would lead to the instability of a
domain loaded with forces (called in the present work “Mandel boundary value problem”). The
author states:

“On doit noter que cette instabilité peut être interdite par la présence de parois fixes qui
bloquent les glissements.”

En.:“We should note that this instability (localization bands) can be canceled by fixed
boundaries that limit slips.”

He also states:

“Notons à ce propos qu’un élément qui, individuellement, serait instable sous les contraintes
qui lui sont imposées si ses déformations étaient libres, peut parfaitement être stable dans un

massif.”
En.: “Remark that about this matter (localization bands) that an element that would,

individually, be unstable due to the the applied stresses if its deformation were free, can
naturally be stable when embedded in a bulk.”

However, it was proven that stability is necessarily lost for the van Hove boundary value problem
when the acoustic tensor possesses a negative eigenvalue. Therefore, when the latter is fulfilled
in a finite area in an arbitrary structure, the uniqueness of the global problem is necessarily lost
in an infinite functional space7. When considering softening materials this kind of instability
would lead to damage and ultimately fracture. Nonetheless, there exist metallic materials that

6 Perhaps to the Circular/Fixed case, but the instability mode does not keep the cut surface flat.
7 This results is trivially obtained by considering the instability mode to vanish everywhere but in the area

where ellipticity is lost.
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do not exhibit softening behavior, like the one used in [Defaisse et al., 2018]. In this case, the
emergence of localization instability modes may not necessarily lead to instantaneous failure of
the whole structure.

In the present work, it is shown that the velocity solution to van Hove’s boundary value
problem is still unique as long as the acoustic tensor is semi-positive definite (see section 4.2.2).
Based on this result, a discussion was given in section 4.4.1 about the emergence of localization
bands in a FEM framework. In particular, it was proposed that the instability modes for the
van Hove boundary value problem were most likely composed of very high spatial frequencies
(see discussion on the cone in the Fourier space). These modes were, to the author’s knowledge,
never observed numerically. In the present section, it is proposed to illustrate the latter to
discuss and better understand the link between shear band localization, loss of ellipticity and
loss of uniqueness for a FEM problem using the weakened stability analysis described in section
5.2.3. For this purpose, the same problem as the one presented in section 4.4.1 is analyzed for
various weakened problems:

1. van Hove [van Hove, 1947]: ∆u = 0 on all ∂Ω;

2. Ryzhak [Ryzhak, 1994]: ∆u · n = 0 on all ∂Ω;

3. Left Fixed: ∆u = 0 for x = 0;

4. Mandel [Mandel, 1964]: ∆u = 0 for (x = 0, y = 0), and ∆u · e y = 0 for (x = 0, y = 1)
(in order to block rigid body motion).

The same material properties in a corotational frame are used and given in (5.38) and plotted
in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 (see section 2.2.2 for the full formulation).

f(τ∼, R) =
√
τ∼
dev : τ∼dev −R(p) (5.38)

E = 200 GPa; ν = 0.33 (5.39)
R(p) = 1000 + 100(1− e−300p)− 1000p (5.40)

where p denotes the cumulative plastic strain. Finally, boundary conditions for the incremental
problem are given by:

u = 0.02Y teX + 0.02Xste Y ∀X ∈ ∂Ω (5.41)

where t ∈ [0, 1] is the fictitious time-like loading parameter.
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Figure 5.12: From 1) to 4), square meshes for N = 4, N = 19, N = 93, and 729 cuts. Coloring
from blue to red is associated to the node number.
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(R0 = 1000MPa) for the square loaded in shear.
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Figure 5.14: The evolution of R, H = dR
dp and det(N � L

≈
·N ) as functions of plastic strain

(R0 = 1000MPa) for the square loaded in shear. Zoom around the instant of loss of ellipticity:
ellipticity lost at p = 0.01134.

In order to simplify the comparison for the reader, the results in terms of loss of uniqueness
and loss of ellipticity for the van Hove BCs are recalled in Figures 5.15 to 5.19, where N is the
discretization parameter (number of regular cuts along one edge of the square, see Figure 5.12).
It was shown that the instant of emergence of instability modes was sensitive to mesh refinement
for a square loaded in simple shear.

The same outputs are shown for the three weakened problems stated above. In Figures
5.20 to 5.22 the results for the Ryzhak rate boundary value problem show the results in terms
of smallest eigenvalue and eigen modes at loss of ellipticity. No particular difference can be
seen with van Hove’s rate boundary problem for the instant of loss of ellipticity, but the eigen
modes differ when ellipticity is lost (see Figures 5.18 and 5.22). In fact, the additional degree
of freedom (sliding on the boundary is allowed) is enough to drastically change the eigen mode
which corresponds to very thin shear bands on the boundary of the square.

Finally, Mandel’s rate boundary value problem and the “Left Fixed” rate boundary value
problem show a significantly different behavior. In Figures 5.23 to 5.28, it is shown that the loss
of uniqueness of the weakened rate boundary value problems is lost as soon as ellipticity is lost
for any mesh refinement. This illustrates the statements given by [Mandel, 1964].

The comparison for the various weakened boundary value problems in terms of loss of unique-
ness is displayed in Figure 5.29. One can see that both Ryzhak and van Hove’s rate boundary
value problem lose uniqueness for the same loading but for only one discretization parameter.
Actually, the Ryzhak weakened problem should always become unstable before the van Hove
rate problem but the load stepping would have to be very fine to capture the difference. Finally,
the eigen modes associated to the vanishing eigenvalues are qualitatively the same for both rate
problems (see Figure 5.29).
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Figure 5.15: Van Hove BCs: Evolution the smallest eigenvalue for different discretization pa-
rameters N. Ellipticity lost for p = 0.01134.
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rameters N. Zoom around the instant of loss of ellipticity: ellipticity lost for p = 0.01134.
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Figure 5.17: Van Hove BCs: Evolution of the plastic strain at loss of uniqueness as a function
of the number of degrees of freedom.

Figure 5.18: Van Hove BCs: Eigenmodes associated to the two smallest eigenvalues at first loss
of ellipticity while there is no loss of uniqueness for the FEM model. From 1) to 4) respectively
N = 4, N = 110, N = 331, and N = 729.
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Figure 5.19: Van Hove BCs: Eigenmodes associated to first loss of uniqueness. From 1) to 3)
respectively (N = 110, p = 0.01817), (N = 331, p = 0.01135), (N = 729,t p = 0.01135).
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Figure 5.20: Ryzhak BCs: Evolution the smallest eigenvalue for different discretization param-
eters N. Ellipticity lost for p = 0.01134.
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Figure 5.21: Ryzhak BCs: Evolution the smallest eigenvalue for different discretization param-
eters N. Zoom around the instant of loss of ellipticity: ellipticity lost for p = 0.01134.
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Figure 5.22: Ryzhak BCs: Eigenmodes associated to the two smallest eigenvalues at first loss
of ellipticity while there is no loss of uniqueness for the FEM model. From 1) to 4) respectively
N = 4, N = 110, N = 331 and N = 729.
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Figure 5.23: Left Fixed BCs: Evolution the smallest eigenvalue for different discretization pa-
rameters N. Ellipticity lost for p = 0.01134.
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Figure 5.24: Left Fixed BCs: Evolution the smallest eigenvalue for different discretization pa-
rameters N. Zoom around the instant of loss of ellipticity: ellipticity lost for p = 0.01134.

Figure 5.25: Left Fixed BCs: Eigenmodes associated to the two smallest eigenvalues at first loss
of ellipticity and loss of uniqueness. From 1) to 4) respectively N = 4, N = 110, N = 331 and
N = 729.
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Figure 5.26: Mandel BCs: Evolution the smallest eigenvalue for different discretization param-
eters N. Ellipticity lost for p = 0.01134.
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Figure 5.27: Mandel BCs: Evolution the smallest eigenvalue for different discretization param-
eters N. Zoom around the instant of loss of ellipticity: ellipticity lost for p = 0.01134.
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Figure 5.28: Mandel BCs: Eigenmodes associated to the two smallest eigenvalues at first loss
of ellipticity and loss of uniqueness. From 1) to 4) respectively N = 4, N = 110, N = 331 and
N = 729.
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Figure 5.29: Evolution of the plastic strain at first loss of uniqueness as a function of the number
of degrees of freedom for the various weakened boundary value problems.
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Figure 5.30: Ryzhak BCs: Eigenmodes associated to first loss of uniqueness. From 1) to 3)
respectively (N = 110, p = 0.018175), (N = 331, p = 0.011355), (N = 729,t p = 0.01355).

It is known that for the simple shear case there are two equivalent normals that minimize the
determinant of the acoustic tensor. In our case they correspond to the vertical and horizontal
directions. For the Mandel, Ryzhak and van Hove boundary rate value problems both directions
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appear in the eigen modes. Yet, for the Left Fixed case, only one directions is favored (see Figure
5.25). Qualitatively, the instability modes observed for this weakened problem are what we would
expect from the expression “localization bands”.

Finally, it is shown in Figures 5.31 and 5.32 that for the Left Fixed case with N = 4 that
there is a correlation between the number of vanishing eigenvalues and the number of modes
necessary to describe all possible band formation. Note that it is not a coincidence, and has been
observed in other models. But due to computation costs, it is not feasible to compute all the
vanishing eigenvalues for the other mesh refinements presented below. This result is consistent
with the discussion in section 4.4.1 and the fact that only a finite number of wave lengths can
be represented in a discretized problem.
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Figure 5.31: Evolution of the smallest eigenvalues for the “Left Fixed” case for N = 4. There
are N vanishing eigenvalues as number of elements.
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Figure 5.32: Eigen modes associated to the four vanishing eigenvalues in Figure 5.31. Any
localization mode can be obtained as a linear combination of these four modes.

However, it may not be relevant to discuss whether uniqueness is lost when the smallest
eigenvalue of the acoustic tensor vanishes versus when it becomes negative8. In fact, the latter
happens immediately after the first in an infinite functional space. However, in a finite func-
tional space like the FEM framework and for a given mesh, the uniqueness of the solution of
a non-homogeneous problem may be preserved even after loss of ellipticty. This result is due
to the essence of the FEM framework in which the solution in velocity/displacements (for our
displacement formulation) is investigated in a finite functional space defined by the shape func-
tions at the nodes. These functions do not include velocity fields like the ones obtained for the
van Hove or the Ryzhak boundary value problem, unless very fine meshes9 are considered.

Another remark concerns the apparent fractal structure obtained for the modes for N = 729.
In fact, when ellipticty is lost in an arbitrary small domain, these modes could theoretically be
able to activate for even arbitrarily smaller wavelengths (see Figure 5.30). A simple proof
would consist in considering a smaller square inside the main square that would admit the same
instability modes, and iterate this process. This is actually observed in Figure 5.30.

8 Yet, this might have some applications for the uniqueness of small deformation and perfect plasticity problems.
9In a 3D structural problem, these meshes would not be reasonable to compute from a time-cost point of vue.
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The instability modes for van Hove’s or Ryzhak’s boundary value problems are in fact lo-
calized modes since they can theoretically develop in arbitrary small domains, but they are not
localization bands in the sense of Rice, in the sense that they do not correspond to the emer-
gence of jumps in strain rates that split the structure. Nevertheless, the instability modes for
the Left Fixed boundary value problem (see Figure 5.25) are. Therefore, in the present study,
the fact that the FEM framework excludes localization of the first type can be seen as kind of
a filter for the shape of the admissible localization modes. This does not regularize the size of
the bands and only filters the instability mode’s shape; size regularization methods exist and
are often based on gradient theories, viscosity, thermal effects or element formulation [Besson
et al., 2010, Ibrahimbegovic, 2009, Simo et al., 1993, Petryk, 1997, Bigoni, 2012, Nguyen, 2000].

5.3.3 Competition between loss of ellipticity and global loss of uniqueness in
a discretized problem: tube loaded in torsion

It was previously shown that uniqueness may not be lost immediately for the discretized
problem as soon as ellipticity is lost in a homogeneous problem depending on the mesh size and
boundary conditions. In the present section, it is proposed to study the loss of ellipticity, loss of
uniqueness and the emergence of localization bands in the sense of Rice in a non-homogeneous
structure with non-softening material properties like the one presented in section 4.4.2. In
particular, the aim of the present section is to use the loss of ellipticity criterion to better
understand: “when do jumps in strain rates emerge in the structure and lead to the loss of the
regularity of the FEM model?” (the aim is not to discuss the uniqueness of the analytical model
in an infinite functional space).

For the Mandel and for the Left Fixed boundary value problems, the loss of uniqueness
occurred as soon as ellipticity has been lost for the presented homogeneous problem for any
mesh size (see section 5.3.2). Nevertheless, if we refer to Mandel’s statements in [Mandel,
1964], in a heterogeneous media, the loss of stability of an element under stress conditions
which is confined in a stable environment does not necessarily lead to global instability. This
is consistent with the discussion in section 5.2.2 and its illustration in section 5.3.1. In the
following, Mandel’s statement is illustrated in the case of a non-homogeneous domain in which
ellipticity, and therefore local stability, is lost in a finite area before global uniqueness of the
discretized problem is lost. This is observed by studying a discretized thick tube loaded in pure
torsion.

The numerical model is based on the finest mesh presented in section 4.4.2: a tube of external
diameter D = 1mm, thickness t = 0.1mm and length L = 0.5mm is loaded in torsion. The
tube is oriented along the (O, e y) axis and its lower and upper surfaces are respectively denoted
S0 and SL, as shown in Figure 5.33. The mesh is made of regular hexahedral (0.0125mm width)
elements with 20 nodes, 27 integration points. On the bottom surface, S0, all displacements are
fixed; on the top surface, SL, displacements are imposed to describe a rotation of angle θ as
follows:

u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0 (5.42)
u = (R∼ (θ)− I∼)X ∀X ∈ S0 (5.43)

where R∼ (θ) is the rotation tensor of an angle θ around the (O, e y) axis.
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Figure 5.33: Thick tube loaded in torsion. Geometry: diameter D = 1mm, thickness t = 0.1mm
and length L = 0.5mm. The mesh is composed of quadratic hexahedral elements (20 nodes 27
Gauss points), of side length 0.0125mm.

The evolution of the minimum determinant of the acoustic tensor and the evolution of
cumulative plastic strain were already thoroughly presented in section 4.4.2. The contour plot
of these two quantities at the critical moments θ = 0.89◦ (ellipticity lost in a large part of the
tube), and θ = 0.90◦ (localization of the cumulative plastic strain and elastic unloading in the
rest in the structure are shown in Figures 5.34 and 5.35).

Figure 5.34: Contour of the sign for the minimum of the determinant of the acoustic tensor at
θ = 0.89◦ and θ = 0.90◦.
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Figure 5.35: Contour of the cumulative plastic strain at θ = 0.89◦ and θ = 0.90◦.
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Figure 5.36: Smallest eigenvalues for the global tangent matrix of the tube loaded in torsion for
the Fixed/Free weakened problem. First global loss of uniqueness is observed at θ = 0.90◦. Ten
eigenvalues vanish at once.
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Figure 5.37: Eigen modes associated with the vanishing eigenvalues for the tube loaded in torsion
for the Fixed/Free weakened problem. θ = 0.90◦.

In order to analyze the global loss of uniqueness of the discretized problem, the weakened
stability analysis was performed with fixed boundary conditions on the bottom surface only:

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0 (5.44)

The smallest eigenvalues for this weakened rate boundary value problem were extracted and are
presented in Figure 5.36. It is shown that when θ = 0.90◦ there are ten eigenvalues that vanish
at once. This instant corresponds to the configuration for which ellipticity was lost in the whole
middle section. The ten eigenmodes associated to the ten vanishing eigenvalues are shown in
Figure 5.37.

The number of instability modes is consistent with the number of two-node layers that are
contained in the non-elliptic zone: four full ellements and two halfs (the mesh is quadratic so it
includes middle nodes on the elements edges). This leads to a total of ten layers. In fact, the
instability modes observed in Figure 5.37 have a strong resemblance with the “Left Fixed” case
presented in the previous section.
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The results for the other meshes are not presented, but give similar results. As shown in
section 4.4.2, the width of the localized area may change for various mesh sizes, however, the
nature of the instability modes are always the same and are consistent with the Left Fixedf
case presented in section 5.3.2. In the presented case, ellipticity was lost in a large part of the
structure before the discretized problem lost global uniqueness.

Note that the weakened uniqueness analysis was not necessary in the present case to capture
the global instability. In fact, the weakened problem was defined to have a problem that is
similar to the Left Fixed case presented in the previous section. If the instability modes were to
vanish on both ends of the tube, only the tenth mode would not be extracted.

Finally, it was observed numerically that when ellipticity is lost through the thickness of
the structure, localization bands in the sense of Rice (localization bands that split the structure
with a jump in strain rates) are observed to be instability modes. Thus, in a discretized non-
homogeneous media, even for a boundary value problems that are much less constrained than
van Hove’s or Ryzhak’s rate problems, uniqueness of the global problem is not necessarily lost,
which illustrates Mandel’s statement, [Mandel, 1964].

5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter the influence of the kinematic constraints on the structure’s stability was

investigated thanks to the proposed weakened stability analysis introduced in section 5.2.1. This
analysis was built by virtually reducing the number of kinematic constraints on the structure’s
boundary to formulate a “weakened problem” on which a classical global (in)stability analysis
is performed. It was shown that the weakened problem was always at most as stable as the
initial problem. This was illustrated with the well known Euler buckling problem which has
been studied by linearizing Hill’s loss of uniqueness criterion in section 5.1.1. The numerical
method for such an analysis was implemented in Zset and details are given in section 5.2.3 and
validated on the Euler buckling analysis in section 5.2.4. A perfect agreement was obtained
between the numerical and analytical results.

In section 5.3.1, it was shown that for various weakened problems the instability modes for
a thin tube loaded in torsion were sensitive to the kinematic assumptions at its end surfaces.
This analysis allowed us to give lower and upper bounds for the critical load associated with the
buckling of the tube loaded in torsion, when assuming that the geometry and loading direction
were well identified. This is a first step towards the analysis of instabilities for structures in
complex environments. These results actually help us better understand the observations made
on the thin plate loaded in tension (see section 3.2.3).

In order to illustrate the discussion given in section 4.2.2, the analysis of a homogeneous
2D square loaded in shear was presented in section 5.3.2. Four weakened rate boundary value
problems were analyzed: van Hove [van Hove, 1947], Ryzhak [Ryzhak, 1994], Mandel [Mandel,
1964], and the “Left Fixed” case. On the one hand, the first two weakened problems provided
similar conclusions: they did not necessarily lose uniqueness as soon as ellipticity was lost; and
the instant for the emergence of instability modes depended on the mesh refinement. Finally,
when uniqueness was lost, the instability modes were made of very small wavelength. On the
other hand, the last two cases systematically lost uniqueness as soon as ellipticity was lost
regardless of the mesh refinement. Also the instability modes were consistent with shear bands
that split the structure, like the ones introduced in [Rice, 1976].

Mandel’s statement was illustrated by performing both the local and the global instability
analysis on a thick tube loaded in torsion in section 5.3.3. The competition between loss of
ellipticity and loss of uniqueness was studied to better understand the observations of section
4.4.2. It was observed that when Ryzhak and van Hove’s instability modes were excluded due to
the FEM framework, global instability modes were consistent with the “Left Fixed” case. These
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instability modes were as numerous as the number of possible localization bands (in the sense
of Rice) that could kinematically emerge in the non-elliptic area of the FEM problem.

In fact, it was shown that the solution of the FEM model was not necessarily representative of
the analytical model in an infinite functional space. If one thinks that there are micro-structural
aspects that would forbid the emergence of modes like the ones shown in Figure 5.19, it may
probably be considered to be a good thing that the FEM regularizes these modes. Yet, if the
material has softening properties, or if highly localized modes like the ones shown in Figure 5.30
are acceptable, then the conclusion about the competition between global and local stability
might fail.

Finally, when designing a real structure, it is most likely not safe to wait until loss of
ellipticity splits the structure to consider it unreliable. For associative materials the loss of
ellipticity criterion is fulfilled only for negative or almost vanishing hardening modulus, which
means that the structure already became very weak in some zone; and the analysis of sensitivity
to geometrical or material defects was not studied in the present work, yet, it is well known to
have a strong impact on the emergence of localization bands or buckling modes. However, these
analyses are out of the scope of the present work.
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Chapter 6

Structural Applications

“La vie est dure, il me l’a dit ;
La vie est amère, il me l’a dit ;

La vie est belle, il me l’a dit plusieurs fois.”
Mon frère au sujet de mon père

Résumé : Les outils précédemment introduits dans le manuscrit sont utilisés dans ce chapitre
pour l’analyse de trois problèmes. D’abord, de nouveaux abaques pour le tube en ML340 chargé
en torsion pour différentes combinaisons de L/D (longueur sur diamètre) et D/t (diamètre sur
épaisseur) sont présentés et comparés avec [Lee and Ades, 1957], article qui fait toujours office
de référence dans l’aéronautique pour le cas des tubes en torsion. Dans un second temps, les
résultats pour le tube en torsion pour deux matériaux fictifs possédant la même contrainte
conventionnelle maximale que le ML340 mais des limites d’élasticité plus faibles sont présentés
pour étudier l’influence de la forme des courbes d’écrouissages sur l’émergence d’instabilités.
Pour ces deux premiers cas, le critère affaibli de stabilité a été mis en œuvre pour étudier
la sensibilité à différentes conditions aux limites. Enfin, une méthode s’appuyant sur le critère
affaibli de stabilité est proposée pour analyser l’émergence d’une instabilité géométrique dans un
problème incluant une surface de contact. Cette méthode sera utilisée pour analyser l’apparition
de la double striction et d’un mode de perte de symétrie dans le cas d’une chape chargée en
traction par un axe rigide.

6.1 Localization and buckling in ML340 tubes loaded in torsion . . . . 169
6.2 High yield vs slow saturating hardening . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182
6.3 Weakened instability analysis for contact . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197
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So far we have applied these methods to academic test cases, however the goal is to apply
these methods to actual structures. Due to confidentiality aspects, the most complex structures
studied during the PhD (actual Safran designs) are not presented. In the present chapter three
interesting problems, yet with relatively simple geometries, are detailed.

First, the competition between buckling and localization in ML340 steel tubes loaded in
torsion is presented in section 6.1. In this analysis, a wide range of Length/Diameter (L/D)
and Diameter/thickness (D/t) ratios is evaluated. The results are then compared in terms of
design curves with the ones given in [Lee and Ades, 1957], which nowadays provides the reference
design curves for this problem. This study aims to shed light on the gain in limit load that is a
result of C. Defaisse’s work on the post-necking material characterization [Defaisse, 2018], and
to better understand the competition between buckling and localization in steel tubes loaded in
torsion.

Second, the same problem is investigated with two other (fictitious) materials that display
large strains: ML340 is a high strength steel that exhibits necking quite early in a tensile
experiment (around 2.5% plastic strain), but a long post-necking ductile behavior . It is therefore
proposed to compare the corresponding design curves with the ones obtained for materials that
undergo large strains before necking, an equivalent maximum tensile force, and a lower yield
stress. The purpose of this investigation is to observe the changes in the design curves for various
hardening laws. This analysis will allow us to distinguishing two different design criteria for the
two different failure modes, and the results for various weakened problems are presented.

Finally, the analysis of a lug loaded in tension is studied. Practically, these structural pieces
are loaded through a contact interface. When modeling their behavior, it is necessary to include
contact in the numerical model as well. Yet, the global instability analysis is not formulated to
take into account such problems. It is proposed to investigate the arising instabilities with the
formulation of an adapted weakened rate boundary value problem. This is a method directly
comparible to methods that are currently used by mechanical engineers. The numerical results
for a lug loaded in tension are detailed and qualitatively compared with experimental results.
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6.1 Localization and buckling in ML340 tubes loaded in torsion
In the aeronautical industry, the work presented in [Lee and Ades, 1957] is still a reference

for the design of tubes loaded in torsion (see for instance [Department of Defense, 1998]). The
authors based their analysis on a small deformation and finite displacement framework. In
the present work the numerical methods are not limited to these assumptions. Therefore, it
is proposed to compare our numerical results, which are obtained in a full finite deformation
framework, with the results presented in [Lee and Ades, 1957] in terms of design curves. The
aim is to discuss the possible advantages and limits of the tools presented.

Since the characterization of the post-necking behavior of ML340 was thoroughly investigated
by C. Defaisse in [Defaisse, 2018], and since he performed multiple experiments on tubes loaded in
torsion, this material will be preferred in this section. In his work, the post-necking behavior was
evaluated with a reverse identification method based on the coupling of direct image correlation
and FEM modeling within a finite deformation framework. This characterization is essential to
capture the true behavior of the material after necking arises. The constitutive law has been
identified to be (see section 2.2.2 for more details about the formulation):

• Elasticity: E = 189GPa, ν = 0.29;

• Corotational formulation using the Kirchhoff stress tensor;

• von Mises criterion with isotropic hardening:

R(p) = 1600 + 189(1− e−81p) + 509(1− e−773p) + 236p

.

Moreover, in [Defaisse, 2018], the author defines a ductile failure initiation criterion under
multi-axial loading. This criterion relies on the definition of an evolution law of a damage-like
parameter based on Rice and Tracey/Johnson Cook formulation with a Lode-dependent term
(detailed given in [Defaisse et al., 2018]). This approach is a purely local material approach.

In the present work we propose to investigate the failure of a structure using both global
and local instability criteria. The latter was used in section 4.4.2 with a non-softening but sat-
urating material. The material law given above possesses a linear hardening term that prevents
localization. Therefore, a strong hypothesis is made in the present section: the damage-like
approach is mimicked by removing the linear hardening term. This approach relies on two main
arguments:

• The linear hardening term is relatively low and failure in shear in the experiments arises
around 10% plastic strain: for the shear stress, this represents 17MPa out of 1700MPa;
in other words 1%;

• It could technically be replaced with a third exponential hardening term that would sat-
urate.

So for the rest of the present section, the material law used to capture localization is given by:

• Elasticity: E = 189GPa, ν = 0.29;

• Corotational formulation using the Kirchhoff stress tensor;

• von Mises criterion with isotropic hardening:

R(p) = 1600 + 189(1− e−81p) + 509(1− e−773p)

.
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To verify this assumption, the design curves for both hardening laws are compared in section
6.1.4, and some experimental results are positioned on the design curves. Both ”stress/strain”
curves are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, respectively in terms of engineering and true ”stress/s-
trains”.
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Figure 6.1: Engineering tensile curves for the ML340 steel (identified in [Defaisse, 2018]) with
and without linear hardening.
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Figure 6.2: True tensile curves for the ML340 steel (identified in [Defaisse, 2018]) with and
without linear hardening.

In [Lee and Ades, 1957] the authors split their analysis into two main approaches: a buckling
analysis based on the minimization of an energy criterion (deformation theory is used), and shear
failure based on the ”ultimate shear stress” (in the whole section of the tube), as shown in Figure
6.3. Finally, in order to generalize the results to similar geometries, the “equivalent critical shear
stress” τ̄ is evaluated such that:

τ̄ = TcD

π(R4
e −R4

i )
(6.1)
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where Tc denotes the critical torque, Ri and Re respectively the internal and external radii of
the tube, and D the external diameter.

The maximum shear stress τm is computed from the maximum tensile engineering stress Rm
using a von Mises criterion: τm = σneck√

3 = Rm√
3 . When τm is reached in the whole section of the

tube the equivalent localization shear stress is given by:

τ̄u = 2τmD(R3
e −R3

i )
3(R4

e −R4
i )

(6.2)

Figure 6.3: Design curves for tubes loaded in torsion presented in [Lee and Ades, 1957]. The
top curve (L/D = 0) is evaluated with the ”ultimate shear stress” in the whole section of the
tube.
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Figure 6.4: Design curves for ML340 tubes loaded in torsion. In black the localization curve:
τ̄ = τ̄u in the whole section of the tube; in colors, buckling curves for various L/D ratios.

The same approach has been adapted and used with the material law of the ML340 and the
resulting design curves are shown in Figure 6.4. They are used in the rest of this section as
”reference design curves”. The linear hardening term is included whether or no has a negligible
effect on the resulting design curves since the engineering stress/strain curves are also almost
the same too (see Figure 6.1).

In the present work, both local and global failure modes are studied as instabilities. On
the one hand, localization is due to a local material instability, and it was shown in section 4.4
that it can be captured using Rice’s localization criterion when the material has a sufficiently
small, yet positive, hardening modulus. On the other hand, buckling is a global instability and
can be captured using Hill’s stability criterion. It was shown in section 5.3.3 that localization
in the tube loaded in torsion could also be captured using Hill’s uniqueness analysis, and that
both criteria are simultaneously fulfilled in the FEM framework once ellipticity is lost through
the thickness of the tube. Therefore, in order to distinguish both phenomena, two independent
parametric studies are presented: buckling in section 6.1.2 and localization in section 6.1.3.

First the global uniqueness analysis is performed to extract the critical loads for various
geometries with the saturating material properties (without linear hardening), and the results
presented in section 6.1.2. In section 6.1.3, the localization analysis based on the loss of ellipticity
criterion is presented independently and performed to complete the design curves obtained in
section 6.1.2. Then in section 6.1.4, the design curves for the non-saturating material properties
(with linear hardening), are compared with the one obtained for the saturating material in
order to see the influence of the linear hardening term on the critical loads. Finally, in [Lee and
Ades, 1957] the authors state: “No attempt has been made to obtain the effects of end restraint
by an exact solution because of the immense amount of work involved.”. Therefore, in section
6.1.5, the design curves obtained with various weakened boundary conditions1 (Flat/Fixed,
Circular/Fixed, and Fixed/Fixed as detailed in section 5.3.1) are presented to evaluate the
influence of the BCs on the critical loads.

1 See chapter 5.
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6.1.1 Numerical problem

The parametric studies are performed by computing the torsional response for various tube
geometries: with D the external diameter, t the thickness, and L the length as shown in Figure
6.5.

Figure 6.5: Scheme of a tube in torsion.

The end sections of the tube are denoted by S0 (lower surface: y = 0) and SL (upper surface
y = L). For each combination of D/t and L/D ratios a regular mesh is designed to have at
least three quadratic elements in the thickness for thin tubes, and up to six for thick ones. The
loading is prescribed through Dirichlet BCs:

u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0 (6.3)
u =

(
R∼ (θ)− I∼

)
X ∀X ∈ SL (6.4)

where θ is the rotation angle (loading parameter).

6.1.2 Buckling analysis

In order to evaluate critical loads, the following parametric analysis is performed for different
values of D/t and L/D: D/t varied over fifteen values from 4 to 70 with a logarithmic spacing;
L/D is from the set of {0.5, 1, 2, 3.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12}. Only L and D vary while t = 1mm is kept
constant for all models.

The buckling analysis is based on Hill’s loss of uniqueness criterion (see chapter 3), which
can be evaluated by computing the smallest eigenvalue of the global stiffness matrix [K] af-
ter convergence for each load increment. Given the boundary conditions defined in equations
(6.9) and (6.10), the global uniqueness analysis in the present section can be identified to be
the ”Fixed/Fixed” case presented in section 5.3.1. Since 120 geometries were computed, the
calculations are stopped as soon as an instability mode is captured in order to minimize the
calculation time.
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Figure 6.6: Numerical procedure for the evaluation of critical loads for the tube loaded in
torsion.

The instability analysis for our range of parameters leads to a classification of the instability
modes into five buckling shapes as shown in Figure 6.8. Such results are also observed for the
buckling of thin plates loaded in shear for which the number of “bumps” for the first critical
load depends on the ratios between width, length and thickness.

In order to compare the critical loads with the reference design curves, both are displayed
in Figure 6.7. These critical loads actually contain three types of instabilities: buckling, local-
ization, and maximum equivalent shear stress. The latter is considered separately: when the
structure buckles during the simulation2 or when localization occurs in one layer of elements, it
may or may not be captured as an instability mode depending on the weakened boundary con-
ditions considered (see section 6.1.5). In the present case, the Fixed/Fixed boundary conditions
does not necessarily capture this behavior to be an instability. Therefore, there is one simulation
for which the equivalent critical shear stress is evaluated as the maximum shear stress obtained
during the simulation (it is marked with a black point in Figure 6.7).

Buckling and localization are relatively easy to identify since the structure of the numerical
design curves is the same as the reference design curves: for each L/D ratio, there is a buckling
curve that decreases when D/t increases, and it coincides with the curves for other L/D ratios
when D/t is sufficiently small. These coincident global instability curves for different L/D ratios
will be identified as the localization curve in section 6.1.3.

The computed numerical buckling loads are found to be consistent with reference design
curves for large L/D and D/t ratios. In the plastic domain, the agreement is still relatively good
but larger differences are observed for small L/D and large D/t ratios. These configurations are
usually outside of the design domain. This difference is expected since the method presented
in [Lee and Ades, 1957] is based on thin shell theory, which is assumed to be valid for thin

2 When the solution naturally converges on the bifurcated branch due to numerical errors or slight geometrical
imperfections
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long structures. Still, the most pronounced differences are actually observed for the localization
loads which are systematically higher than the ones obtained in the reference design curves. This
is due to the use of a finite deformation framework and a post-necking identification (further
explanations are given in section 6.1.3).
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Figure 6.7: Comparison between the global instability results (full lines) and the reference design
curves (dashed lines) for ML340 tubes loaded in torsion for various L/D ratios. Black filling:
maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global instability
modes.

Figure 6.8: Buckling modes for various geometries. From left to right: 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 lobes.
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6.1.3 Localization analysis

In order to study localization (in the sense of Rice), the saturating constitutive law has been
preferred (see Figure 6.1). The length L and the thickness t of the tube are fixed:

L = 1.5mm t = 1mm (6.5)

and D/t varied over thirty values from 4 to 70 with a logarithmic spacing. Each model is loaded
in torsion as detailed in section 6.1.1.

The loss of ellipticity criterion is evaluated for each geometry at all Gauss Points. The angle
θ and equivalent shear stress τ̄ are both extracted at the instant elliptcity is lost on the outer
skin (first to occur) and the inner skin (last to occur). Due to the quick saturating properties
of this material (see Figure 6.2) no significant difference is observed in the critical torque for
those two instants. However, when the D/t ratio decreases, the difference is more pronounced
in terms of localization angle (see Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9: ML340 tubes loaded in torsion: angle θ and equivalent shear stress τ̄ at loss of
ellipticity on the inner and outer skin for various D/t ratios.

Finally, in order to complete the comparison between the reference design curves and our
analysis in a full finite deformation framework3 the localization curves are added to the global
instability curves in Figure 6.11. Also, to simplify comparison for the localization alone, both
localization curves are plotted in Figure 6.10.

3 This being only possible when a post-necking behavior is well identified.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison between the local instability results (localization in the sense of Rice)
and the reference design curves (maximum engineering shear stress in the whole section) for
ML340 tubes loaded in torsion. They differ by 5%.

For large D/t ratios, the difference of 5% is directly related to the finite deformation frame-
work. It can be seen in Figure 6.2, that the maximum tensile stress Rm is reached before the
maximum true stress saturates. The difference between the saturating shear stress and the
maximum engineering stress is evaluated to be of 5% as well. Since the maximum equivalent
shear stress evaluated in [Lee and Ades, 1957] is based on the engineering stress curve, the same
difference is observed.

The ML340 steel is a material that possesses a high yield stress and hardening that saturates
quickly. In other words, the reduction of section in the tensile experiment does not largely affect
the difference between maximum engineering stress and maximum true stress. However, much
larger differences can be observed for materials with a slower saturation, as presented in section
6.2.

Finally, by adding the localization curves in figure 6.11, the picture is complete. The global
instability modes obtained for small D/t regardless of the L/D ratio merge with the localiza-
tion curve. This confirms the initial proposal: localization can be evaluated using a material
instability criterion and buckling using a global instability analysis. Also, experimental results
for samples that failed after strain localized in a thin shear band are positioned on the design
curves. They perfectly match the localization analysis.
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loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global instability modes. Blue
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6.1.4 Consequences of linear hardening

At the beginning of this section it was assumed that the linear hardening term could be
neglected to study localization and that it would not impact the buckling analysis due to its
small magnitude. To verify this assumption, a similar parametric study has been performed
with the complete material law identified in [Defaisse et al., 2018]. However, to reduce the
computational costs, fewer D/t and L/D ratios have been investigated. Results are shown in
Figure 6.12. On the one hand, both analyses are totally consistent in terms of buckling curves;
on the other hand a strong difference is observed for localization. In fact, localization did not
emerge when the linear hardening term was considered. It can then be concluded that the
material law with the linear hardening term is not a suitable model to capture localization.

6.1.5 Weakened stability analysis

As discussed in section 5.3.1, the kinematic conditions prescribed to load the tube in torsion
have an impact on the global instability analysis. In fact, the basic instability analysis corre-
sponds to the Fixed/Fixed case. The weakened stability analysis will now be applied to the
Flat/Fixed and Circular/Fixed cases to and wider set of geometries. The weakened boundary
conditions are defined by:

Fixed/Fixed:


∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ SL
(6.6)

Circular/Fixed:


∆u · e r = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ SL
(6.7)

Flat/Fixed:


∆u · e y = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ SL
(6.8)

The results are shown in Figure 6.13. Five main trends can be identified:

• The Flat/Fixed case is always less stable than the Circular/Fixed case, which is always
less stable than the Fixed/Fixed case;

• The various weakened boundary conditions have no consequence on the localization curve
(but they have an impact on the number of instability modes);

• For some geometries, the Flat/Fixed case captures buckling while the other two capture
localization;

• The influence of the boundary conditions is less pronounced for large L/D ratios or small
D/t ratios;

• The Flat/Fixed and Circular/Fixed always captures instabilities (no markers are filled in
black).
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Figure 6.12: Design curves for ML340 tubes loaded in torsion. In blue, material law with the
linear hardening term; in red, material law without the linear hardening term (saturating).
Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global
instability modes.
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Figure 6.13: Design curves for ML340 tubes loaded in torsion for various weakened boundary
value problems. Three cases are considered: Flat/Fixed, Circular/Fixed and Fixed/Fixed (see
section 5.3.1.
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6.2 High yield vs slow saturating hardening

When designing an aeronautical structure, a number of criteria have to be fulfilled. For some
specific structures, these criteria might concern the ultimate load that the structure can sustain
for various loading directions. In the present section, it is proposed to focus on the ultimate load
that a tube4 can sustain in torsion when the yield criterion slowly saturates, and the material
reaches large strains.

Generally, two main criteria are used to compare materials: maximum tensile strength, and
first yield stress. In this section, two materials with lower yield stresses and the same maximum
tensile strength as ML340 are investigated to see how the shape of the tensile curve can impact
the design curves for tubes loaded in torsion (see figure 6.14). In fact, ML340 is a material
that possesses a quick saturating yield stress while the other two exhibit a slow saturating yield
stress, even after necking5 (see Figure 6.15). Therefore, another objective in this section is to
compare for such materials the critical loads obtained with the method presented in [Lee and
Ades, 1957] with the results obtained in the full finite deformation framework.

6.2.1 Materials and weakened problems

Three materials are investigated and shown in Figure 6.14 in terms of engineering stress/s-
train curves, and in Figure 6.15 in terms of true stress/strain curves. They are all based on the
same formulation as ML340 given in section 6.1 but they differ only in terms of yield criterion:

• High Yield (saturating ML340): R(p) = 1600 + 189(1− e−81p) + 509(1− e−773p);

• Low Yield (fictitious material): R(p) = 800 + 800(1− e−30p) + 800(1− e−50p);

• High Ductility (fictitious material): R(p) = 400 + 1450(1− e−200p) + 1000(1− e−10p).

The loading is prescribed through Dirichlet BCs:

u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0 (6.9)
u =

(
R∼ (θ)− I∼

)
X ∀X ∈ SL (6.10)

where θ is the rotation angle (loading parameter). Finally, the three different materials are
studied for the following weakened boundary conditions:

Fixed/Fixed:


∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ SL
(6.11)

Circular/Fixed:


∆u · e r = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ SL
(6.12)

Flat/Fixed:


∆u · e y = 0 ∀X ∈ S0

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ SL
(6.13)

4 Tubes are very important for the aeronautical industry since one of the main components of landing gears
or an engine is the shafts that links the different rotating parts together.

5 Thus, they reach large strains while still possessing a strong hardening modulus.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the three engineering curves with approximately the same maximum
tensile force (Rm).
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the three true curves with approximately the same maximum tensile
force (Rm).
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6.2.2 Influence of the finite deformation framework: comparison with refer-
ence curves

Results for ML340 were already thoroughly presented in section 6.1. They correspond to the
High Yield material in this section and were shown to be consistent with the reference design
curves, excepting the localization domain. The results in terms of design curves obtained in a
finite deformation framework are presented for the Low Yield and High Ductility materials and
compared with their reference design curves respectively in Figures 6.18 and 6.19.

In particular, it was observed that the localization criterion from the reference design curves
was too conservative by 5% (see Figure 6.9). This difference was identified to be due to the
post-necking identification of the true behavior. For the Low Yield and High Ductility materials
the difference between the maximum engineering tensile stress and the limit true stress is more
significant (see Figure 6.15). Therefore, the differences between the reference design curves and
the full finite deformation framework are more significant: 14% for the Low Yield material (see
Figure 6.16); 28% for the High Ductility material (see Figure 6.17).

It is observed in Figures 6.18 and 6.19 that the differences for the buckling curves are also
significant, even for large D/t ratios for the High Ductility material. Also, the transition between
localization and buckling for the High Ductility material is relatively abrupt when the equivalent
shear stress increases beyond 1200MPa. This is due to the sudden change in hardening modulus
observed around6 2000MPa for this material (see Figure 6.15).

Finally, for a given L/D ratio, the D/t ratio for which the geometry starts to buckle is larger
in the finite deformation framework than in the reference design curves. This is due to the fact
that the small deformation framework underestimates the tangent modulus, and thus leads to
earlier buckling. This result has very important consequences concerning design methods and
is re-discussed in section 6.2.5.

6.2.3 Comparison between materials
In section 6.2.2, it was observed that the finite deformation framework allowed us to identify

significantly higher critical loads than the reference method (this result was already moderately
observed in section 6.1). In the present section, it is shown that not only the identified critical
loads are larger but the conclusions that can be drawn when comparing two materials are also
different. For this purpose, the design curves for the three materials considered are compared
in Figure 6.20 for the reference results, and in Figure 6.21 for the global instability analysis in
the full finite deformation framework.

On the one hand, if materials are compared with the reference method, the following con-
clusions would be drawn:

• The High Yield material is always preferred to the Low Yield material;

• The High Ductility material is slightly better than the High Yield material in terms of
localization but significantly weaker in terms of buckling loads;

• The localization curves are essentially the same.

On the other hand, if the design curves for the various materials are compared within the full
finite deformation framework, much richer and opposing conclusions are drawn:

• The High Yield material is always preferred in the buckling;

• The Low Yield material is preferred to the High Yield material in the localization domain;
6 1200

√
3 ' 2000.
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• The High Ductility material is significantly better than the High Yield material in terms
of localization but relatively weaker in terms of buckling domain;

• The localization curves for the High yield and Low Yield materials are essentially the same
(but interchanged) and both are significantly weaker than the High Ductility material.

6.2.4 Weakened stability analysis
Finally, to complete the analysis for the High Ductility and Low Yield materials, the results

for various weakened stability problems are presented in Figure 6.22 and in Figure 6.23 respec-
tively. The conclusions are qualitatively the same as the one drawn in section 6.1.5 but are more
pronounced.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison between the local instability results (localization in the sense of Rice)
and reference design curves (maximum engineering shear stress in the whole section) for ML340
tubes loaded in torsion. for the Low Yield material. They differ by 14%.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison between the local instability results (localization in the sense of Rice)
and reference design curves (maximum engineering shear stress in the whole section) for ML340
tubes loaded in torsion. for the High Ductility material. They differ 25%.
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Figure 6.20: Reference design curves for the three materials considered for tubes loaded in
torsion. Dashed lines: loclization.
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Figure 6.21: Design curves obtained with the global and local instability analyses in a full
finite deformation for the three materials considered for tubes loaded in torsion. Dashed lines:
loclization. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White
filling: global instability modes.
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Figure 6.22: Low Yield material: Comparison of the design curves obtained with the weakened
stability analysis for various BCs: Flat/Fixed, Circular/Fixed, Fixed/Fixed. Dashed lines:
loclization. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White
filling: global instability modes.
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Figure 6.23: High Ductility material: Comparison of the design curves obtained with the
weakened stability analysis for various BCs: Flat/Fixed, Circular/Fixed, Fixed/Fixed. Dashed
lines: loclization. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation.
White filling: global instability modes.
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6.2.5 Discussion about design methods
Before starting the discussion about the design methods, it is important to remark that the

present section is specific to tubes loaded in simple torsion and only focuses on the ultimate
loads. Other loading directions might lead to different conclusions due to geometric effects: an
obvious example is simply the case of a bar loaded in tension. Still there are structures like
engine shafts, that are mainly loaded in simple torsion for which these conclusions seem to be
useful.

Another remark concerns the analysis of the sensitivity to geometrical imperfections that was
not performed in the present work. Even though the authors in [Lee and Ades, 1957] observe
no significant effects of the imperfections on the critical loads, it must be kept in mind that
their analysis was performed with a material that seems to have quick saturating properties.
With slower saturating materials, like the High Ductility or Low Yield materials, the effects of
geometrical imperfections may be more significant7. This would need further investigation.

Finally, it must be kept in mind that for aeronautical designs, there are other requirements
than the ultimate load. Some requirements may concern the load associated to the first yield
in the structure, in which case the two fictitious materials would most likely fail. Therefore,
the aim of this section is not to propose new general design methods, but to gather the main
tendencies observed in this parametric study in order to better understand the role of the various
parameters.

First, it was observed that the buckling loads were mainly sensitive to the tangent modulus:
for a given shear stress, the higher the tangent modulus, the more stable the structure is. In fact,
it is shown in Figure 6.24 that plotting stress as a function of the hardening modulus already
allows a relatively good comparison of the three materials. The trends observed for the buckling
curves in Figure 6.21 are well reproduced.
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Figure 6.24: Evolution of shear stress τ as a function of the the tangent modulus dR/dp.

7 There always are extremely small errors in a numerical framework that could be interpreted as imperfections.
It can be remarked in Figures 6.13 and 6.23 that there are more black points for the High Ductility material (that
reaches large strains) than for the High Yield material. This could be an indicator of this statement.
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For localization, it was observed that the driving parameter for the critical load was directly
correlated with the maximum true shear stress. By reproducing the approach given in [Lee and
Ades, 1957] for the localization criterion one gets (maximum shear stress in the whole section):

τm = lim
p→∞

R(p)/
√

3 (6.14)

τ̄u = 2τmD(R3
e −R3

i )
3(R4

e −R4
i )

(6.15)

where τ̄u denotes the maximum equivalent shear stress, and τm the maximum true shear stress.
Comparing this approach with Rice’s localization criterion leads to a perfect fit, as shown in
Figure 6.25. This was naturally expected since the loss of ellipticity criterion is fulfilled for a
vanishing hardening modulus in simple shear.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison of the maximum equivalent true shear stress (τ̄u = 2τmD(R3
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i ) ) with

the local instability analysis (Rice).

It was observed that the reference design curves did not necessarily identify the correct
instability modes (see Figures 6.18 and 6.19): some geometries (D/t ratios around 10 for large
L/D ratios) were identified to buckle in the reference curves while the global instability analysis
identified localization. Then, using the reference design curves would lead to highly conservative
results: buckling loads are usually more sensitive to geometrical imperfections than localization
and would require higher safety coefficients; the identified buckling loads were significantly lower
than the localization loads.

However, such an over-conservative design leaves room for weight optimization. To illustrate
this statement, let us take an example:
Let us assume that we aim to build a tube that can sustain a torque T o = 20 kN.m, and that
for some design restrictions its length must be of Lo = 6m and its diameter of Do = 0.8m. The
question is now to know what is the minimal thickness t required to sustain the load T o. For a
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given thickness t, the required equivalent shear stress can be expressed:

τ̄ o(x) = T oDo

π(Ro 4
e − (Re − Do

x )4)
(6.16)

where x = Do/t. In this example (wisely chosen), L/D = 7.5. In Figures 6.26 and 6.27 , the
design curves for Lo/Do = 7.5 and τ̄ o(x) are displayed for both the Low Yield and High Ductility
materials. The critical Do/t ratio can be identified to be the abscissa of the intersection point
of τ̄ o with the design curves. This gives:

• Low Yield material: Do/tref = 26 with the reference curves and Do/tinsta = 30 with the
full finite deformation analysis. This means tref = 30.8mm and tinsta = 26.7mm. This
implies a reduction of 13% of the total mass of the tube.

• High Ductility material: Do/tref = 29.5 with the reference curves and Do/tinsta = 32.5
with the full finite deformation analysis. This means tref = 27.1mm and tinsta = 24.6mm.
This implies a reduction of 9% of the total mass of the tube.
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Figure 6.26: Design curves for the Low Yield material: Localization and buckling curve for
Lo/Do = 7.5 for both reference and instability analyses. τ̄ o the equivalent shear stress to
sustain a load of 20kN.m with a diameter of Do = 0.8m.
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Figure 6.27: Design curves for the High Ductility material: Localization and buckling curve for
L/D = 7.5 for both reference and instability analyses. τ̄ o the equivalent shear stress to sustain
a load of 20kN.m with a diameter of D = 0.8m.

All results in terms of design curves (comparison reference/instability, material comparisons,
and weakened boundary conditions) are gathered in section 8.7.
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6.3 Weakened instability analysis for contact

Seemingly simple, lugs are a complex design problem in a simple geometry and are important
members of landing gears. These parts of the structure are used for pivot connections, and are
therefore commonly subject to tension or bending loads. In the present section it is proposed
to analyze a simplified geometry of a lug loaded in tension in order to better understand their
failure modes. For confidentiality reasons, the material properties cannot be specified, nor the
exact geometries.

The aim of the present chapter is not to perform a thorough study of the lugs loaded in
tension (as it was done in the previous sections for tubes loaded in torsion), but to propose a
method to study instabilities in engineering problems where contact is involved. As presented
in this problem, the method is restricted to ”two body contact” but could be expanded to self
contact (detailed in the outlooks).

6.3.1 Mechanical problem

In order to perform tension experiments on steel lugs, an experimental setup was defined
as shown in Figure 6.28. The simplified setup consists of a lug (in blue) loaded by pulling a
mechanical cylinder (gray) inserted in the bore. In the present analysis the mechanical cylinder
is assumed to be perfectly rigid. The broken pieces from experiments using this configuration
are shown in Figure 6.29.

The geometry and loading for this problem possess two symmetry planes. It can be conjec-
tured that the solution will be symmetric unless the stability of the straight configuration is lost.
As shown in Figure 6.29, the failure mode is not necessarily symmetric. Thus, it is proposed
to study the stability of the FEM model in order to detect the emergence of the failure modes.
However, the stability analyses defined up until here were not explicitly adapted to the contact
problem. For this reason, a method based on the weakened stability analysis is proposed in sec-
tion 6.3.2. This method is applied to a FEM model of the lug loaded in tension and the results
are presented in section 6.3.3. Finally, in section 6.3.4, the results are discussed to propose some
prospects to this analysis.

Figure 6.28: Schematic representation of the experimental setup for lugs loaded in tension.
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Figure 6.29: Broken lugs after a tension experiment (source: Safran Landing Systems).

6.3.2 Proposed approach for instabilities with contact

As discussed in chapter 5, the analysis of the stability of a structure is sensitive to the type
of prescribed boundary conditions. In the presence of a contact condition, neither forces nor
displacements are actually prescribed. Nevertheless, it was shown that the problem is always less
stable when forces were prescribed instead of displacements. Therefore, as a first approach to
study the stability of a structure in a contact problem, it is proposed to analyze the structure’s
response by fictitiously replacing the contact conditions by the corresponding dead loads, as
shown in Figure 6.30. Some other approaches are proposed and discussed in section 6.3.4.

Figure 6.30: Schematic representation of the proposed method to analyze global stability in
presence of contact.

Before adding the contact terms to the global stiffness matrix
[
Ktot

]
, it can be decomposed
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into two square matrices [K1] and [K2] and two rectangular zero matrices:

[
Ktot

]
=

 [K1] [0]

[0] [K2]

 (6.17)

with [Ki] is the assembled stiffness matrix associated to the solid i. Let us assume that we
want to analyze the stability of solid 1 with a given set of weakened boundary conditions and
exclude solid 2 from the analysis by replacing the contact zone by the equivalent dead loads, as
shown in Figure 6.30. A good way to do this is to simply build [K1] independently and apply
the required weakened boundary conditions before performing an eigenvalue analysis.

However, this would require some developments that we could not afford in the present work.
Moreover, some FEM software are not designed to be able to change the size of the global matrix
during the computation. To bypass this problem, the adopted method consists in prescribing
vanishing displacements to all the degrees of freedom associated to solid 2. By doing so, the
eigenvalue problem to solve is given by: [K1] [0]

[0] [K2]

 ·

{D1}

{0}

 = λ


{D1}

{0}

 (6.18)

where λ is the eigenvalue, and {D1} are the degrees of freedom associated to the solid 1. By
doing so, the [K2] matrix is excluded from the analysis. Finally, any additional displacement
boundary condition can be applied to [K1] .

6.3.3 Numerical results
In the present section the results in terms of plastic strain, tensile force and weakened stability

analysis are presented for the lug loaded in tension. The mesh and geometry used for the FEM
problem are shown in Figure 6.31. Boundary conditions for the incremental problem are given
by:

• Vertical displacement is prescribed to all the node of the cylinder, in order to mimic a
rigid body condition: u = ude y ∀X ∈ cylinder;

• All displacements are fixed on the lower surface: u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0.

The weakened boundary value problem for the analysis of the stability of the lug is given by:

∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ cylinder ; ∆u = 0 ∀X ∈ S0 (6.19)

The tensile force and for the eigenvalues computed with weakened stability analysis are shown
in Figure 6.32 as functions of the prescribed vertical displacement ud. The results can be
decomposed into four stages:

1. Elastic response: the lug is stable, all eigenvalues are positive;

2. Hardening elastoplastic response: first instability mode is captured slightly before max-
imum tensile force is reached (around ud = 3.34mm) and is associated to a symmetric
double necking (see Figure 6.34);

3. Slightly softening response: a second instability mode emerges for ud = 8.12mm and is
associated to an anti-symmetric mode that favors one necking or the other (see Figure
6.35);
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4. Highly softening response: this last response emerges when the second instability mode
does not exist anymore. This can be observed due to the fact that the second negative
eigenvalue jumps back into the positive domain (see Figure 6.32).

The fact that the first instability mode that corresponds to a double necking is captured slightly
before the maximum force can be explained by the fact that contact condition has been replaced
by dead loads and not displacements. In fact, the contact is an inequality equation prescribed
to the displacements: g − ∆u > 0 with g the gap and ∆u the relative displacements of two
nodes. Therefore, if the instability modes require displacements that are not compatible with
the geometry of the cylinder, they might not develop in the contact problem.

The second instability mode is anti-symmetric: it leads to favoring one necking zone over
the other. Even though it is associated to a negative eigenvalue, it cannot necessarily emerge in
the incremental problem due to the presence of the cylinder that is kinematically constrained
in all directions. Yet, due to the possible play in the experimental setup and imperfection
in the alignment of the tensile cylinder, this symmetry breaking mode could probably occur
earlier in the loading process. It is still unclear if the second mode emerges long after it became
unstable due to the boundary conditions (as it was observed for the thin plate in tension), or due
to the fact that the FEM problem keeps converging on the symmetric unstable configuration.
This would require further investigation and possible approaches are discussed in section 6.3.4.
Finally, a qualitative comparison between experimental failure and the second instability mode
is shown in Figure 6.36 and a good correlation regarding the failure shape is found.

Finally, the eigenvalue associated to the second mode becomes positive around ud = 17.5mm,
after what the tensile force quickly reduces. This is due to the fact that second instability
mode emerged and broke symmetry. Once symmetry is broken, this anti-symmetric instability
mode does not exist anymore. Therefore its associated eigenvalue ”disappears” and the second
eigenvalue is associated to another mode that is stable. Since only one necking zone develops
after this happened, the load decreases faster (similar results were observed with the double
necking problem presented in section 3.2.1).

Figure 6.31: Mesh and geometry of a lug loaded in tension.
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Figure 6.32: Evolution of the tensile force and the two smallest eigenvalues for the lug loaded
in tension.
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Figure 6.33: Accumulated plastic strain in a lug loaded in tension. From 1) to 3) ud =
3.34mm, 8.12mm, 22mm.

Figure 6.34: Eigen mode associated to the first vanishing eigenvalue for the lug loaded in
tension.
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Figure 6.35: Eigen mode associated to the second vanishing eigenvalue for the lug loaded in
tension. Deformed shape obtained by plotting +X 2 on the left, and −X 2 on the right.

Figure 6.36: Qualitative comparison FEM/experiment of the failure of a lug loaded in tension.
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6.3.4 Discussions and prospects
In the example of the lug loaded in tension, the weakened instability analysis helped us have

a first evaluation of the stability of the structure. The results were, as expected, conservative
since the first instability mode has been captured before the maximum load. This analysis was
performed on other geometries of lugs loaded in tension and the same conclusions were observed.
Also, a qualitative comparison of a real broken lug with the instability modes observed in the
FEM problem was displayed, and a good match was observed.

In the FEM problem, the anti-symmetric mode became unstable long before the symmetry
was broken in the incremental problem. There is still an indeterminacy about the cause: Is it
because the mode is not compatible with the geometry of the cylinder ? or is it because the FEM
problem kept converging on the straight unstable configuration ? Two approaches to dispel the
doubts are proposed:

• The weakened stability analysis allows the user to apply any desired kinematic condition for
the stability analysis. A type of kinematic constraints commonly used in FEM problems
is MPCs (Multi Point Constraints). These conditions could be used in the weakened
stability analysis to maintain the geometry of the contact interface. Unfortunately, the
developments required to apply this approach could not be implemented in the present
work. If available, this would allow us to tie the displacements of the nodes of the lug
and the cylinder at the contact interface. However, this approach might lead to an over-
constrained analysis, and the anti-symmetric mode may or may not be observed. Finally,
this approach may be useful when self contact is involved since it is impossible to exclude
the body itself from the analysis, and replacing contact by dead loads might lead to
awkward interpenetration;

• The Newton-Raphson algorithm applied to solve the incremental problem depends on an
initialization term (see section 2.3.3). Usually the first estimation of the displacement
increment is taken to be 0 or the same as the displacement increment computed for the
previous load increment. A third option could be proposed: when the anti-symmetric
mode becomes unstable, it could be used to initialize the algorithm. Of course, eigen
modes have no intrinsic norm, and an amplification/reduction factor should be evaluated.
An expression for this factor can be found in [de Borst et al., 2012] page 134.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions – Prospects

“En général, il n’y a pas deux personnes qui s’entendent sans qu’elles ne soient indulgentes
l’une envers l’autre.”

Mon père

“C’est que malheureusement, on ne se doute pas que le livre le plus précieux du plus savant
serait celui où il dirait tout ce qu’il ne sait pas, c’est qu’on ne se doute pas qu’un auteur ne

nuit jamais à ses lecteurs que quand il dissimule une difficulté. Quand la concurrence c’est à
dire l’égöısme ne règnera plus dans les sciences, quand on s’associera pour étudier, au lieu

d’envoyer aux académies des paquets cachetés, on s’empressera de publier ses moindres
observations pour peu qu’elles soient nouvelles, et on ajoutera : “je ne sais pas le reste” .”

Évariste Galois

Résumé : Les principales conclusions sont rassemblées dans ce chapitre de façon concise et
indépendante et respectent la structure du manuscrit. La concaténation de ces résultats mène en-
suite à la proposition de quelques ouvertures et propositions pour la continuation ou l’utilisation
des travaux présentés.

7.1 Main results and tools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 208
7.2 Prospects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 212
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For obvious safety reasons, engineers of the aeronautical industry are requested to comply
with numerous strict regulations. In order to succeed in this task, they commonly rely on ana-
lytical approaches that provide exact or approximate solutions to “simple” problems. However,
when the geometry, the material behavior, and/or the loading path are too complex, it becomes
necessary to use numerical approaches such as the Finite Elements Method. The latter provides
a convenient tool for the analysis of elastoplastic problems in a finite deformation framework.
Nonetheless, these analyses are subject to loss of uniqueness and loss of stability problems which
cannot be neglected.

In order to have a better understanding of these phenomena, two types of instabilities have
been studied in the present work: global instabilities such as necking or buckling; and material
instabilities such as the emergence of localized shear bands. These two types of instability are
generally studied separately and together only for homogeneous problems. In the present work,
it was chosen to study them both together in a finite element framework.

In the section 7.1, the various numerical and analytical results and numerical developments
proposed in the present work concerning the competition between local and global instabilities
(localization and buckling) are summarized. In order to motivate future works on the topic,
some prospects are given in section 7.2.

7.1 Main results and tools
The main theoretical and numerical results are presented in five topics that meet the manuscript’s

structure. The numerical developments are presented separately in section 7.1.6 and were im-
plemented in Zset (http://www.zset-software.com/).

7.1.1 Incremental and rate boundary value problems
The finite deformation framework has been introduced in chapter 2. In particular, the equi-

librium boundary value problem and rate boundary value problem were detailed and discretized
in a finite element framework. These derivations allowed us to make a detailed link between the
global stiffness matrix and global tangent matrix. This link is necessary to justify the discretized
form of Hill’s loss uniqueness and stability criterion in the following chapter.

7.1.2 Discretized Hill’s loss of uniqueness criterion
In chapter 3, the discretized form of Hill’s loss of uniqueness criterion has been detailed. A

numerical procedure based on the analysis of the eigenvalues of the global stiffness matrix has
been implemented in Zset and validated with the analysis of necking in a homogeneous bar
loaded in tension. Three structural cases have then been studied:

• Necking in a tensile sample (whole geometry): it was observed that the stability and
uniqueness of this problem was never lost if the slenderness ratio was sufficiently small
(length/diameter). This result is necessary for reverse identification methods like [Kamaya
and Kawakubo, 2011, Gerbig et al., 2016, Defaisse et al., 2018, Li et al., 2018];

• It was demonstrated that Hill’s uniqueness criterion allows us to capture buckling in an
elastoplastic tube loaded in torsion;

• The analysis of a thin plate loaded in tension with slightly varying boundary conditions
highlighted the sensitivity of the global uniqueness analysis to a change in the boundary
conditions, even though the incremental problem is not apparently impacted by these
changes.
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7.1.3 Localization and loss of ellipticity
Rice’s localization criterion, also known as the loss of ellipticity criterion, based on the

possible emergence of jumps in strain rates was recalled in chapter 4. It is defined by the loss
of positive definiteness of the acoustic tensor N � L

≈
·N for at least one orientation N . The

analysis of localization with this criterion led to three principal developments: a minor extension
of the uniqueness theorem of the van Hove rate boundary value problem to semi positive definite
acoustic tensors, which led to distinguish two types of localization; the numerical analysis of the
instability modes in a homogeneous square loaded in shear; the development and implementation
of a minimization algorithm; the analysis of the emergence of jumps in strain rates and the loss
of regularity of the solution in a non-homogeneous discretized problem.

In [Rice, 1976], the author shows that as long as the acoustic tensor det(N �L
≈
·N ) is positive

definite for all orientations N , van Hove’s rate boundary value problem still possesses a unique
solution. In section 4.2.2, this analysis has been extended and it was shown that van Hove’s
rate boundary value problem still possesses a unique solution even when det(N �L

≈
·N ) = 0

for a finite number of N , and led to a discussion of the shape of the instability modes in section
4.2.3. This discussion leads to a distinction of two types of strain localization phenomena:

• Localization in the sense of Rice: defined by the emergence of jumps in strain rate that
split a body;

• Localization in the sense of van Hove: defined by the emergence of confined localization
modes possessing a high spatial frequency in an arbitrary small domain.

The discussion about loss of ellipticity and loss of uniqueness of the van Hove rate boundary
value problem and the shape of the instability modes has been illustrated in section 4.4.1. It was
shown that the load for which the discretized problem becomes unstable is related to the mesh
size, and that it tends to coincide with the loss of semi-positive definiteness of the acoustic tensor
when the mesh size decreases. This result illustrates the following statement in [Rice, 1976]:
“Conversely, if the localization condition has been met and exceeded by any finite amount, in the
sense that nLn is indefinite for some range of orientations, then it is elementary to construct a
field such that I[∆ẋ∼] is negative [1,3], implying that a bifurcation point has been passed.”.

When considering softening materials (for instance void nucleation and coalescence), these
instability modes might lead to failure. However, the consequences of these instability modes on
the overall stiffness of the structure for non-softening materials that does not exhibit damage (no
void nucleation as in ML340 steel) is still unclear. The conclusion is then that these instability
modes could not justify alone the emergence of thin shear bands that split the structure. Nev-
ertheless, the area in which ellipticity is lost must be considered extremely weak, if not critical,
and the design of a structure should be limited to the first loss of ellipticity.

In order to evaluate the loss of ellipticity criterion in a numerical framework, a new mini-
mization algorithm has been presented in section 4.3.3 and implemented in Zset. This algorithm
,further detailed in section 7.1.6, has been shown to be more robust and more efficient than the
methods available in the literature. It has been used to study the emergence of stain localiza-
tion bands in a tube loaded in torsion in section 4.4.2. In particular, it was observed that the
regularity of the solution was lost as soon as ellipticity was lost in the whole section of the tube.
These results were also shown in section 4.4.3 in the study of a real ML340 steel torsional sample
used in [Defaisse et al., 2018, Defaisse, 2018].

7.1.4 Modeling assumptions and weakened stability analysis
In chapter 5, the weakened stability analysis has been introduced and applied in the inves-

tigation of the consequences of the loading definition (displacements or traction forces) on the
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stability of the structure. It has been motivated in section 5.1 and aims to be a first step towards
the analysis of the stability of a sub-structure extracted from a larger part. This method has
been thoroughly presented in section 5.2. The numerical algorithm has been implemented in
Zset and validated on the analysis of the buckling of a beam loaded in compression in section
5.2.4. Also, it was shown that for a given equilibrium the fewer Dirichlet boundary conditions
were applied for the stability analysis, the less stable was the structure (see section 5.2.2).

The weakened stability analysis has then been applied in section 5.3 to three structural
problems1:

• In section 5.3.1, the analysis of the buckling of a short tube loaded in torsion showed that
the way the loading is prescribed can have a significant impact on the critical loads;

• In section 5.3.2, the analysis of the emergence of strain localization bands in a homogeneous
square loaded in shear has been analyzed for various weakened boundary value problems2.
In particular, it was demonstrated that when ellipticity was lost, the uniqueness of the
“Left Fixed” weakened boundary conditions was lost as well, and that the number of
instability modes was equivalent to the numerically possible number of localization bands
in the model;

• In section 5.3.3, the analysis of the emergence of shear localization bands in the tube
loaded in torsion, first studied in section 4.4.2, were reevaluated in light of the results
obtained in section 5.3.2. It has been observed that the uniqueness of the FEM problem
was lost only once ellipticity has been lost through the whole thickness of the tube. Also,
the instability modes were as numerous as the number of possible localization bands (in
the sense of Rice) that could kinematically emerge in the non-elliptic area.

7.1.5 Structural applications

While simple structural examples were presented at the end of each chapter, Chapter 6
focuses on applying all of the previously developed methods to more complex problems. In
particular the effects of different material properties are explored, as well as more complex
geometries.

First, the competition between localization and buckling in ML340 steel tubes loaded in
torsion has been studied in section 6.1 and compared to [Lee and Ades, 1957], the actual ref-
erence for this problem in the aeronautical domain. Buckling curves were shown to be in good
agreement; but a gain of 5% in equivalent shear stress has been observed and linked to finite
deformation effects (see Figure 6.11). These results have been confirmed by the critical loads
obtained in two experiments performed in [Defaisse, 2018]. Also, the effects of the end restrains,
not analyzed in the reference method, were investigated by using the weakened stability crite-
rion: significant differences were observed for short tubes and almost none for long tubes (see
Figure 6.13). Finally, the effects of a small linear hardening term were shown to be negligible
for the buckling curves and non-conservative for the localization curves (see Figure 6.12).

The second study involved taking the latter parametric study and applying it to two other
(fictitious) materials in order to study the effects of the shape of the hardening curve on the
various instability criteria, and highlight the consequences of the finite deformation framework.
This analysis led to the extraction of the following major conclusions:

• The reference design curves were highly conservative in the plastic domain;
1 More detailed conclusions can be found in section 5.4.
2 Named: “van Hove” due to [van Hove, 1947], “Ryzhak” due to [Ryzhak, 1994], “Mandel” due to [Mandel,

1964], and “Left Fixed”.
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• The critical load for strain localization in tubes loaded in torsion could simply be extracted
using the maximum true shear stress criterion;

• When comparing two materials, the most resistant one to buckling could be identified in
a shear stress/hardening modulus plot;

• When comparing two materials, the reference design (based on [Lee and Ades, 1957])
provided trends which were opposed to the ones obtained in our full finite deformation
analysis for localization. The differences were related to the use of the material’s true
behavior.

In the final study, the weakened instability analysis has been adapted to capture the emer-
gence of structural instability modes in a FEM problem involving contact3. The method was
thoroughly detailed in section 6.3.2 and seemed to properly capture the instability modes in the
case of a lug loaded in tension.

7.1.6 Numerical developments
The numerical developments represent a significant part of the work shown in the present

manuscript. The main difficulty was to implement new specific methods in the large C++ ar-
chitecture that is the Zset software. The most important developments are summarized in
this section. Since the developments were done in C++, the standard vocabulary of “classes”,
“methods”, and “attributes” is used in this section.

lagrangian pk1 and updated lagrangian pk1 elements

One of the earliest and most important numerical developments for the present work was the
implementation of Lagrangian finite deformation elements formulated with the Boussinesq stress
tensor and the Lagrangian velocity gradient (see section 2.3.3). The formulation of this element
is based on the tangent operator L

≈
, as shown in equation (7.1). This not compulsory, yet very

convenient, has the twin benefits of simplicity and efficiency: a time gain of approximately 5%
to 10% was obtained on the construction of the elementary stiffness matrix.[

Kk
]
elem

=
∫

Ωe0

[
BḞ

] T · [L
≈

(u + ∆u k)
]
· [BḞ ] dV e

0 (7.1)

Also, the equivalent element in an updated Lagrangian framework was required in order
to be consistent with the contact formulations that were available in Zset at the time. The
expression of the elementary matrix is given in equation (7.2).[

Kk
]
elem

=
∫

Ωe0

[
B ˙̂
F

] T
·
[
L̂
≈

(u + ∆u k)
]
·
[
B ˙̂
F

]
dV e (7.2)

TTENSOR class

For the development of the multi-starting point minimization algorithm presented below, a
very fast evaluation of the Hessian matrix was compulsory to meet the computational efficiency
needed for the algorithm to be used in large structural problems. Therefore, a specific C++
class, TTENSOR, has been developed and oriented for an efficient evaluation of the various tensors
products. It is important to note that the TTENSOR class might be efficient for a specific type
of operations, it is not necessarily adapted for other calculations or memory storage. Therefore,
this class was only used for the evaluation of the Hessian matrix in the minimization algorithm
detailed in the following section.

3 Here we focused on the emergence of a structural instability like necking or buckling. This analysis does not
concern the analysis of “contact instabilities” as it might be understood by the contact community.
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**min det nln: Multi-starting point minimization algorithm for loss of ellipticity

Detailed in section 4.3.3, a new robust and efficient minimization algorithm for the evaluation
of the loss of ellipticity criterion has been proposed. The method is based on the following
considerations:

• The function to minimize det(N �L
≈
·N ) is a sixth order polynomial. Thus, a Newton-

Raphson algorithm is assumed to provide a quadratic convergence when the initialization
point is close enough to an extremum;

• Since there is a finite number of extrema, taking enough starting points will most likely
be sufficient to capture the global minimum (which necessarily exist since the function is
defined on a bounded domain: the unit sphere);

• In order to avoid unnecessary clustering at the poles provided by a regular angular dis-
cretization, the starting points we selected by using a constant surface element discretiza-
tion.

• If a sufficient number of starting points are selected, the number of Newton-Raphson
iterations can be limited: if convergence is not obtained after 5 to 6 iterations (parameter
to specified by the user), the initialization point is considered to be a “bad” starting points
and the next point is considered;

• Calculating and inverting the Hessian matrix is not computationally expensive when the
TTENSOR class is used.

Since the loss of ellipticity analysis can be performed independently for each Gauss Points,
the method has been multi-threaded in order to take advantage of all available processors.

***global bifurcation: Hill’s uniquness and weakened stability criteria

Both Hill’s uniqueness analysis (discretized form) and the weakened stability analysis have
been gathered in the ***global bifurcation problem component. As detailed in sections 3.1.4
and 5.2.3, these analyses are mainly based on the eigenvalue analysis of the global stiffness matrix
with various Dirichlet boundary conditions applied.

The most challenging part of this development does not lie in the problem component itself,
but on the interfacing of the SPECTRA C++ (https://spectralib.org/) library with the Zset code.
This library was chosen for its non intrusive character, and its capacity to extract vanishing and
negative eigenvalues.

7.2 Prospects
Like any time-limited research project, many problems are still to be solved concerning the

analysis of elastoplastic instabilities. In the present section a few prospects are proposed.

7.2.1 Stability of sub-part
The weakened stability analysis was mainly motivated by the need to analyze the effects of

over-constraining kinematic conditions. As presented in this manuscript, it is possible to use
any boundary conditions for the incremental problem while still applying the most appropriate
ones for the stability analysis. However, such an approach might lead to over-conservative
methodologies and left to the user to specify.
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It would be interesting to develop a systematic method to identify the surrounding stiffness
and use it to better identify the buckling loads and modes. This surrounding stiffness could
take into account the global stiffness of the surrounding structure, and its non-homogeneity.
Such information might probably be found in the “Schur Complement” matrix that is already
investigated in Domain Decomposition (DD) methods.

7.2.2 Curvature and corners on the yield surfaces and non-associative flows

Corners and high curvatures on yield surfaces are generally avoided when possible in nu-
merical models due to a difficult convergence. Nonetheless, it is known that such yield surfaces
could significantly promote strain localization. However difficult, this problem cannot be fully
neglected, especially for metals: some materials that possess a smooth yield surface in their
natural form might develop corners due to the micro-structure.

To efficiently solve an incremental problem, it could be possible to resolve the incremental
problem with a smooth yield surface, and evaluate the strain localization criterion by using a
meta-model that has been evaluated a priori [Olivier, 2017]. This meta-model could take into
account the possible emergence of corners on the yield surface, the loading path, and other
determinant parameters.

7.2.3 Localization in the sense of Rice in heterogeneous media

A distinction has been made between localization in the sense of van Hove, and localization
in the sense of Rice. In the analysis of the tube loaded in torsion, there was a perfect coincidence
of various geometrical characteristics: the surface in which ellipticity was lost was parallel to
the boundary loaded in displacements; the orientations that minimized the determinant of the
acoustic tensor were orthogonal to the latter surface; the strain rate vectors (denoted g in our
analysis) were parallel to the loading direction; the surface in which ellipticity is lost splits the
structure and exhibits traction free surfaces on its edges.

These geometrical considerations are believed to be important for the emergence of local-
ization bands in the sense of Rice in a heterogeneous structure (heterogeneous in the sense of
material heterogeneity or strain/stress gradients). The tube loaded in torsion was heterogeneous
but still relatively simple. If these geometrical considerations are in fact necessary for the emer-
gence of a strain localization surface4, then it would be interesting to investigate on a general
localization in the sense of Rice criterion.

7.2.4 Reduced order modeling

Reduced Order Modeling (ROM) is a numerical method which has been abundantly in-
vestigated during the last decade. This modeling technique relies on the identification of a
small number of modes that are sufficient to represent the structure’s behavior5. These modes
are identified with preliminary calculations with different loading directions, and then used to
evaluate the structural response for various combined loading directions: the unknowns of the
problem are reduced to the amplitude of each mode6.

4 The term “band” is not used on purpose: in the present discussion the surface is not necessarily flat.
5 Similar approaches were first introduced during the XIXth century by Castigliano and Menabrea.
6 Such reduction methods have been used for a long time in dynamics, the main difference relies in the way

the reduction modes are identified. In dynamics a natural way to identify the latter is to extract the eigen modes
of a generalized eigenvalue problem involving the global stiffness matrix and the mass matrix.
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Basis enrichment using the weakened stability analysis

By the nature of ROM analyses, the global instability analysis might not be possible or
interesting to perform. In particular: when Hyper Reduction methods are used [Ryckelynck,
2005], the classical global stiffness matrix is not evaluated exactly; the eigenvalue analysis of a
global stiffness matrix is time consuming and would ruin the time gain obtained with ROM. Still,
as the basis for the incremental solution is computed a priori, a basis for the instability modes
could be evaluated as well. Including these modes in the analysis would most likely provide very
valuable information.

Imperfection sensitivity for stability

The analysis of sensitivity to imperfections is of utmost importance to conclude about the
emergence of instability modes. Such analyses are key for the thorough study of emergence of
instabilities in elastoplastic structures with finite deformations. While the critical load might
decrease, the shape of the instability mode is not necessarily strongly impacted. Analyses of
local defects using ROM has recently been strongly investigated, especially in the laser welding
problems [Lacourt et al., 2017]. Coupling the latter with the enrichment of the ROM basis with
the weakened instability analysis may allow a numerical imperfection analysis for instabilities.

Instabilities for lattice structures

The design of lattice structures is particularly active field of research since the appearance
and improvement of additive manufacturing technologies [Combescure et al., 2016, Combescure
and Elliott, 2017]. These structures are especially interesting for aeronautical structures. They
reduce the number of separate parts to produce and assemble; they can be used as fillers to im-
prove the stiffness of certain parts without considerably increasing their mass; they may provide
“unnatural” behaviors that standard metallic materials can not provide (energy absorption for
impact, auxetics, noise damping, ...); “controlled instabilities” are being investigated to make
actuators.

From a numerical point of view, these mechanical structures are very difficult to model.
They are sometimes replaced by an equivalent periodic homogenized material. In large lattice
structures, this behavior might be suitable; however, when there is no scale transition the results
are not satisfactory. Moreover, instabilities in such structures are often driven by local buckling
instabilities.

Lattice structures are generally obtained by juxtaposing identical elementary cells in a cubic
or hexahedral repetition. Elementary cells can generally be decomposed into simpler geometrical
elements: joints and links. The latter could be thoroughly studied independently in some
preliminary computations to extract a ROM basis for various loading directions. In this way,
the global problem to solve would have significantly fewer degrees of freedom while still providing
precise local results. Finally, if the ROM basis is enriched with instability modes extracted from
the weakened stability analysis, both local and global buckling phenomena could be captured.
If needed, the sensitivity to local defects could simply be analyzed by enriching the ROM basis
as described above.
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Chapter 8

Appendix

“Good better best, never let it rest, until your good is better and your better is best.”
Mon père

Résumé : Dans ce chapitre d’annexes se trouvent plusieurs sections indépendantes ayant
pour but de compléter le manuscrit. On y trouve tout d’abord les formulations lagrangiennes
à décomposition additive et multiplicative qui n’ont pas été utilisées dans le manuscrit ; bien
qu’adaptées aux critères et outils présentés. Vient ensuite une exégèse de la partie concernant
la perte d’unicité globale dans l’article [Hill, 1958]. Les trois sections suivantes concernent la
perte d’ellipticité : la première développe le lien entre la propagation d’ondes de discontinuité
en vitesse de déformation et le critère de perte d’ellipticité ; dans la deuxième nous détaillons les
développements analytiques pour la perte d’ellipticité dans le cas des petites déformations pour
un chargement quelconque avec un critère d’écrouissage isotrope de von Mises, ainsi que la condi-
tion de charge/décharge de chaque coté de la surface de discontinuité ; enfin, la troisième rassem-
ble quelques cas cas de chargement permettant de valider et mettre à l’épreuve l’algorithme de
minimisation proposé dans le manuscrit. Pour finir, une comparaison plus complète en termes
d’abaques pour le cas des tubes en torsion est présentée.
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8.1 Additive Lagrangian formulations
8.1.1 Seth-Hill strain measures

Les lois lagrangiennes additives se définissent par rapport à une configuration de référence.
Les tenseurs observés dans cette configuration respecteront alors automatiquement le principe
d’indifférence matériel. Comme précédemment, la déformation sera décomposée additivement
en une partie plastique et une partie élastique. Nous retrouverons alors un système d’équation de
la même nature. La dérivation de l’opérateur tangent élastoplastique se fera alors selon le même
procédé. On remarquera que ces lois se formulent à l’aide d’un potentiel thermodynamique.

8.1.2 Mesures des contraintes et déformations
On notera C∼ = F∼

TF∼ = U∼
2 le tenseur des dilatations (ou tenseur de Cauchy-Green droit).

A l’aide de ce dernier, on définit classiquement le tenseur des déformations de Green-Lagrange :

E∼ = 1
2(C∼ − I∼) (8.1)

F∼ est un tenseur mixte, il associe à un vecteur matériel défini dans la configuration de référence
le vecteur matériel associé dans la configuration déformée ; F∼ est donc lagrangien/eulérien. Il
s’ensuit que F∼

T est un tenseur eulérien/lagrangien. La composition de ces tenseurs (F∼ puis F∼
T :

F∼
TF∼ = C∼ = U∼

2) donne un tenseur purement lagrangien. De ce fait, E∼ est un tenseur purement
lagrangien. Les tenseurs lagrangiens ont pour propriété d’être invariants par changement de
référentiel.

Un tenseur de déformation doit respecter certaines propriétés, comme celle de tendre vers
ε∼ = 1

2(∇∼ u +∇∼
Tu ) (tenseur des déformations infinitésimales) lorsque F∼ − I∼ � I∼. On définit

plus généralement une famille des mesures lagrangiennes de déformations, dite de Seth-Hill [Hill,
1968], respectant ce critère par :

E∼m = 1
m

(
U∼
m − I∼

) ∀m > 0 , et E∼ 0 = log
(
U∼
)

(8.2)

Le tenseur des contraintes conjuguées à une mesure donnée des déformations est alors défini en
assurant la conservation de densité massique de puissance virtuelle des efforts intérieurs pm :

pm = 1
ρ
σ∼ : D∼ (8.3)

avec σ∼ le tenseur des contraintes (“vraies”) de Cauchy défini sur la configuration actuelle, et
D∼ = L∼

sym = (Ḟ∼F∼
−1)sym la partie symétrique de L∼ (gradient eulérien des vitesses), aussi appelé

“tenseur des taux de déformation” et ρ la masse volumique dans la configuration actuelle.
On définit par exemple le tenseur des contraintes de Piola : Π∼ = JF∼

−1σ∼F∼
−T où J = ρ0

ρ =
dV
dV0

= det(F∼ ), la mesure de contrainte conjuguée du tenseur des déformation de Green-Lagrange
E∼ . Ce résultat se démontre immédiatement en remarquant que Ė∼ = F∼

TD∼ F∼ et en passant par
les notations indicielles :

1
2

Π∼
ρ0

: Ċ∼ = Π∼
ρ0

: Ė∼ = 1
ρ0
J(F−1

ik σklF
−T
lj )(F TimDmnFnj)

= 1
ρ0

ρ0
ρ

(FmiF−1
ik )(FnjF−1

jl )(σklDmn)

= 1
ρ
δkmδlnσklDmn

= 1
ρ
σklDkl = σ∼

ρ
: D∼
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De ce résultat on peut définir la mesure de contrainte conjuguée de n’importe quelle mesure de
déformation définie par (8.2) :

Ė∼m =
∂E∼m
∂C∼

: Ċ∼ = 1
2
∂E∼m
∂E∼

: Ċ∼

⇒ Ċ∼ =
(

1
2
∂E∼m
∂E∼

)−1

: Ė∼m

⇒ Π∼
2 : Ċ∼ = Π∼ : Ė∼ = Π∼m : Ė∼m avec Π∼m = Π∼ :

(
∂E∼m
∂E∼

)−1

(8.4)

On continue la suite de la démarche avec le tenseur des déformation de Green-Lagrange E∼ (m=1)
dans un souci d’allègement des notations. Une démarche identique peut se faire pour toutes les
mesures de déformation définies par (8.2) et de contraintes conjuguées définies par (8.4).

8.1.3 Formulation thermodynamique
La formulation lagrangienne de l’inégalité de Clausius-Duhem s’écrit [Besson et al., 2010] :

− ρ0
(
ψ̇ + sṪ

)
+ Π∼ : Ė∼ −

Q

T
·∇T ≥ 0 (8.5)

avec Q = JF∼
−1q le vecteur flux de chaleur lagrangien, T la température, ψ la densité massique

d’énergie libre de Helmholtz et s l’entropie. Cette inégalité décrit la positivité de la dissipation φ
au cours d’un processus thermodynamique. On sépare classiquement cette quantité en un taux
de dissipation thermique φth = −QT ·∇ (T ) et une intrinsèque φi = −ρ0

(
ψ̇ + sṪ

)
+Π∼ : Ė∼ . Une

hypothèse courante consiste à exiger que ces deux quantités restent indépendamment positives
ou nulles : {

φth ≥ 0
φi ≥ 0

(8.6)

La formulation de la loi élasto-plastique se base alors sur une décomposition additive de la
mesure de la déformation :

E∼ = E∼
e +E∼

p (8.7)

En faisant le choix des variables d’état : E∼
e, T et α∼ (variable interne tensorielle), on a ψ =

ψ(T,E∼
e,α∼). La positivité de la dissipation intrinsèque devient :(

Π∼ − ρ0
∂ψ

∂E∼
e

)
: Ė∼

e − ρ0

(
∂ψ

∂T
+ s

)
Ṫ + Π∼ : Ė∼

p − ρ0
∂ψ

∂α∼
: α̇∼ ≥ 0 (8.8)

Pour les matériaux vicoplastiques que nous traitons ici, la positivité de cette expression doit être
vérifiée quels que soient Ė∼

e et Ṫ . Les termes qui leurs sont associés sont des formes linéaires.
La positivité de la dissipation ne saura alors être respectée que si :

Π∼ = ρ0
∂ψ

∂E∼
e

s = −∂ψ
∂T

(8.9)

La dissipation intrinsèque se réduit donc à :

φi = Π∼ : Ė∼
p −X∼ : α̇∼ ≥ 0 (8.10)
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avec X∼ = ρ0
∂ψ

∂α∼
. Le matériau est alors dit standard généralisé s’il respecte l’hypothèse de

dissipation maximale sous la contrainte d’un critère de plasticité F (Π∼ ,X∼ ) (F < 0 et λ̇ = 0
comportement élastique, F = 0 et λ̇ > 0 écoulement plastique). Cela mène alors à écrire le
problème de maximisation de la fonction :

F (Π∼ ,X∼ ) = φi − λ̇F

avec λ̇ le multiplicateur de Lagrange, appelé dans les problèmes élasto-plastiques “multiplicateur
plastique” (il s’identifiera pour de nombreux modèles à ṗ, le “taux de déformation plastique
cumulée”). On aboutit à : 

Ė∼
p = λ̇

∂F

∂Π∼

α̇∼ = −λ̇ ∂F
∂X∼

(8.11)

que l’on complète par la condition de cohérence Ḟ = 0 si λ̇ > 0. Cette condition permet de
déterminer le multiplicateur plastique :

Ḟ = 0⇒ ∂F

∂Π∼
: Π̇∼ + ∂F

∂X∼
: Ẋ∼ = 0

⇒N∼ : Π̇∼ + ∂F

∂X∼
:
(
∂X∼
∂α∼

: α̇∼

)
= 0 avec N∼ = ∂F

∂Π∼

(8.11) ⇒N∼ : Π̇∼ − λ̇
∂F

∂X∼
: ∂X∼
∂α∼

: ∂F
∂X∼

= 0

en notanth = ∂F

∂X∼
: ∂X∼
∂α∼

: ∂F
∂X∼
⇒ λ̇ = N∼ : Π̇∼

h
(8.12)

8.1.4 Tangent operator
Nous avons exprimé l’opérateur tangent élastoplastique local sous la forme suivante :

Π̇∼ = L
≈

Π : Ė∼

L
≈

Π = Λ
≈
−

(Λ
≈

:N∼ )⊗(N∼ :Λ
≈

)

h+N∼ :Λ
≈

:N∼

Π̇∼ = (F∼
−1 � F∼

−1) : (τ̇∼ −L∼τ∼ − τ∼L∼T )

On en déduit sans difficulté l’opérateur tangent global :

τ̇∼ −L∼τ∼ − τ∼L∼T = (F∼ � F∼ ) : Π̇∼
τ̇∼ − τ∼L∼T = (F∼ � F∼ ) : L

≈
Π : Ė∼ +L∼τ∼

⇒ J
˙̂
S∼ = (F∼ � F∼ ) : L

≈
Π : (F∼

T � F∼
T ) : D∼ +L∼τ∼

(Symétries de L
≈

Π) ⇒ J
˙̂
S∼ = (F∼ � F∼ ) : L

≈
Π : (F∼

T � F∼
T ) : L∼ + (I∼ � τ∼) : L∼

⇒ ˙̂
S∼ =

[ 1
J

(F∼ � F∼ ) : L
≈

Π : (F∼
T � F∼

T ) + I∼ � σ∼
]

: L∼ (8.13)
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8.1.5 Summary
• ∀X ∈ Ω0 :

F∼ = ∂x

∂X
Gradient de la transformation

C∼ = F∼
TF∼ Tenseur des dilatations

E∼m = 1
m(C∼

m − I∼) = E∼
e
m

+E∼
p
m

Mesure des déformations

Π∼m = ρ0
∂ψ

∂E∼
e
m

⇒ Π̇∼m = ρ0

(
∂2ψ

∂E∼
e
m
∂E∼

e
m

)
: Ė∼

e

m
Loi élastique

Π∼m = Π∼ :
(
∂E∼m
∂E∼

)−1

Mesure des contraintes

Div(F∼Π∼ ) + Jf = 0 Équilibre local

• Écoulement plastique (F (Π∼m,X∼ m) = 0) :

Ė∼
p

m
= λ̇

∂F

∂Π∼m
Loi d’écoulement

N∼ = ∂F

∂Π∼m
Direction d’écoulement

h = ∂F

∂X∼
: ∂X∼
∂α∼

: ∂F
∂X∼

Module d’écrouissage

λ̇ = N∼ : Π̇∼ m
h > 0 Multiplicateur plastique

Π∼m : Ė∼
p −X∼ m : α̇∼ ≥ 0 Puissance dissipée

• Opérateurs tangents :

Π̇∼ = L
≈

Π : Ė∼

Ṡ∼ = L
≈

: Ḟ∼

L
≈

= (F∼ � I∼) : L
≈

Π : (F∼
T � I∼) + (I∼ � Π∼ )
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8.2 Multiplicative decomposition formulations
Les lois lagrangiennes présentées au paragraphe 8.1.1 sont basées sur un décomposition addi-

tive de la déformation en une partie élastique et une partie plastique. Dans cette section la loi de
comportement est construite en se basant sur une décomposition multiplicative du gradient de
la transformation : F∼ = F∼

eF∼
p. Cette formulation est plus longuement détaillée dans [Mandel,

1971].

8.2.1 Gradient de la transformation
Ces lois de comportement ont initialement été développées pour les mono-cristaux. On

retrouve dans ces matériaux une micro-structure périodique. La plasticité modélise des glisse-
ments selon certains plans bien définis dans le cas des mono-cristaux. La micro-structure est
donc localement conservée (cf. Figure 8.1). La démarche sera la suivante : la structure subit
une transformation élasto-plastique décrite par son gradient F∼ . Localement, l’état de contrainte
est la conséquence de la déformation élastique (partie réversible de la transformation). On sup-
pose alors localement l’existence d’une configuration déformée plastiquement seulement (aussi
appelée configuration relâchée), par rapport à laquelle la transformation élastique s’opère. La
transformation F∼ se décompose localement en une première partie F∼

p décrivant la transforma-
tion plastique, suivie d’une transformation purement élastique F∼

e :

F∼ = F∼
eF∼

p (8.14)

Figure 8.1: Schéma de la décomposition multiplicative locale.

Cette décomposition n’est pas chronologique. Les parties élastique et plastique de la transfor-
mation évoluent en même temps. Cependant, à un instant t donné, il sera possible de décomposer
localement le gradient de la transformation en ces deux composantes.

8.2.2 Formulation thermodynamique
Pour une telle décomposition du gradient de la transformation, le gradient eulérien des

vitesses s’écrit alors :

L∼ = Ḟ∼F∼
−1 = Ḟ∼

e
F∼
e−1 + F∼

eḞ∼
p
F∼
p−1F∼

e−1 = L∼
e + F∼

eḞ∼
p
F∼
p−1F∼

e−1 (8.15)
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On identifie L∼
e qui se comprend comme le gradient eulérien des vitesses de la transformation

élastique qui, rappelons le, s’effectue par rapport à une configuration “relâchée localement”.
On définit alors le tenseur des déformations élastiques de Green-Lagrange par rapport à la
configuration relâchée comme :

E∼
e = 1

2
(
C∼
e − I∼

)
= 1

2
(
F∼
eTF∼

e − I∼
)

(8.16)

On en déduit :
Ė∼
e = F∼

eT (L∼
e)symF∼

e = F∼
eTD∼

eF∼
e (8.17)

Ces considérations faites, nous pouvons réécrire la positivité de la dissipation φ comme suit :

σ∼ : L∼ − ρ(ψ̇ + sṪ ) ≥ 0
σ∼ : L∼

e + σ∼ : (F∼
eḞ∼

p
F∼
p−1F∼

e−1)− ρ
(
ψ̇ + sṪ

)
≥ 0 (8.18)

Il ne reste alors qu’à faire le choix des variables d’état pour suivre le même développement qu’au
paragraphe 8.1.1, on choisit : T la température, E∼

e le tenseur des déformations élastiques et α∼
tenseur des variables internes. L’inéquation (8.18) donne :

σ∼ : D∼
e + σ∼ : (F∼

eḞ∼
p
F∼
p−1F∼

e−1)− ρ ∂ψ
∂E∼

e : Ė∼
e − ρ∂ψ

∂α∼
: α̇∼ − ρ

(
∂ψ

∂T
+ s

)
Ṫ ≥ 0 (8.19)

Avec un raisonnement similaire à celui fait au paragraphe 8.1.1, on a :

s = −∂ψ
∂T

(8.20)

En utilisant (8.17), (8.19) devient :

σ∼ : (F∼
e−T Ė∼

e
F∼
e−1)− ρ ∂ψ

∂E∼
e : Ė∼

e + (F∼
eTσ∼F∼

e−T ) : (Ḟ∼
p
F∼
p−1)− ρ∂ψ

∂α∼
: α̇∼ ≥ 0

⇒
(
F∼
e−1σ∼F∼

e−T − ρ ∂ψ
∂E∼

e

)
: Ė∼

e + (F∼
eTσ∼F∼

e−T ) : (Ḟ∼
p
F∼
p−1)− ρ∂ψ

∂α∼
: α̇∼ ≥ 0 (8.21)

Cette inégalité doit être vérifiée quel que soit Ė∼
e, on a donc :

F∼
e−1σ∼F∼

e−T = ρ
∂ψ

∂E∼
e

⇒ Π∼
e = JF∼

e−1σ∼F∼
e−T = ρ0

∂ψ

∂E∼
e (8.22)

L’inégalité (8.21) devient :

(F∼
eTσ∼F∼

e−T ) : (Ḟ∼
p
F∼
p−1)− ρ∂ψ

∂α∼
: α̇∼ ≥ 0

⇒
(
JF∼

eTσ∼F∼
e−T

)
: (Ḟ∼

p
F∼
p−1)− ρ0

∂ψ

∂α∼
: α̇∼ ≥ 0 (8.23)

On voit apparâıtre le tenseur des contraintes de Mandel [Mandel, 1971] : M∼ = C∼
eΠ∼

e =

JF∼
eTσ∼F∼

e−T . En notant X∼ = ρ0
∂ψ

∂α∼
, l’inéquation (8.23) devient :

M∼ : (Ḟ∼
p
F∼
p−1)−X∼ : α̇∼ ≥ 0 (8.24)
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On aboutit à une équation similaire à celle obtenue précédemment en (8.10). Une démarche
similaire pourra donc être adoptée pour développer les équations décrivant l’écoulement plastique
et l’écrouissage de la matière.

On définit alors une fonction de charge F = F (M∼ ,X∼ ), et le multiplicateur plastique λ̇. On
aboutit aux équations suivantes (équivalentes aux équations en équation (8.11)) :


Ḟ∼
p
F∼
p−1 = λ̇

∂F

∂M∼

α̇∼ = −λ̇ ∂F
∂X∼

(8.25)

ainsi que :

λ̇ = N∼
e : Ṁ∼
h

(8.26)

avec h = ∂F

∂X∼
: ∂X∼
∂α∼

: ∂F
∂X∼

et N∼
e = ∂F

∂M∼
.

8.2.3 Opérateur tangent élastoplastique (configuration locale relachée)

La formulation de l’opérateur tangent pour cette famille de lois sera moins “directe”. Nous
avions eu l’occasion jusqu’ici de formuler les opérateurs tangents liant entre les mesures de
déformations considérées et les mesures de contraintes qui leur sont associée. Dans le cas présent
nous considérons deux mesures de contraintes différentes.

Reformulons la loi élastique :

Π̇∼
e = Λ

≈
e : Ė∼

e avec : Λe
≈

= ρ0
∂2ψ

∂E∼
e∂E∼

e

F∼
e−1(τ̇∼

e −L∼ eτ∼ − τ∼L∼ eT )F∼
e−T = Λe

≈
: (F∼

eTD∼
eF∼

e)

τ∼
c = τ̇∼

e −L∼ eτ∼ − τ∼L∼ eT = F∼
e · [Λ

≈
e : (F∼

eTD∼
eF∼

e)] · F∼ eT

τ∼
c = Λ

≈
: D∼

e avec : Λijkl = F eipF
e
jqF

e
krF

e
lsΛepqrs (8.27)

On note que τ∼c est une dérivée convective de τ∼ = Jσ∼ , c’est donc une dérivée objective, le
principe d’indifférence matérielle est bien respecté. Pour exprimer le multiplicateur plastique λ̇
en fonction du taux de déformation total, il nous faudra aussi développer Ṁ∼ :

Ṁ∼ = F∼
eT (τ̇∼ +L∼

eTτ∼ − τ∼L∼ e
T )F∼

e−T

= F∼
eT (τ∼

c +L∼
eTτ∼ +L∼

eτ∼)F∼
e−T

= F∼
eT (τ∼

c + 2D∼
eτ∼)F∼

e−T (8.28)

Pour simplifier la suite des calculs, nous noterons D∼ = 1
2(L∼ +L∼

T ) et D∼
p = D∼ −D∼ e. On a :

D∼
p = (F∼

eḞ∼
p
F∼
p−1F∼

e−1)sym

D∼
p = (F∼

eλ̇N∼
eF∼

e−1)sym

D∼
p = λ̇N∼ s avec : N∼ s = (N∼ )sym = (F∼

eN∼
eF∼

e−1)sym (8.29)
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Le multiplicateur plastique peut alors s’écrire :

hλ̇ = N∼
e : Ṁ∼

hλ̇ = N∼
e : (F∼

eT (τ∼
c + 2D∼

eτ∼)F∼
e−T )

hλ̇ = (F∼
eN∼

eF∼
e−1) : (τ∼

c + 2D∼
eτ∼)

hλ̇ = N∼ : (τ∼
c + 2D∼

eτ∼)
hλ̇ = N∼ : (Λ

≈
: (D∼ −D∼ p) + 2(D∼ −D∼ p)τ∼)

(h+N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ s + 2N∼ : (N∼ sτ∼))λ̇ = N∼ : Λ
≈

: D∼ + 2N∼ : (D∼ τ∼)

λ̇ =
N∼ : Λ

≈
: D∼ + 2(N∼ τ∼) : D∼

h+N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ s + 2(N∼ τ∼) : N∼ s
(8.30)

L’opérateur tangent élastoplastique liant τ∼c à D∼ s’obtient en repartant de l’équation (8.27) :

τ∼
c = Λ

≈
: D∼ −Λ

≈
: D∼

p

τ∼
c = Λ

≈
: D∼ − λ̇Λ

≈
: N∼ s

τ∼
c =

Λ
≈
−

(Λ
≈

: N∼ s)⊗ (N∼ : Λ
≈

+ 2N∼ τ∼)

h+N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ s + 2(N∼ τ∼) : N∼ s

 : D∼

τ∼
c = L

≈
τc : D∼ (8.31)

Les symétries mineures de L
≈
τc ne sont à priori pas vérifiées dans l’équation (8.31). Elles

s’obtiennent sans difficultés en symétrisant les termes brisant la symétrie. Cela est tout à fait
valide étant donné que les termes antisymétriques qui en seront éliminés seront de toute façon
évincés suite à la double contraction avec le taux de déformation D∼ . Toutefois, l’opérateur ne
possède pas la symétrie majeure, il n’existe donc pas de potentiel en vitesse dont dérive cette
équation 1.

On peut remarquer que cette absence de symétrie vient du numérateur du second terme.
Nous ne pourrons pas remédier à ce problème. On peut toutefois simplifier l’expression. Définissons
la dérivée objective suivante :

τ∼
M = τ∼

c + 2D∼
eτ∼ (8.32)

⇒ τ∼
M = Λ

≈
: D∼

e + 2(I∼ � τ∼) : D∼
e

⇒ τ∼
M =

(
Λ
≈

+ 2I∼ � τ∼
)

: D∼
e

⇒ τ∼
M = Λ

≈
′ : D∼

e avec : Λ
≈
′ = Λ

≈
+ 2I∼ � τ∼ (8.33)

Cette opérateur ne possède que la symétrie majeure (interversion de ij et kl). En exploitant

1 Contrairement à ce qui est énoncé dans [Nguyen, 2000]
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l’équation (8.33) dans l’équation (8.31), on obtient :

τ∼
M = L

≈
τc : D∼ + 2D∼

eτ∼

=

Λ
≈
−

(Λ
≈

: N∼ s)⊗ (N∼ : Λ
≈

+ 2N∼ τ∼)

h+N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ s + 2(N∼ τ∼) : N∼ s

 : D∼ + 2(D∼ −D∼ p)τ∼

=

Λ
≈
−

(Λ
≈

: N∼ s)⊗ (N∼ : Λ
≈
′)

h+N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ s + 2(N∼ τ∼) : N∼ s

 : D∼ + (2I∼ � τ∼) : D∼ − 2λ̇N∼ sτ∼

=

Λ
≈
′ −

(Λ
≈

: N∼ s)⊗ (N∼ : Λ
≈
′) + (2I∼ � τ∼∼)⊗ (N∼ : Λ

≈
′)

h+N∼ : Λ
≈
′ : N∼ s

 : D∼

=

Λ
≈
′ −

(Λ
≈
′ : N∼ s)⊗ (N∼ : Λ

≈
′)

h+N∼ : Λ
≈
′ : N∼ s

 : D∼

τ∼
M = L

≈
τM : D∼ (8.34)

8.2.4 Operateur tangent

La l’opérateur tangent du comportement élastoplastique dans le cadre de lois multiplicatives
lagrangienne peut prendre les deux formes suivantes :



τ∼
c = L

≈
τ : D∼

avec L
≈
τ = Λ

≈
−

(Λ
≈

:N∼ s
)⊗(N∼ :Λ

≈
+2N∼ τ∼)

h+N∼ :Λ
≈

:N∼ s
+2(N∼ τ∼):N∼ s

et Λ
≈

= ρr
∂2ψ

∂E∼
e
∂E∼

e

(8.35)

ou



τ∼
M = L

≈
τM : D∼

avec L
≈
τM = Λ

≈
′ −

(Λ
≈
′:N∼ s

)⊗(N∼ :Λ
≈
′)

h+N∼ :Λ
≈
′:N∼ s

et Λ
≈
′ = ρr

∂2ψ

∂E∼
e
∂E∼

e + 2I∼ � τ∼

(8.36)

Comme pour les deux autres familles de lois nous allons chercher à développer un opérateur
tangent global, nécessaire à l’analyse de bifurcation. Pour simplifier la suite des calculs nous
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noterons L∼
p = F∼

eḞ∼
p
F∼
p−1F∼

e−1 6= Ḟ∼
p
F∼
p−1. On en déduit alors :

J
˙̂
S∼ = τ̇∼ − τ∼L∼T (8.37)

= (τ∼
c +L∼

eτ∼ + τ∼L∼
eT )− τ∼L∼T (8.38)

= (L
≈
τc : D∼ +L∼τ∼ + τ∼L∼

T −L∼pτ∼ − τ∼L∼pT )− τ∼L∼T (8.39)

= L
≈
τc : L∼ +L∼τ∼ + τ∼L∼

T − λ̇(N∼ τ∼ + τ∼N∼
T )− τ∼L∼T (8.40)

= L
≈
τc : L∼ +L∼τ∼ −

N∼ : Λ
≈

: D∼ + 2(N∼ τ∼) : D∼
h+N∼ : Λ

≈
: N∼ s + 2(N∼ τ∼) : N∼ s

(N∼ τ∼ + τ∼N∼
T ) (8.41)

= L
≈
τc : L∼ + (I∼ � τ∼) : L∼ −

(N∼ τ∼ + τ∼N∼
T )⊗ (N∼ : Λ

≈
+ 2(N∼ τ∼)sym)

h+N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ s + 2(N∼ τ∼) : N∼ s

 : D∼ (8.42)

=

L
≈
τc + I∼ � τ∼ −

(N∼ τ∼ + τ∼N∼
T )⊗ (N∼ : Λ

≈
+ 2(N∼ τ∼)sym)

h+N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ s + 2(N∼ τ∼) : N∼ s

 : L∼ (8.43)

Nous pouvons aussi formuler cette opérateur en partant de τ∼M au lieu de τ∼c :

J
˙̂
S∼ = τ̇∼ − τ∼L∼T

= τ∼
M −L∼ eTτ∼ + τ∼L∼

eT − τ∼L∼T

= L
≈
τM : D∼ −L∼Tτ∼ + τ∼L∼

T +L∼
pTτ∼ − τ∼L∼pT − τ∼L∼T

= L
≈
τM : L∼ −L∼Tτ∼ + τ∼L∼

T − λ̇(τ∼N∼
T −N∼ Tτ∼ − τ∼L∼T

= L
≈
τM : L∼ −L∼Tτ∼ −

N∼ : Λ
≈
′ : D∼

h+N∼ : Λ
≈
′ : N∼ s

(τ∼N∼
T −N∼ Tτ∼)

= L
≈
τM : L∼ − (I∼ � τ∼) : L∼ −

(τ∼N∼
T −N∼ Tτ∼)⊗ (N∼ : Λ

≈
′)

h+N∼ : Λ
≈
′ : N∼ s

 : D∼ (8.44)

=

L
≈
τM − I∼ � τ∼ −

(τ∼N∼
T −N∼ Tτ∼)⊗ (N∼ : Λ

≈
′)

h+N∼ : Λ
≈
′ : N∼ s

 : L∼ (8.45)

Le passage de (8.44) à (8.45) se fait à condition de symétriser Λ
≈
′ tel que : Λ′ijkl = Λ′ijlk. En

combinant les équations (8.36) et (8.45) ou les équations (8.36) et (8.45), on obtient :

J
˙̂
S∼ =

Λ
≈

+ I∼ � τ∼ −
(Λ
≈

: N∼ +N∼ τ∼ + τ∼N∼
T )⊗ (N∼ : Λ

≈
+ τ∼ : N∼

T +N∼ τ∼)

H +N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ + 2(N∼ τ∼) : N∼
sym

 : L∼ (8.46)

Ce résultat diffère très légèrement de celui présenté dans [Halphen, 1975] : dans cet article,
l’auteur n’a pas l’opération de symétrie sur le tenseur N∼ au dénominateur. Cette différence, qui
n’est pas compensée par les autres symmétries, peut s’expliquer par le fait que Λ

≈
−1 : Λ

≈
: N∼ =

N∼
sym 6= N∼ . Cette considération est omise par l’autre, mais peut avoir un impacte négligeable

sur le résultats : si Λ
≈

est d’un ordre de grandeur plus élevé que τ∼, les conséquences sur le
dénominateur seront a priori minimies.

Enfin, cet opérateur possède la symmétrie majeure. Il existe donc un potentiel en vittesse.
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En résumé

• ∀X ∈ Ω0 :

F∼ = ∂x

∂X
= F∼

eF∼
p Gradient de la transformation

C∼
e = F∼

eTF∼
e Tenseur des dilatations élastiques

E∼
e = 1

2(C∼
e − I∼) = Tenseur des déformations élastiques

Π∼
e = ρr

∂ψ

∂E∼
e ⇒ Π̇∼

e = ρr

(
∂2ψ

∂E∼
e∂E∼

e

)
: Ė∼

e Loi élastique

M∼ = C∼
eΠ∼

e Tenseur des contraintes de Mandel

Div(F∼Π∼ ) + Jf = 0 Équilibre local

• Écoulement plastique (F (M∼ ,X∼ ) = 0) :

Ḟ∼
p
F∼
p−1 = λ̇

∂F

∂M∼
Loi d’écoulement

N∼
e = ∂F

∂M∼
Direction d’écoulement

h = ∂F

∂X∼
: ∂X∼
∂α∼

: ∂F
∂X∼

Module d’écrouissage

λ̇ = N∼
e : Ṁ∼h > 0 Multiplicateur plastique

M∼ : (Ḟ∼
p
F∼
p−1)−X∼ : α̇∼ ≥ 0 Puissance dissipée

• Opérateur élastoplastique :

τ∼
c = L

≈
τc : D∼

avec L
≈
τc = Λ

≈
−

(Λ
≈

:N∼ s
)⊗(N∼ :Λ

≈
+2N∼ τ∼)

h+N∼ :Λ
≈

:N∼ s
+2(N∼ τ∼):N∼ s

et Λ
≈

= ρr
∂2ψ

∂E∼
e
∂E∼

e

ou



τ∼
eM = L

≈
τM : D∼

avec L
≈
τM = Λ

≈
′ −

(Λ
≈
′:N∼ s

)⊗(N∼ :Λ
≈
′)

h+N∼ :Λ
≈
′:N∼ s

et Λ
≈
′ = ρr

∂2ψ

∂E∼
e
∂E∼

e + 2I∼ � τ∼

• Opérateur tangent :

L̂
≈

= 1
J

Λ
≈

+ I∼ � τ∼ −
(Λ
≈

:N∼ +N∼ τ∼+τ∼N∼
T )⊗(N∼ :Λ

≈
+τ∼:N∼

T+N∼ τ∼)

H+N∼ :Λ
≈

:N∼ +2(N∼ τ∼):N∼
sym
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8.3 Loss of uniqueness in elastoplastic solids: Rodney Hill 1958
8.3.1 Contraintes, déformations et équilibre

Les problèmes élastoplastiques sont généralement décrits par des lois incrémentales. Nous
considérons une configuration d’équilibre à un instant τ (champ de déplacements, contraintes,
d’écrouissage et de température). On note S∼ le tenseur des contraintes nominales (Boussinesq),
non symétrique, qui associe à un élément de surface dans la configuration initial C0, de nor-
male N , le vecteur contrainte dans la configuration déformée, T . En notant F∼ le gradient de
la transformation, J = det(F∼ ) le jacobien de la transformation, on le relie à σ∼ , tenseur des
contraintes ”vraies” de Cauchy exprimé sur les mêmes axes, par le transport suivant :

S∼ = Jσ∼F∼
−T (8.47)

Avec la notation d’Einstein et la sommation sur les indices répétés : (A∼B∼ )ij = AikBkj . Ainsi,
l’expression des efforts nominaux sur un élément de surface dans la configuration de référence,
T , s’écrit :

T = S∼N

N étant défini sur la configuration de référence, il ne dépend pas du temps. En notant ˙(·) = d(·)
dt ,

on a directement :
Ṫ = Ṡ∼N (8.48)

On remarquera que le tenseur de Boussinesq est transposé dans l’article de Hill [1958] (s∼ = S∼
T ).

En notant L∼ = Ḟ∼F∼
−1 le gradient eulérien des vitesses, D∼ sa partie symétrique, Ω∼ sa partie

antisymétrique et J̇ = J tr(L∼) = J div(v ) on peut écrire :

Ṡ∼ = J div(v )σ∼F∼
−T + Jσ̇∼F∼

−T − Jσ∼F∼−T Ḟ∼
T
F∼
−T

⇒ Ṡ∼ = J(div(v )σ∼ + σ̇∼ − σ∼L∼T )F∼
−T (8.49)

L’étude se fera par la suite en ”Lagrangien réactualisé”, soit : la configuration actuelle (C)
est prise comme configuration de référence. De façon plus générale, on peut considérer une
configuration intermédiaire de référence Ĉ à t = τ . Les grandeurs lagrangiennes exprimées par
rapport à cette configuration s’écriront (̂·). Par exemple F̂∼ (t) s’écrit F∼ (t)F∼

−1(τ). À t = τ , on
a F̂∼ = I∼ mais ˙̂

F∼ 6= 0∼. Un changement de configuration de référence pour une configuration
intermédiaire à un instant τ donne alors :

F̂∼ (t) = F∼ (t)F∼
−1(τ)⇒ F̂∼ (τ) = I∼

˙̂
F∼ (t) = Ḟ∼ (t)F∼

−1(τ)⇒ ˙̂
F∼ (τ) = Ḟ∼ (τ)F∼

−1(τ)

L̂∼(t) = ˙̂
F∼ (t)F̂∼

−1(t) = Ḟ∼ (t)F∼
−1(τ)F∼ (τ)F∼

−1(t) = Ḟ∼ (t)F∼
−1(t) = L∼(t) (8.50)

˙̂
S∼ = div(v )σ∼ + σ̇∼ − σ∼L∼T à t = τ (8.51)

On reconnait en équation (8.51) l’équation dans Hill [1958] (à raison de prendre le transposé de
˙̂
S∼) :

Equation sans numéro en page 2 Hill [1958].
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Dans son égalité σ∼o correspond au tenseur des contraintes de Cauchy. Ce qu’il note σ∼ correspond
à notre σ∼∗ (cf. §(8.3.2)), et s∼ = Ŝ∼

T . L’égalité (8.50) s’obtient directement en notant que L∼
est une grandeur eulérienne, et donc insensible à la configuration de référence choisie. Ainsi
l’équation (8.52) s’obtient en combinant les équations (8.49) et (8.51) :

Ṡ∼(τ) = J
˙̂
S∼F∼

−T ⇔ ˙̂
S∼(τ) = 1

J
Ṡ∼F∼

T (8.52)

En particulier, on notera que le travail du second ordre
∫

Ω0
Ṡ∼ : Ḟ∼ dV0 (”:” l’opérateur de

la double contraction A∼ : B∼ = AijBij) se conserve par un tel changement de configuration de
référence. À t = τ on a :

Wordre2 =
∫

Ω

˙̂
S∼ : ˙̂

F∼ dV =
∫

Ω0
( 1
J
Ṡ∼F∼

T ) : (Ḟ∼F∼
−1)JdV0 =

∫
Ω0
Ṡ∼ : Ḟ∼ dV0 (8.53)

L’équation d’équilibre locale peut s’écrire sur la divergence par rapport à la configuration de
référence du tenseur des contraintes de Boussinesq. En lagrangien réactualisé la divergence de
Ŝ∼ doit alors s’écrire sur la configuration de référence Ĉ. L’équilibre quasi-statique dans de telles
conditions s’écrit (en négligeant les efforts volumiques) :

D̂iv ( ˙̂
S∼) = 0 (8.54)

On définie en équation (8.55) la dérivée objective de Jaumann de la contrainte notée σ∼J . Cette
définition correspond à la dérivée de la contrainte exprimée dans le référentiel correctionnel :
c’est le référentiel local objectif dans lequel le taux de rotation est nul.

σ∼
J = σ̇∼ + σ∼Ω∼ −Ω∼σ∼ (8.55)

On reconnait ici l’équation de l’article :

Equation sans numéro en page 3 Hill [1958].

La dérivée objective de Jaumann de la contrainte est définie sur des grandeurs eulériennes
uniquement. Le choix de configuration de référence n’a donc pas de conséquences sur l’expression
de σ∼J .

Enfin l’équation (8.56) s’obtient en combinant les équations (8.51) et (8.55).

˙̂
S∼ − (σ∼

J + tr(L∼)σ∼) = L∼σ∼ − (σ∼D∼ +D∼ σ∼) (8.56)

On reconnait dans l’article :

Equation (3) dans Hill [1958].

On notera que ε∼ dans l’article correspond au taux de déformation D∼ , et non pas au tenseur des
déformation.
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8.3.2 Loi de comportement en référentiel local objectif
Il existe une multitude de lois de comportement élastoplastiques en grandes déformations.

Elles seront détaillées dans un document qui leur sera consacré. Pour ce qui est de l’article qui
fait l’objet de ce document, la loi est formulée en référentiel local objectif.

Ces lois se basent sur une décomposition additive du taux de déformation : D∼ = D∼
e +D∼

p.
On peut alors choisir formuler la loi sur le tenseur des contraintes de Cauchy σ∼ ou le tenseur
τ∼ = Jσ∼ , appelé tenseur des contraintes de Kirchhoff en lagrangien réactualisé. Les deux choix
sont a priori licites : la prise en compte ou non de la variation de volume n’est pas un point
tranché, et influera très peu pour les métaux. On choisit ici de développer la loi sur τ∼ (l’autre
choix s’obtenant en prenant J ' 1 et tr(L∼) ' 0).

D∼ et τ∼ seront observés dans le référentiel local objectif “∗” par la transformation τ∼∗ =
Q
∼
∗(τ∼)Q

∼
∗T et D∼

∗ = Q
∼
∗D∼Q∼

∗T = D∼
e∗ + D∼

p∗ le tenseur des taux de déformation lu dans le
référentiel local objectif. La loi de comportement élastique dans ce référentiel s’écrit alors :

τ̇∼
∗ = Λ

≈
: D∼

e∗

On peut facilement la réécrire (cf. Annexe Lois de comportement) :

Σ̇∼ = σ̇∼ + tr(L∼)σ = Λ
≈
∗D∼

avec Λ∗ijkl = 1
J
Q∗ipQ

∗
jqQ

∗
krQ

∗
lsΛpqrs

En faisant le choix du référentiel corotationnel pour référentiel local objectif, on reconnait la
formulation de la loi de comportement exprimée dans l’article Hill [1958], avec θ = tr(L∼) et
K
≈

= Λ
≈
∗ :

Equation (7) dans Hill [1958].

L’intérêt majeur de cette formulation est de pouvoir calquer la loi de comportement élastoplastique
incrémentale sur la formulation en petite déformation. Il nous faut alors définir un critère de
plasticité (par exemple un critère de von Mises (8.57)) et une loi d’écoulement plastique (par
exemple une loi de normalité (8.58)).

f(σ∼ , R(p)) =
√

3
2σ∼

dev : σ∼dev −R(p) (8.57)

Ḋ∼
p = ṗ

∂f

∂σ
= ṗn∼ (8.58)

On notera h = ∂R

∂p
le module d’écrouissage. En suivant une démarche similaire à celle décrite

dans le BCCF Besson et al. [2010] dans la partie 3.5, on aboutit à la formulation élastoplastique
incrémentale donnée en équation (8.59).

Σ̇∼ = L
≈

: D∼ avec L
≈

=



Λ
≈
∗ si n∼ : Λ

≈
∗ : D∼ ≤ 0

Λ
≈
∗ −

(Λ
≈
∗ : n∼)⊗ (n∼ : Λ

≈
∗)

h+ n∼ : Λ
≈
∗ : n∼

si n∼ : Λ
≈
∗ : D∼ ≥ 0

(8.59)

On reconnait dans l’article :
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Equation (10) dans Hill [1958].

Les tenseurs Λ
≈
∗ et L

≈
(en tout cas pour un matériau standard généralisé) possèdent en plus

de la symétrie mineur (interversion de i et j ou de k et l) la symétrie majeur (interversion de
ij et kl) : Λ∗ijkl = Λ∗klij et Lijkl = Lklij . Ces propriétés nous permettent alors d’écrire une loi
incrémentale élastoplastique entre ˙̂

S∼ et ˙̂
F∼ . En repartant de l’équation (8.56), on a :

˙̂
Sij = LijklDkl + Likσkj − σikDkj −Dikσkj

= 1
2Lijkl(

˙̂
Fkl + ˙̂

Flk) + ˙̂
Flkδilσkj − σikδjlDkl −Dlkδilσkj

= Lijkl ˙̂
Fkl + ˙̂

Fklδikσlj −
1
2σikδjl(

˙̂
Flk + ˙̂

Fkl)−
1
2δilσkj(

˙̂
Flk + ˙̂

Fkl)

=
[
Lijkl + 1

2(δikσjl − δilσjk − δjkσil − δjlσik)
]

˙̂
Fkl

˙̂
Sij = L′ijkl ˙̂

Fkl (8.60)

On reconnaitra que l’opérateur L
≈
′ possède seulement la symétrie majeure. Ainsi :

˙̂
S∼ = ˙̂

F∼ : L
≈
′ = L

≈
′ : ˙̂
F∼ (8.61)

Le le travail du second ordre peut donc s’écrire :

Wordre2 =
∫

Ω

˙̂
F∼ : L

≈
′ : ˙̂
F∼ dV (8.62)

8.3.3 Identités remarquables
Introduisons la quantité suivante proportionnelle à une densité de travail du second ordre :

w(v ) = 1
2 Ŝ∼ : ˙̂

F∼ = 1
2Σ̇∼ : (D∼ )− 1

2σ∼ : (2D∼D∼ −
˙̂
F∼
T ˙̂
F∼ ) (8.63)

Equation (11) dans Hill [1958].

L’opérateur L
≈
′ possédant la symétrie majeure, on obtient :

dw = ˙̂
S∼ : d ˙̂

F∼
˙̂
S∼ = ∂w

∂
˙̂
F∼

(8.64)

On reconnait :

Équation sans numéro en page 5 dans Hill [1958].
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Introduisons maintenant deux couples de solutions en taux de contrainte et de déformation
(D∼
∗, Σ̇∼

∗) et (D∼ , Σ̇∼ ). On note alors ∆(·) = (·)∗ − (·)
Lemme 1 :

∆Σ̇∼ : ∆D∼ = ∆D∼ : Λ
≈
∗ : ∆D∼ si les deux solutions sont élastiques; (8.65)

∆Σ̇∼ : ∆D∼ ≥ ∆D∼ : L
≈
′ : ∆D∼ sinon. (8.66)

La première égalité dans le cas de deux solutions élastiques est triviale étant donné la lois de
comportement. La seconde inégalité est une égalité stricte si les deux solutions sont plastiques
(cf. symétries de L

≈
′), alors que l’inégalité est stricte dans le cas où une solution est plastique et

la seconde élastique. En effet, si on prend (·)∗ comme solution élastique alors :

∆Σ̇∼ : ∆D∼ = ∆D∼ : L
≈
′ : ∆D∼ +

D∼
∗ : (Λ

≈
∗ : n∼)⊗ (n∼ : Λ

≈
∗) : (D∼

∗ −D∼ )

h+ n∼ : Λ
≈
∗ : n∼

(8.67)

Le premier terme du membre de droite est positif pour un matériau durcissant (L
≈
′ défini positif)

et le second aussi étant donné que n∼ : Λ
≈
∗ : D∼ ≥ 0 et n∼ : Λ

≈
∗ : D∼

∗ ≤ 0.

8.3.4 Critère d’unicité
Considérons un domaine Ω à un instant t donné, instant pour lequel les propriétés matériaux

et champs de contraintes ont déjà été évalués en tout point. Soit SF la partie de ∂Ω sur laquelle
est imposé un taux d’effort Ṫ d et Sv la partie complémentaire de ∂Ω sur laquelle sont imposées
les vitesses de déplacement v d. En équation (8.68), l’ensemble d’équations régissant le système.

ˆdiv ( ˙̂
S∼) = 0

˙̂
S∼ = L

≈
′ : ˙̂
F∼

Σ̇∼ = L
≈

: D∼

 ∀x ∈ Ω (8.68)

˙̂
S∼N = Ṫ

d ∀x ∈ SF (8.69)
v = v d ∀x ∈ Sv (8.70)

Si deux solutions existent pour un même incrément de charge, en notant ∆(·) la différence entre
deux champs de même nature, on obtient :∫

S
∆Ḟ ∆v dS =

∫
SF

∆Ṫ d∆v dS +
∫
Sv

∆Ḟ ∆v d dS = 0

⇒
∫

Ω
∆ ˙̂
S∼ : ∆ ˙̂

F∼ dV = 0 (8.71)

⇒
∫

Ω
∆Σ̇∼ : ∆D∼ dV − Σ(∆v ) = 0

avec Σ(∆v ) =
∫

Ω
σ∼ : (2∆D∼∆(D∼ )−∆L∼

T∆L∼)dV

De fait, une condition suffisante pour assurer l’unicité de la solution sera la non nullité de
(8.71) soit : ∫

Ω
∆ ˙̂
S∼ : ∆ ˙̂

F∼ dV =
∫

Ω
∆Σ̇∼ : ∆D∼ dV − Σ(∆v ) > 0 (8.72)

quelque soit ∆v la différence entre deux champs de vitesses continus respectant v = v d sur Sv.
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On reconnait en équation (8.72) le critère de perte d’unicité formulé sur le travaille du
second ordre (aussi appelée condition de Hill). Étant donné l’égalité (8.53), il se réécrit pour
une formulation en lagrangien total :∫

Ω0
∆Ṡ∼ : ∆Ḟ∼ dV0 > 0 (8.73)

Dans le cas d’un matériaux élastoplastique durcissant, et en intégrant le lemme 1 sur le domaine
Ω, on obtient : ∫

Ω
∆Σ̇∼ : ∆D∼ ≥ H(∆v ) (8.74)

avec H(∆v ) =
∫

Ω
∆D∼ : Λ

≈
∗ : ∆D∼ dV −

∫
Ω∪P

(n∼ : Λ
≈
∗ : ∆D∼ )2

h+ n∼ : Λ
≈
∗ : n∼

dV (8.75)

avec Ω∪P = ΩP ∪ Ω∗P l’union des volumes de Ω plastifiés dans chaque solution.
H est un minorant du membre de gauche dans l’inéquation (8.74), une condition plus que
suffisante pour l’unicité de la solution est alors :

H(w )− Σ(w ) > 0 ∀w ∈ Vadm0 (8.76)

avec Vadm0 l’ensemble des champs continues à valeurs nulles sur Sv
H admet un minorant et un majorant dans le cadre des matériaux élastoplastiques durcis-

sants :
H0(w ) = lim

h→0
H(w ) ≤ H(w ) ≤ lim

h→∞
H(w ) = H∞ (8.77)

On peut à partir de là distinguer quatre cas dans lesquelles on peut conclure sur l’unicité de la
solution :

1. Σ < H∞ ∀w ∈ Vadm0 ⇒ La solution est unique pour un matériau élastique.

2. Σ < H0 ∀w ∈ Vadm0 ⇒ La solution est unique pour un matériau durcissant ou parfaite-
ment plastique (h ≥ 0)

3. Σ ≤ H0 ∀w ∈ Vadm0 , et Σ = H0 pour au moins un champ w ⇒ La solution est unique
pour un matériau strictement durcissant (h > 0).

4. Σ > H0 pour au moins un champs w et Σ < H∞ ∀w ∈ Vadm0 ⇒ On peut discuter de
l’unicité à raison que le matériaux présente un module d’écrouissage suffisamment grand.

Pour illustrer le quatrième cas, nous allons prendre l’exemple suivant : On considère un
matériaux homogène isotrope. n∼ étant unitaire et purement déviatorique, on a n∼ : Λ

≈
∗ : n∼ = 2µ

avec µ le module de cisaillement de ce matériau. On considère de plus la zone plastifiée, présente

un module d’écrouissage uniforme h > 0. Notons H̃ =
∫

Ωp

(n∼ :Λ
≈
∗:D∼ )2

2µ dVp > 0 on obtient alors :

H0 = H∞ − H̃

⇒


H = H∞ −

1
1 + h

2µ
H̃

H = H0 +
h
2µ

1 + h
2µ
H̃

(8.78)
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Le critère d’unicité (8.76) donne alors :
H∞ − Σ >

1
1 + h

2µ
H̃

H0 − Σ > −
h
2µ

1 + h
2µ
H̃

(8.79)

Si Σ ≤ H0 nous nous ramenons au cas 3, et l’unicité est assurée, sinon Σ−H0 > 0, on a donc :
0 < Σ−H0 <

h
2µ

1 + h
2µ
H̃

1
H∞ − Σ >

1 + h
2µ

H̃
> 0

(8.80)

⇒ Σ−H0
H∞ − Σ <

h

2µ∀w ∈ V
adm
0 (8.81)

⇔ h

2µ > β , β = Sup
w ∈Vadm0

( Σ−H0
H∞ − Σ) (8.82)

µ étant constant, cela est valable pour h suffisamment grand (> β).
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8.4 Dynamic discontinuity and acoustic tensor
One way of approaching localization is to consider the propagation of an acceleration wave

in a solid body. To do this, we start with Cauchy’s law, that can be written as:
div (σ∼) + ρf = ρü (8.83)

where ρ is the mass density, f volume forces (which is neglected for this work) and ü the
acceleration of the volume element.
Also, let us consider an elastoplastic constitutive law which can always be expressed in its rate
form (with L

≈
the elastoplastic tangent operator. Note that it always has minor symmetries

which is important for the following analysis):
σ̇∼ = L

≈
: ε̇∼ = L

≈
:∇∼ (u̇ ) (8.84)

at small strains Let Sd be a traveling discontinuity surface across which one observes a jump in
acceleration and strain rate. We denote its unit normal by n , U its normal velocity, V − and
V + the two domains in which the volume is split (see Figure 8.2).

Figure 8.2: Discontinuity surface traveling through the body with a velocity U

Hadamard’s compatibility condition states that in the absence of cracks, then any jump in
strain rate has to be of the following form [Hadamard, 1903] (with JAK = A+ −A−):

q
∇∼ (u̇ )

y
= −Jü K

U
⊗ n (8.85)

Also, the stress jump should respect [Truesdell and Toupin, 1960, Mandel, 1964]:
q
div (σ∼)

y
= −

q
σ̇∼

y
· n
U

(8.86)

Let us now consider that the behavior is the same on both side of the discontinuity surface
(either both in plastic loading or both in elastic unloading). Combining all previous equations
leads to:

q
div (σ∼)

y
= ρ Jü K (8.87)

(8.86)⇒ −
q
σ̇∼

y
· n
U

= ρ Jü K (8.88)

(8.84)⇒ −
(
L
≈

:
q
∇∼ (u̇ )

y)
· n
U

= ρ Jü K (8.89)

(8.85)⇒ −
(
L
≈

: (−Jü K
U
⊗ n )

)
· n
U

= ρ Jü K (8.90)(
n � L̂

≈
· n
)
· Jü K
U2 = ρ Jü K (8.91)

Q
∼
· Jü K = ρU2 Jü K (8.92)
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where � denotes the product (n �L
≈

)ijl = nkLikjl andQ
∼

= n �L̂
≈
·n is the well-known acoustic

tensor [Bigoni and Zaccaria, 1993].
At small strains L

≈
possesses minor symmetries (since it relates σ̇∼ to ε̇∼, see equation (8.84)),

which means the � product could be replaced by a · product. However, this is not the case in
the finite deformation case (cf. section 4.1.1), so we will keep this notation to avoid misunder-
standings.

We recognize in equation (8.92) an eigenvalue problem: ρU2 is the eigenvalue and Jü K is
the associated eigenvector. While all eigenvalues are positive, the discontinuity surface can
propagate. However, when Q

∼
becomes singular, det(Q

∼
) = 0, the velocity of the discontinuity

surface vanishes and the jump in strain rate leads to localization.
As explained in [Mandel, 1966] this condition is necessary for the existence of a localization

band and differs from Drucker’s postulate [Drucker, 1951] which requires:

σ̇∼ : ε̇∼ > 0 ∀ε̇∼ 6= 0∼ to ensure stability of a volume element. (8.93)

In fact, in the particular case where ∇∼ (u̇ ) = g ⊗ n (see equation 8.85), Drucker’s postulate
leads to:

(g ⊗ n ) : L
≈

: (g ⊗ n ) > 0 (8.94)

g ·Q
∼
· g > 0 (8.95)

g ·Q
∼
sym · g > 0 (8.96)

eigenvalues(Q
∼
sym) > 0 (8.97)

where ()sym denotes the symmetrical part of a tensor.
The latter expression is more restrictive in ensuring stability than det(n � L̂

≈
· n ) = 0.

While there is no difference for materials that use Hill’s maximal dissipation principle because L
≈

possesses major symmetry leading to Q
∼

being symmetric , this is not true for all materials. Even
though it is the case for most metals, it is generally not true for soils: L

≈
does not possess major

symmetry, so Q
∼

has no reason to be symmetric. Therefore, the criterion det((n �L̂
≈
·n )sym) = 0

is not sufficient to ensure a possible jump in strain rates.
This analysis leads to an interesting discussion in [Mandel, 1966] where the author proposes

a link between the celerity of waves and the uniqueness of the system’s response. In fact, this
phenomenon is observed for elastic beams in compression: the buckling load can be identified
as the compression load for which the frequency of the first transverse mode vanishes.
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8.5 Loss of ellipticity specified to small deformation
In this section, three main cases are detailed : simple tension in plane strain, simple shear

and simple tension. The latter will illustrate a limit of the loss of ellipticity criterion2.
To simplify the derivations, the analysis is based on the small deformation theory. This can

be justified, since there is not much difference between small and finite strain localization results
[Lemaitre et al., 2009] for the following examples. This will be shown in the numerical analysis
(section 8.6.5).

8.5.1 General analysis:

In a small deformation analysis the elastoplastic tangent operator L
≈

can be defined as3:

σ̇∼ = L
≈

: ε̇∼ (8.98)

with : L
≈

= Λ
≈
− γ

(Λ
≈

: P∼ )⊗ (N∼ : Λ
≈

)

H +N∼ : Λ
≈

: P∼
; (8.99)

H the hardening modulus; (8.100)
P∼ the flow direction, such that : ε∼

p = λ̇P∼ ; (8.101)
λ̇ the plastic multiplier; (8.102)

N∼ = ∂f

∂σ∼
the normal to the yield surface with: f the yield surface; (8.103)

(8.104)

and : γ =


1 for plastic loading : N∼ : Λ

≈
: ε̇∼ > 0 ; f = 0

0 for elastic unloading : N∼ : Λ
≈

: ε̇∼ ≤ 0 ; f = 0
. (8.105)

As it has been shown in [Besson et al., 2010, Lemaitre et al., 2009], localization bands with
the loading/loading condition are possible before the loading/unloading condition (see section
2.2.3). So we will keep this hypothesis for the following computations, leading to:

γ = 1 (8.106)

Let us explicitly give the acoustic tensor in this case:

Q
∼

=n � L̂
≈
· n (8.107)

= n �Λ
≈
· n − 1

A
(n ·Λ

≈
: P∼ )⊗ (N∼ : Λ

≈
· n ) (8.108)

= Q
∼
e − b ⊗ a

A
(8.109)

where Q
∼
e = n � Λ

≈
· n is the ”elastic acoustic tensor”, a = N∼ : Λ

≈
· n , b = n · Λ

≈
: P∼ and

A = H +N∼ : Λ
≈

: P∼ are here to simplify notation.

2 In order to derive the results, we will need to give the explicit expression of the tangent operator. Its
expression is given for the general case in the first annual report.

3 Usually denoted n∼, the normal to the yield surface is denoted N∼ to avoid any confusion with the normal to
the localization surface n
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As the loss of ellipticity criterion is formulated on the determinant of the acoustic tensor, we
are interested in the analysis of its eigenvalues. Therefore, one might try to solve:

Q
∼
· x = λx (8.110)

However, expressed like this, solving the problem is not simple.
Nevertheless we show that the elastic acoustic tensor Q

∼
e is positive definite. In fact (of course,

neither A∼ , g or n should be identically zero):

A∼ : Λ
≈

: A∼ > 0 ∀A∼ 6= 0∼ (8.111)

(g ⊗ n ) : Λ
≈

: (g ⊗ n ) > 0 ∀g n (8.112)

g · (n �Λ
≈
· n ) · g > 0 ∀g n (8.113)

det((n �Λ
≈
· n )sym) > 0 ∀n (8.114)

det(Q
∼
e) > 0 ∀n (8.115)

because Λ
≈

possesses all symmetries since it is the elasticity tensor. Then one gets:

det(Q
∼
e−1Q

∼
) = 0⇔det(Q

∼
) = 0 (8.116)

In other words Q
∼
e−1Q

∼
and Q

∼
both become singular for the same conditions. Therefore, it is

chosen to analyze the eigenvalues of Q
∼
e−1Q

∼
to conclude on the positiveness of the elastoplastic

acoustic tensor:

Q
∼
e−1Q

∼
y = λy (8.117)

⇒
[
I∼ −

1
A

(
Q
∼
e−1 · b

)
⊗ a

]
· y = λy (8.118)

As a matter of fact, equation (8.118) can be solved directly. First two eigenvectors can
easily be identified as any two non-colinear vectors orthogonal to a . As we are working in three
dimensions, we can find a pair a non-co-linear vectors that have this property. Let’s call them
y 1 and y 2. Trivially their eigenvalues are unitary: λ1 = λ2 = 1. Finally using the property of
the trace of a tensor, we have:

Tr (Q
∼
e−1Q

∼
) = 3− 1

A
(aQ

∼
e−1b ) = 2 + λ3 (8.119)

From which one can easily deduce λ3. Another way to solve the problem is to remark that
Q
∼
e−1 · b is the third eigenvector:

[
I∼ −

1
A

(
Q
∼
e−1 · b

)
⊗ a

]
·
(
Q
∼
e−1 · b

)
(8.120)

=
(
Q
∼
e−1 · b

)
− 1
A

(
Q
∼
e−1 · b

) (
a ·Q

∼
e−1 · b

)
(8.121)

=
(

1− 1
A
aQ
∼
e−1b

)(
Q
∼
e−1 · b

)
(8.122)

which also directly gives λ3 = 1− 1
AaQ∼

e−1b .
Finally, as λ1 = λ2 = 1, λ3 is the only eigenvalue that can vanish. Since this quantity depends
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on the hardening modulus, it is interesting to extract H as a function of the other variables
when λ3 vanishes:

1−
aQ
∼
e−1b

H +N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼
= 0 (8.123)

H +N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ = (N∼ : Λ
≈
· n )Q

∼
e−1(n ·Λ

≈
: P∼ ) (8.124)

H(n ) = −N∼ : Λ
≈

: N∼ + (N∼ : Λ
≈
· n )(n �Λ

≈
· n )−1(n ·Λ

≈
: P∼ ) (8.125)

Equation (8.125) tells us that, for a given plastic flow direction (P∼ ), a given normal to the
yield surface (N∼ ) and a given normal to a unit surface (n ), a jump in strain rates proportional to(

(n �Λ
≈
· n )−1(n ·Λ

≈
: P∼ )

)
⊗n becomes possible when the hardening modulus fulfills equation

(8.125). These quantities are considered to be “given” because, in the absence of vertices, they
are directly derived from the yield surface and the flow rule. They can be constant for a
given monotonic loading, while the hardening modulus depends on the current evolution of
the stresses4. However, if in the current state, multiple ”normals” to the yield surface can
be considered (for example in the presence of vertices on the yield surface), this equation has
multiple degrees of freedom for a given stress state and monotonic loading, therefore it can
be easier to fulfill. In [Rice, 1976] the author talks about an increased softening behavior for
materials that develop a vertex on their yield surface. Some analysis of this phenomenon can
also be found in [Mear and Hutchinson, 1985].

Let us now make another hypothesis: the hardening modulus only decreases until localization
occurs. In fact, this is the case for many materials. One might then try to derive, for a given
loading direction, the hardening modulus for which equation (8.125) is fulfilled for the first time.
We will denote this quantity Hcr:

Hcr = Sup(n ·n=1)H(n ) (8.126)

In order to simplify the analysis (the full one is available in [Bigoni and Hueckel, 1991]), the
following computations will be expressed for associated flow rules:

Tr (N∼ ) = 0 (8.127)
N∼ = P∼ (8.128)

For isotropic elastic materials, equation (8.125) gives:

H(n ) = 2µ
(

2(nP∼ ) · (P∼n )− 1
1− ν (nP∼n )2 − P∼ : P∼

)
(8.129)

where ν is the Poisson ratio and µ the shear modulus.
Given that n is totally undetermined, it will be easier to work in the eigenbasis of P∼ . In this
basis, P∼ is diagonal and its eigenvalues will be denoted Pi. Equation (8.129) then becomes:

H(n ) = 2µ(2n2
iP

2
i − PiPi −

1
1− ν (n2

iPi)2) (8.130)

We want to maximize this function under the constrain n ·n = 1. One can solve the following
problem: 

∂L(n , λ)
∂n

= 0

∂L(n , λ)
∂λ

= 0
(8.131)

with L(n , λ) = H(n )− λ(n · n − 1) (8.132)
4 The hardening modulus varies for non linear hardening laws.
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where λ is Lagrange multiplier.
The second derivative gives n · n = 1.
The first one gives:

nk

(
P 2
k −

1
1− ν (n2

iPi)Pk −
λ

4µ

)
= 0 for k ∈ {1, 2, 3} (no summation over k) (8.133)

[Besson et al., 2010] states that:
If n1, n2, n3 6= 0 then the system is either undetermined or impossible, depending on P1 P2 P3.
If n3 = 0 and n1, n2 6= 0, then the system becomes:

0 = P 2
1 − P1

1−ν (n2
1P1 + n2

2P2)

0 = P 2
2 − P2

1−ν (n2
1P1 + n2

2P2)

n2
2 = 1− n2

1

(8.134)

⇒ n2
1 = P1 + νP3

P1 − P2
(8.135)

⇒ Hcr(n ) = −EP 2
3 (8.136)

where E is the Young modulus.
Finally, if n2 = n3 = 0 and n1 = 1, one gets:

Hcr(n ) = −2E
(

(P2 + νP3)2

1− ν2 + P 2
3

)
(8.137)

= −2 E

1− ν2

(
P 2

2 + νP3P2 + P 2
3
)

(8.138)

Note that Pi’s are not sorted in any order.
The terms in equations (8.136) and (8.137) are of the same order of magnitude (Young’s

modulus times variables of the order of unity). For a given flow direction P∼ one can evaluate
the different Hcr obtained with theses equations to deduce the one with the maximum value.
Another reason to this, is that we do not know whether each refers to a maximum or a minimum
since we only solved to get a null gradient and it is easier to evaluate them all than to compute
the second derivative.

8.5.2 Elastic unloading/plastic loading condition
In the previous analysis, a major hypothesis on the loading condition has been made. We

need to examine this hypothesis to verify whether it is valid. We need to show that plastic/plastic
localization is, in fact, the first to occur.

In a loading process, the material first exhibits an elastic behavior making localization im-
possible initially5 since it was proven already that det(Q

∼
e) > 0 (see section 8.5.1). Moreover, it

has been shown that plastic/plastic localization is only possible when the elastoplastic acoustic
tensor (det(n �L

≈
·n )) is singular. Thus it remains to consider the elastic/plastic localization.

Let us assume that the behavior in V + in plastic loading while V − is in elastic unloading
while the jump through Sd is such that

q
ε̇∼
y

= (g ⊗ n )sym. One gets:

(σ̇∼
+ − σ̇∼−) · n = 0 (8.139)

⇒
(
L
≈

: ε̇∼
+ −Λ

≈
: ε̇∼
−
)
· n = 0 (8.140)

5 We are here working in a small deformation framework. In a finite deformation framework, and with some
complex materials one could encounter loss of ellipticity too [d’Avila et al., 2016].
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From which one equivalently deduces:
(
L
≈

:
q
ε̇∼
y)
· n = 1

A

[(
(P∼ : Λ

≈
)⊗ (Λ

≈
: N∼ )

)
: ε̇∼
−
]
· n

or:
(

Λ
≈

:
q
ε̇∼
y)
· n = 1

A

[(
(P∼ : Λ

≈
)⊗ (Λ

≈
: N∼ )

)
: ε̇∼

+
]
· n

(8.141)

⇒


(
L
≈

:
q
ε̇∼
y)
· n = α

AP∼ : Λ
≈
· n with: α = N∼ : Λ

≈
: ε̇∼
− < 0 elastic unloading condition

or:
(

Λ
≈

:
q
ε̇∼
y)
· n = β

AP∼ : Λ
≈
· n with: β = N∼ : Λ

≈
: ε̇∼

+ > 0 plastic loading condition

(8.142)
(8.143)

Combining these two equations, and using Hadamard’s compatibility condition, it leads to:(
L
≈

: (g ⊗ n )
)
· n = α

β

(
Λ
≈

: (g ⊗ n )
)
· n (8.144)

⇒ Q
∼
· g = α

β
Q
∼
e · g (8.145)

⇒
(
Q
∼
e−1Q

∼

)
g = α

β
g (8.146)

This equation can be identified as the one set in equation (8.118).
Therefore, αβ can be identified as the third eigenvalue; the one that is not unity. As a consequence
of the plastic loading/elastic unloading condition this ratio is negative. Since the acoustic tensor
is initially positive definite, and one assumes that the hardening modulus is a smooth function
of the state variables, the elastic/plastic jump occurs necessarily after the plastic/plastic jump.

Still, it happens literally just after [Lemaitre et al., 2009]. This means that plastic/plastic
jumps are most likely not to be captured within a problem with finite time steps. This is in
fact the same problem as the one encountered with Hill’s loss of uniqueness criterion. In a finite
element simulation, one can evaluate Hill’s loss of uniqueness criterion at each computed time
step, however, one can not conclude on uniqueness through the whole time-step.
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8.6 Loss of ellipticity: analytical simple cases (small deforma-
tion)

For the following cases one should keep in mind that we are working on a single element (in
numerical problems we would talk about a ”Gauss Point problem”). Geometry is not taken into
account. However one can always imagine an equivalent structural problem just by imposing
homogeneous conditions on the boundary that satisfy the following cases. This is done in section
8.6.5 to validate the development of a new numerical method to evaluate loss of ellipticity. All
results in the following paragraphs are given for a von Mises criterion with an isotropic hardening
law: 

σ∼
dev = σ∼ −

Tr (σ∼ )
3 I∼

σeq =
√

3
2σ∼

dev : σ∼dev

f(σ∼ , R) = σeq −R(p)

N∼ = 3
2
σ∼dev
σeq

H(p) = ∂R

∂p

(8.147)

8.6.1 Simple shear
Simple shear is characterized by a stress state of the form:

σ∼ =


0 τ 0

τ 0 0

0 0 0

⇒ σeq =
√

3τ (8.148)

From which we can deduce (using equations in (8.147)):

N∼ =
√

3
2


0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

 (8.149)

=
√

3
4


1 1 0

1 −1 0

0 0 0




1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 0




1 1 0

1 −1 0

0 0 0

 (8.150)

From equation (8.136) one gets:

Hcr = 0 or Hcr = −E < 0 (8.151)

From equation (8.137) one gets:

Hcr = −αE (8.152)
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where α > 0 for all combinations.
This gives Hcr = 0 for which (in the eigenbasis):

n =
√

2
2


1

1

0

 or : n =
√

2
2


1

−1

0

 (8.153)

which in the global frame gives:

n =


1

0

0

 or : n =


0

1

0

 (8.154)

Which leads to angles of 0o and 90o with the shearing axes (x and y in this case).

Figure 8.3: Volume element loaded in pure shear: localization bands at 0o and 90o.

8.6.2 Simple tension (or 3D case)
Simple tension is characterized by a stress state of the form:

σ∼ =


σ 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

⇒ σeq = σ (8.155)

From which we can deduce:

N∼ =


1 0 0

0 −1
2 0

0 0 −1
2

 (8.156)

(8.157)
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From equation (8.136) one gets:

Hcr = −E4 or Hcr = −E < −E4 (8.158)

From equation (8.137) one gets:

Hcr = − E

1− ν < −
E

4 or Hcr = − 5− 2ν
2− 2ν2E < −E4 (8.159)

This gives Hcr = −E
4 for which one gets:

n =



√
2−ν

3√
1+ν

3

0

 or : n =
√

2
2



√
2−ν

3

−
√

1+ν
3

0

 (8.160)

which in the global frame corresponds to an angle of arcsin
(√

1+ν
3

)
' 41.75o with the tensile

axis (so the band should roughly show an angle of 90o − 41.75o = 48.25o angle with the tension
axis).
Note that e 2 and e 3 are strictly equivalent in this analysis, n is inclined at 41.75o angle with
respect to the tension axis. so there is a cone of normal that satisfy the loss of ellipticity at the
same time.

Figure 8.4: Scheme of a volume element loaded in plane stress tension: localization bands at
∼ −48o and ∼ 48o with the tension axis.

8.6.3 Tension in plane strain
Plane strain is characterized by:

ε33 = εe33 + εp33 = 0 (8.161)
However εe33 and εp33 are not independently 0, but stay very small. They can usually be neglected
when compared with the strains in the other directions. Therefore we will consider P3 ' 0.
Also in tension, the strain principal directions are those aligned with the tensile direction and
the direction orthogonal to the tension axis, and the third direction:

N∼ =


P1 0 0

0 P2 0

0 0 0

 (8.162)

(8.163)
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which gives: P1 = −P2.
Similarly to the simple shear case, one gets:

Hcr = 0 and n =
√

2
2


1

1

0

 or n =
√

2
2


1

−1

0

 (8.164)

which corresponds to an angle of 45o with the tension axis.

Figure 8.5: Scheme of a volume element loaded in plane strain tension: localization bands at
−45o and 45o with the tension axis.

8.6.4 Plane stress bidimensional case
One might wonder why the second case is called ”Simple tension (or 3D case)”. In fact, the

stress state we exposed was trivially plane stress since σ33 = 0. However the result obtained in
paragraph 8.6 is obviously not satisfying ... ∂R

∂p
= −E4 is something one might never see in a

tensile test! In fact, when we consider the structural problem necking occurs long before6. Once
it starts, the stress state is not simple tension anymore in the neck area, and this criterion is
never reached.

As it has been stated, the loss of ellipticity is the moment when a jump in strain rates is
allowed. In fact, Drucker’s criterion on the loss of positiveness of second order work occurs first in
this case. The eigen analysis of the elastoplastic tangent operator gives only one eigenvalue that
depends on the hardening modulus, while the others are only function of the elastic constants.
This is given in [Besson et al., 2010]:

λ = 2µH
H + 3µ and : d∼ = 2√

6


1 0 0

0 −1
2 0

0 0 −1
2

 (8.165)

where λ is the eigenvalue of interest and d∼ the associated and normalized eigentensor (d∼ : d∼ = 1).
One might recognize that this tensor corresponds to a necking mode. Since this eigenvalue
vanishes when H = 0, it is consistent with what we know about necking. This can actually be
captured by Hill’s uniqueness criterion. In fact, this is the case for tensile specimens such as
bars, though not for thin plates. In fact, the loss of ellipticity criterion seems to fail to predict

6 Considère’s criterion would give H = R.
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localization in this case. Experimentally, it is well known that thin plates in tension break after
a thin shear band appears in the specimen with an angle of 54.74o with respect to the tensile
axis [Besson et al., 2010].

However to discuss this case properly, we need to numerically evaluate the loss of ellipticity.
Some methods are presented in section 4.3.1 and a more efficient method is proposed in section
4.3. The full analysis of tension in thin plates will be derived in 3.2.3.

8.6.5 Application of numerical algo
This section is only about validating the minimization method based on analytical solutions

that can be found in appendix (section 8.5. The material laws that are used are not realistic,
especially when verifying the plane stress result (Hcr = −E

4 ). Therefore, the following results
will be presented for a non linear isotropic hardening law formulated such as:

R(p) = 10000− 52000p+ 1000(1− e−500p) (8.166)
E = 200 GPa , ν = 0.33 (8.167)

where p =
∫ t
−∞

√
2
3 ε̇∼

p : ε̇∼
pdt is the accumulated plastic strain.

A von Mises criterion is used for the comparison with the results derived earlier. Finally, in finite
deformation, the formulation is hypo-elastoplastic formulated on the Kirchhoff stress tensor.

Note that all simulations gave homogeneous results in terms of strain and stress until the end
of the computation: they were run on a single element (unit cube, eight nodes, see Figure 8.6)
where degrees of freedom were all prescribed. Therefore, no localization or diffused necking could
take place. This is why all results are presented at a single GP. For each section the boundary
conditions will be given, and the results of the simulations in small and finite deformation will
be plotted. The instant for which ellipticity is lost will be indicated with a vertical dashed red
line in each plot.

Figure 8.6: Unit cube element used for the following validation cases.

Tension in plane strain

Loading:

F11 = 1 + udt (8.168)
F33 = 1 (8.169)
σ22 = σ12 = σ23 = σ31 = 0 (8.170)

(8.171)
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Small deformation:

Figure 8.7: min(det(n � L̂
≈
· n )) and hardening modulus as functions of cumulated plastic

strain under plane strain conditions.
The loss of ellipticity criterion is met when the hardening modulus vanishes. It is also found,

in Figure 8.8, that n is inclined at 45o degrees with respect to the tensile axis.

Figure 8.8: Plot of the spherical angles defining n as a function of plastic strain in plane strain.

As shown earlier in section 8.6, there are two equivalent directions, so that θ1 is either −90o
or 90o.

Finite deformation:
In a finite deformation framework there are not much difference:
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Figure 8.9: min(det(n � L̂
≈
· n )) and hardening modulus as functions of cumulated plastic

strain under plane strain conditions.

Figure 8.10: Plot of the spherical angles defining n (finite deformation) as a function of plastic
strain under plane strain conditions.

Simple tension

Boundary Conditions:

F33 = 1 + Udt (8.172)
σ11 = σ22 = σ12 = σ23 = σ31 = 0 (8.173)
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e3 is chosen to be the tensile axis, so θ2 represents the angle with respect to the tensile axis (see
8.6.2.
Small deformation:

Figure 8.11: min(det(n � L̂
≈
· n )) and hardening modulus as functions of cumulated plastic

strain under plane stress conditions.

The loss of ellipticity criterion is met when the hardening modulus vanishes. It is also found
that n makes a 41.76 degrees with the tension axis:

Figure 8.12: Plot of the spherical angles defining n as a function of plastic strain under plane
stress conditions.

As it was said earlier (cf. Figure 8.4), the solution does not depend on θ1, since x and y
are equivalent directions. This is why it seems random.
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Finite deformation:
In finite deformation there are not much difference:

Figure 8.13: min(det(n � L̂
≈
· n )) and hardening modulus as functions of cumulated plastic

strain under plane stress conditions.

The loss of ellipticity criterion is met a little before the hardening modulus vanishes because
of the finite deformation stress terms. It is found that n makes a 42.38 degrees with the tension
axis:

Figure 8.14: Plot of the spherical angles defining n (finite deformation) as a function of plastic
strain under plane stress conditions.
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Pure shear

Deformation gradient:

F∼ =


1 αt 0

αt 1 0

0 0 1

 (8.174)

Small deformation:

Figure 8.15: min(det(n � L̂
≈
· n )) and hardening modulus as functions of cumulated plastic

strain under shear conditions.

The loss of ellipticity criterion is met when the hardening modulus vanishes. Both directions
n = (1; 0; 0) and n = (0; 1; 0) are found:
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Figure 8.16: Plot of the spherical angles defining n as a function of plastic strain under shear
conditions.

Note that the stress tensor is consistent with pure shear:

Figure 8.17: Only σxy is non zero.

Finite deformation:
In finite deformation there are not much difference:
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Figure 8.18: min(det(n � L̂
≈
· n )) and hardening modulus as functions of cumulated plastic

strain under shear conditions.

The loss of ellipticity criterion is met when the hardening modulus vanishes. Both directions
n = (1; 0; 0) and n = (0; 1; 0) are found in a finite deformation framework too:

Figure 8.19: Plot of the spherical angles defining n (finite deformation) as a function of plastic
strain under shear conditions.
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Figure 8.20: Plot of the Cartesian coordinates of n (finite deformation) as a function of plastic
strain under shear conditions.

In fact, even though σxy is not the only non zero stress in finite deformation, the angles of
the localization bands are still the same.

Figure 8.21: Stresses as a function of plastic strain.

However, the difference with small strain is close to be a hydrostatic stress since σxx, σyy, and
σzz are very close to one another and very small compared to σxy. Therefore, the elastoplastic
tangent operator is not so different since it only depends on the deviatoric part of the stress
tensor for such a formulation.
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Figure 8.22: Deviatoric stresses as a function of plastic strain. Almost a pure shear stress
tensor.
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8.7 Design curves summary

In this last appendix section, the results in terms of design curves presented in sections 6.1
and 6.2 are gathered in this section. Some more comparisons are also presented.

8.7.1 Material properties:

The constitutive law formulation is given by:

• Elasticity: E = 189GPa, ν = 0.29

• Corotational formulation using the Kirchhoff stress tensor: τ∼c = Λ
≈

: D∼

• von Mises criterion with isotropic hardening: R(p).

Three hardening laws are considered:

• High Yield (saturating ML340): R(p) = 1600 + 189(1− e−81p) + 509(1− e−773p);

• Low Yield (fictitious material): R(p) = 800 + 800(1− e−30p) + 800(1− e−50p);

• High Ductility (fictitious material): R(p) = 400 + 1450(1− e−200p) + 1000(1− e−10p).
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∆L/L0
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0
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P
a
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High Yield
High Yield−Rm

Low Yield
Low Yield−Rm

High Ductility
High Ductility−Rm

Figure 8.23: Comparison of the three engineering curves with approximately the same maximum
tensile force (Rm).
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dl/l
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Figure 8.24: Comparison of the three true curves with approximately the same maximum tensile
force (Rm).

8.7.2 Comparison of localization curves

Comparison Reference and Rice criterion
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P
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]

Localization Rice Reference localization

Figure 8.25: Comparison between local instability results (localization in the sense of Rice)
and reference design curves (maximum engineering shear stress in the whole section) for ML340
tubes loaded in torsion. They differ by 5%.
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Figure 8.26: Comparison between local instability results (localization in the sense of Rice) and
reference design curves (maximum engineering shear stress in the whole section) for the Low
Yield material. They differ by 14%.
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Figure 8.27: Comparison between local instability results (localization in the sense of Rice) and
reference design curves (maximum engineering shear stress in the whole section) for the High
Ductility material. They differ 25%.
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Materials comparison
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Figure 8.28: Comparison maximum equivalent shear stress (τu = 2τmD(R3
e−R3

i )
3(R4

e−R4
i ) ) with local in-

stability analysis (Rice).
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8.7.3 Comparison of reference curves with instability analysis
High Yield design curves
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Figure 8.29: High Yield material: Comparison between global instability (Fixed/Fixed case) results (full lines) and reference design curves
(dashed lines) for tubes loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global
instability modes.
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Figure 8.30: High Yield material: Comparison global instability (Circular/Fixed case) results (full lines) with reference design curves (dashed
lines) for tubes loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global instability
modes.
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Figure 8.31: High Yield material: Comparison global instability (Flat/Fixed case) results (full lines) with reference design curves (dashed
lines) for tubes loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global instability
modes.
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Low Yield design curves
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Figure 8.32: Low Yield material: Comparison global instability (Fixed/Fixed case) results (full lines) with reference design curves (dashed
lines) for tubes loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global instability
modes.
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Figure 8.33: Low Yield material: Comparison between the global instability analysis (Circular/Fixed case) results (full lines) and the reference
design curves (dashed lines) for tubes loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White
filling: global instability modes.
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Figure 8.34: Low Yield material: Comparison between global instability (Flat/Fixed case) results (full lines) and reference design curves
(dashed lines) for tubes loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global
instability modes.
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High Ductility design curves
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Figure 8.35: High Ductility material: Comparison between global instability (Fixed/Fixed case) results (full lines) and reference design curves
(dashed lines) for tubes loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global
instability modes.
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Figure 8.36: High Ductility material: Comparison between global instability (Circular/Fixed case) results (full lines) with reference design
curves (dashed lines) for tubes loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling:
global instability modes.
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Figure 8.37: High Ductility material: Comparison global instability (Flat/Fixed case) results (full lines) with reference design curves (dashed
lines) for tubes loaded in torsion. Black filling: maximum equivalent shear stress obtained during simulation. White filling: global instability
modes.
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8.7.4 Material comparison : Design curves
Flat/Fixed weakened problem
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Figure 8.38: Weakened boundary conditions: Flat/Fixed. Design curves obtained with the
global and local instability analysis in a full finite deformation for the three materials considered
for tubes loaded in torsion.
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Circular/Fixed weakened problem
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Figure 8.39: Weakened boundary conditions: Circular/Fixed. Design curves obtained with the
global and local instability analysis in a full finite deformation for the three materials considered
for tubes loaded in torsion.
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Fixed/Fixed weakened problem
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Figure 8.40: Weakened boundary conditions: Fixed/Fixed. Design curves obtained with the
global and local instability analysis in a full finite deformation for the three materials considered
for tubes loaded in torsion.
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8.7.5 Weakened stability analysis comparison
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Figure 8.41: High Yield material: Comparison of the design curves obtained with the weakened
stability analysis for various BCs: Flat/Fixed, Circular/Fixed, Fixed/Fixed.
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Figure 8.42: Low Yield material: Comparison of the design curves obtained with the weakened
stability analysis for various BCs: Flat/Fixed, Circular/Fixed, Fixed/Fixed.
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High Ductility material
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Figure 8.43: High Ductility material: Comparison of the design curves obtained with the
weakened stability analysis for various BCs: Flat/Fixed, Circular/Fixed, Fixed/Fixed.
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RÉSUMÉ

Les ingénieurs sont constamment mis au défi de concevoir des avions plus légers et moins polluants. En même temps,
ils se doivent de respecter un certain nombre de critères de dimensionnement établis pour assurer l’intégrité des struc-
tures aéronautiques. Pour répondre à ce double défi, les chercheurs du milieu industriel et académique travaillent à
l’unisson pour constamment repousser les limites du savoir scientifique. Ces collaborations aboutissent notamment au
développement de nouveaux outils mathématiques, numériques, expérimentaux et de production.
On trouve de nombreuses pièces métalliques parmi les composants aéronautiques les plus critiques, comme les trains
d’atterrissages, les arbres moteurs ou les chapes. Ces structures subissent des chargements extrêmes de par leur envi-
ronnement thermique ou leur intense sollicitation mécanique ponctuelle ou cyclique. Pour ces structures élastoplastiques,
la ruine peut généralement être causée par l’apparition et la propagation de fissures, ou l’émergence d’instabilités locales,
comme la localisation de la déformation plastique, ou d’instabilités globales, comme le flambement.
Dans les travaux présentés dans ce manuscrit, nous nous sommes intéressés à la détection d’instabilités locales et
globales dans des structures élastoplatiques en grandes déformations. Alors qu’elles sont classiquement considérées
indépendamment, nous avons fait le choix d’étudier les deux types d’instabilités simultanément pour mieux comprendre
la compétition entre ces deux phénomènes. Pour ce faire, plusieurs développements analytiques sont présentés et
fondés sur le critère de stabilité de Hill (1958) et le critère de localisation de la déformation de Rice (1976), ainsi que
la proposition d’une nouvelle méthode d’”analyses de stabilité affaiblie” permettant d’investiguer la sensibilité aux types
de conditions limites imposées. Tous ces critères ont été implémentés dans le code de calcul par éléments finis Zset,
ce qui nous a permis, entre autres, d’analyser l’apparition d’instabilités élastoplastiques dans différentes éprouvettes de
traction/torsion, des tubes en torsion et une chape en traction.

MOTS CLÉS

Localisation, Flambement, Elastoplastique, Instabilités, Méthodes Numériques, Structures Aéronautiques

ABSTRACT

Aeronautical engineers are constantly challenged to provide lighter structures in order to reduce fuel consumption, and
thus the environmental impact and flight costs. At the same time, the design of aeronautical structures is subjected to
strict regulation aimed at ensuring the integrity of the aircraft and the safety of the passengers. To tackle this challenge,
the limits of structural and material mechanics are consistently explored which in turn leads to the development of new,
mathematical, numerical, experimental and manufacturing tools.
There are numerous metallic parts in the most critical aeronautical structures, like landing gears, engine shafts, or me-
chanical lugs. These parts are subjected to extreme loading conditions due to the thermal environment or to the intense
mechanical ultimate or cyclic loading. The failure of these elastoplastic structures is generally caused by the initiation and
propagation of cracks or by the emergence of local instabilities, such as plastic strain localization, or global instabilities,
such as buckling.
In the present work, we focus on the detection of local and global elastoplastic instabilities in a finite deformation frame-
work. While they are generally studied separately, it was chosen to study both phenomena together in order to analyze
and better understand the competition between localization and buckling in elastoplastic structures. For this purpose,
multiple analytical developments are presented founded on Hill’s global stability criterion (1958) and Rice’s strain local-
ization criterion (1976). The new ”weakened stability analysis” has been introduced in order to analyze the sensitivity to
the type of prescribed boundary conditions. All these criteria have been implemented in the finite element software Zset,
which allowed us to analyze the emergence of elastoplastic instabilities in various experimental samples, tubes loaded in
torsion, and a lug loaded in tension.

KEYWORDS

Localization, Buckling, Elastoplastic, Instabilities, Numerical Methods, Aeronautical Structures.
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